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Abstract 

 

Given significant reforms implemented in the Vietnamese banking system and some 

similar characteristics in both the economy and banking market between Vietnam, 

China and India, this thesis aims to comprehensively evaluate the efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks via the three following studies. 

 

The first study investigates the overall level of the cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks 

and the efficiency effects of two governance reforms, foreign partial acquisition and 

listing on the stock exchange, using a dataset of 28 local banks over the period 1995-

2011. This study observes that the two-stage SFA (Stochastic Frontier Analysis), the 

two-stage DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis) and the one-stage SFA approaches 

produce consistent results regarding the following issues. Firstly, the cost efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks experienced an upward trend over the analysis period, with the 

average cost efficiency score of 0.917. State-owned commercial banks are more cost-

efficient than joint-stock commercial banks. Secondly, advantageous selection effects 

occur in the foreign acquisition aspect as banks selected by the foreign institutional 

investors for partial acquisition are more cost-efficient than those not selected, while 

adverse selection occurs in the stock listing aspect as banks selected for listing on the 

stock exchange are less cost-efficient than those not selected. The dynamic effects of 

foreign partial acquisition and listing on the stock exchange are not significant in the 

short term, but are significant in the long-term. There is no significant difference in the 

cost efficiency before and after foreign partial acquisition, and before and after public 

listing, but foreign partial acquisition leads to cost efficiency losses while public listing 

results in cost efficiency gains over time. This is the first study to provide insights on 

the effects of on-going reforms on the cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks. This is also 

the first study comparing the results obtained from the two-stage SFA approach with 

those from the two-stage DEA approach and the one-stage SFA approach in Vietnamese 

banks. 

 

The second study investigates the presence of technological progress and economy of 

scale of 28 Vietnamese local banks from 1995 to 2011, and identifies the management 

behaviour of these banks based on the interrelationships between cost efficiency, 
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insolvency risk and capital ratio, and the impact of revenue diversification on these 

three variables. Insolvency risk is measured by the Z-score and capital ratio is measured 

by the ratio between total equity and total assets. Results from the SFA cost function 

indicate that technological progress reduces the costs of Vietnamese banks by 0.5 per 

cent per year, on average. Results from the three-stage least squares estimator for the 

system of three equations in the second stage indicate that revenue diversification has 

no significant impact on insolvency risk and capital ratio, but it is associated with the 

reduction in cost efficiency, supporting “monitoring” behaviour. A decline in cost 

efficiency leads to a rise in insolvency risk, implying “bad management” behaviour; an 

increase in risk results in a reduction in cost efficiency, indicating “bad luck” behaviour; 

and a reduction in the capital ratio in the poorly capitalised banks leads to a growth in 

risk, suggesting “moral hazard” behaviour. The findings are robust when using 

alternative efficiency estimation (DEA) and an alternative risk measurement (volatility 

of ROE). This study contributes to the banking efficiency literature as this is the first 

application of the managerial framework proposed by Rossi et al. (2009), which 

extended the work of Berger and DeYoung (1997), to identify bank managerial 

behaviour. This is also the first investigation of the presence of technological progress 

and economy of scale in Vietnamese banks. 

 

The third study compares the cost efficiency, technological innovation and competition 

between banks in Vietnam, China and India over the period 1995-2011. This study also 

investigates the impact of competition on innovation of banks in these countries. Using 

the recently developed stochastic metafrontier framework proposed by Huang et al. 

(2014), this study observes that Indian and Chinese banks are more cost-efficient than 

Vietnamese banks. Indian banks are the most innovative while Chinese banks are the 

least innovative in reducing costs. Using the Lerner index, this study finds that the 

banking market of India is the most competitive, followed by Vietnam and then China. 

The relationship between competition and cost-reducing innovation follows an inverse 

U-shape curve and is consistent with the literature. This study also finds that the optimal 

Lerner index corresponding to the greatest innovation in reducing costs is 23 per cent. 

The findings are mostly robust when using the deterministic metafrontier framework 

proposed by Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell et al. (2008). This study contributes to 

the banking literature since this is the first application of the metafrontier framework 

proposed by Huang et al. (2014) in financial services. This is also the first study which 
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provides information on the efficiency, innovation and competition in banks in Vietnam 

in comparison with those in China and India and the relationship between competition 

and innovation in these banks. 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1.  Background and significance of the research 

 

The financial sector plays an important role in the development of the economy and 

prosperity of a country. An efficient and developed financial market can lead to 

increased economic growth by improving the efficiency of allocation and utilisation of 

savings in the economy (Bittencourt, 2012; Krishnan, 2011). A stable financial system 

is a prerequisite for sustainable economic growth as it encourages efficient financial 

intermediation, which eventually promotes investment and growth (CBSL, 2005). In 

emerging markets, the capital markets are usually underdeveloped, so the banking 

sectors are the main pillar for their financial sectors (de la Torre and Schmukler, 2007). 

Therefore, improving the efficiency and stability of the banking sector is always a 

priority of policy makers in emerging countries.  

 

Significant reforms, including both deregulation and re-regulation, have been 

continuously implemented to improve bank efficiency and stability in emerging 

countries. Deregulation via encouraging more market participants may improve the 

competitive environment, and hence banks channel resources more efficiently to 

enterprises and individuals for investment. Re-regulation through imposing more 

stringent prudential ratios may control banks’ risk-taking behaviour, enhancing the 

stability of the banking system. Due to the rapid change in bank operation, regulatory 

framework and operational environment, especially after the 1997-1998 Asian financial 

crisis and the 2007-2008 global financial crisis, bank efficiency, competition and 

stability in emerging markets have become among the most frequently studied areas in 

the last two decades.  

 

Vietnam is an emerging country which has been very successful in developing the 

economy during the last two decades. Since the adoption of ‘Doi moi’ (economic 

reforms) in 1986, economic growth rates in Vietnam have been among the highest 

worldwide, while the increase in the Vietnamese share of world trade has been the 

highest of all major Asian exporters (Chaponnière et al., 2007). Vietnam has also been 

among the most successful East Asian economies, especially in weathering the external 
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shocks of recent globalisation crises: the 1997-98 Asian financial crisis and the 2008-09 

global financial crisis (Abbott and Tarp, 2012). The signing of the US-Vietnam 

Bilateral Trade Agreement in 2000 and entry into the World Trade Organisation (WTO) 

in 2007 have gradually integrated the Vietnamese economy into the global economy. 

The development of the Vietnamese banking system has contributed considerably to 

these economic achievements (Anwar and Nguyen, 2011). 

 

To better serve the Vietnamese economy, the Vietnamese banking system has expanded 

quickly over time, with the ratio of total bank assets to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 

growing from 18 per cent in 1996 to 107 per cent in 2011
1
. Moreover, the Vietnamese 

banking system has also undergone significant reforms towards deregulation, such as 

relaxing constraints on foreign banks’ operation and entry, reducing government 

ownership in state-owned banks, attracting foreign strategic institutional investors to 

local banks
2
, and listing banks on the stock exchange. The three latter reforms are 

considered as governance reforms as they diversify the ownership of local banks, 

changing their governance. The Vietnamese banking system has also been re-regulated 

by raising the required amount of charter capital and capital adequacy ratio, applying 

the international loan classification standards and introducing some other prudential 

ratios. These reforms not only exert influence on the performance of Vietnamese banks, 

but also change the competition pattern in the Vietnamese banking sector.  

 

The management of Vietnamese banks attempts to explore efficient ways to transform 

the available resources into the desired outputs in order to be able to survive in an 

increasingly complex market. Moreover, the deregulation process also gives more 

freedom for Vietnamese banks to diversify their products and services. As a result, 

Vietnamese local banks have gradually developed non-lending banking products (e.g., 

internet banking, mobile banking, debit/credit cards and ATM services) to compete with 

advanced foreign banks who have been permitted to operate on a level playing field 

with Vietnamese local banks since 2011. They have also expanded their earning assets 

into security investments
3
 to diversify their revenue and seek for more profits. As 

                                                 
1
 http://databank.worldbank.org/data/reports.aspx?source=global-financial-development&preview=on# 

2
 Foreign strategic institutional investors are foreign institutional investors with the shareholding of 5 per 

cent or greater. 
3
 Ratio of security investments to earning assets in Vietnamese banks grew from 5 per cent in 1996 to 20 

per cent in 2011. 
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diversification was found to be often associated with bank efficiency and risk 

(Chiorazzo et al., 2008; Elsas et al., 2010; Lepetit et al., 2008), the efforts of 

diversifying revenue from interest to non-interest in Vietnamese banks may exert 

significant influence on the efficiency and stability of these banks. Furthermore, the 

management behaviour of Vietnamese banks may depend on their preference (e.g., 

efficiency or stability) when initiating business strategies. Thus, it is of much interest to 

stakeholders (policy makers, bank managers, researchers and the general public) to 

estimate the efficiency level of Vietnamese banks, examine the impact of the 

governance reforms on the efficiency, and identify the management behaviour in these 

banks based on the interrelationships between efficiency, risk, capital and revenue 

diversification.  

 

Moreover, the Vietnamese banking system has gradually integrated into the global 

financial market. To operate efficiently in the global financial market, Vietnamese 

banks have to not only exploit their comparative advantage, but also adopt innovations 

from competitors with similar characteristics outside their countries. That is, to improve 

the operational efficiency, Vietnamese banks have to be aware of the benchmark not 

only from the country/group frontier, but also from the global/meta frontier. China and 

India are the two largest emerging countries in the world which share some 

characteristics in both the economy and banking sector. For example, economic growth 

rates in Vietnam, China and India have been among the highest in the world. Their 

banking systems are dominated by state-owned banks, have a modest presence of 

foreign banks, implemented similar deregulation and re-regulation reforms and possess 

a similar structure of bank liability and earning assets. Thus, it is of much importance to 

compare the efficiency, innovation and competition between banks in Vietnam, China 

and India to see whether Chinese and Indian banks can be considered as relevant 

benchmarks for Vietnamese banks to improve their efficiency, innovation and 

competition. It is also crucial to explore the role of competition in the innovation of 

banks in order to “catch-up” with best practice in the global financial market. 

 

1.2.  Research gaps 
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Berger et al. (2005) pioneered examining the effects of governance reforms on bank 

performance via selection effects and dynamic effects. Selection effects associate with 

being selected to have a certain type of governance reform (i.e. the performance 

difference between banks selected to undergo governance reform and those not 

selected). Short-term dynamic effects capture the difference in performance before and 

after governance reform. Long-term dynamic effects pertain to how the effect changes 

as time passes since the governance reform. There have been several studies on banks in 

Asian countries following Berger et al. (2005) to investigate the effects of governance 

reforms on bank performance, including Williams and Nguyen (2005), Lin and Zhang 

(2009), Jiang et al. (2013), Burki and Ahmad (2010) and Perera et al. (2007). However, 

none of these studies are on Vietnamese banks and the findings on banks in these 

countries may not apply in Vietnam as the effects of each governance reform may 

depend on the context of each country, the method and organisation of implementing 

the reforms. 

 

Furthermore, there have been several studies investigating the effects of revenue 

diversification on bank performance, such as Chiorazzo et al. (2008), Elsas et al. 

(2010), Elyasiani and Wang (2012) and Meslier et al. (2014); and on bank insolvency 

risk, such as Stiroh (2004), Lepetit et al. (2008) and Sanya and Wolfe (2011). However, 

the question of whether greater revenue diversification improves bank performance or 

reduces risk is still unclear as these studies document mixed evidence on the benefits of 

revenue diversification. Moreover, these previous studies investigate the impact of 

revenue diversification on either performance or insolvency risk using separate linear 

regressions, which could lead to bias estimates as it ignores the correlation of error 

terms across equations. Unobserved individual characteristics of banks that affect both 

diversification and operational performance could also cause bias estimates. 

 

Rossi et al. (2009) were pioneers in jointly investigating the effects of diversification on 

bank efficiency, risk and capital for Austrian banks using a managerial model which is a 

system of three equations with efficiency, risk and capital being dependent variables. 

The managerial model also enables the authors to identify the managerial behaviour of 

Austrian banks based on the managerial framework proposed by Berger and DeYoung 

(1997). Berger and DeYoung (1997) used the signs and temporal order between 

efficiency, risk and capital to identify four management behaviours of banks, namely 
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bad luck, bad management, skimping and moral hazard. Meanwhile, Rossi et al. (2009) 

used the signs of revenue diversification effects on efficiency, risk and capital to 

characterise five additional behaviours, namely classical diversification, lack of 

expertise, monitoring, idiosyncratic risk and economic capital. There have been several 

studies identifying bank management behaviour based on the framework proposed by 

Berger and DeYoung (1997), including Kwan and Eisenbeis (1997) for the US, 

Williams (2004), Fiordelisi et al. (2011) and Altunbaş et al. (2001) for the EU, 

Deelchand and Padgett (2010) for Japan, Reddy (2011) for India and Tan and Floros 

(2013) for China. Nonetheless, the identified managerial behaviour vary from one study 

to another. Also, no study has been found that detects the management behaviour based 

on the framework of Rossi et al. (2009). 

 

Banks in one nation cannot be compared to those in other nations based on nation-

specific frontiers (i.e. group frontiers) (Berger, 2007). The metafrontier is an envelope 

of all individual frontiers, enabling benchmarking and comparison of efficiency across 

countries via meta-based efficiency (the efficiency relative to a common metafrontier). 

Meta-based efficiency is a product of group-based efficiency (efficiency relative to the 

group frontier) and technology gap ratio (the distance between the group frontier and 

the metafrontier). Of the two components of meta-based efficiency, the technology gap 

ratio is a good measurement of bank innovation in general, as it indicates how close the 

technology available in the bank’s group (group frontier) is to the technology available 

in the combined groups (metafrontier), and the technology gap ratio increases if the 

banks manage to innovate (Bos et al., 2013). There have been several studies comparing 

bank efficiency and technological innovation across countries, including Bos and 

Schmiedel (2007), Huang et al. (2011), Ben Naceur et al. (2011), Liu and Chen (2012) 

and Huang and Fu (2013). Nevertheless, these studies applied the deterministic 

metafrontier proposed by Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell et al. (2008) while Huang 

et al. (2014) argued that this metafrontier does not take into account random noise (e.g. 

measurement errors) and proposed a stochastic metafrontier to address this shortcoming. 

Despite an extensive literature search, only one study has been identified which 

employed the stochastic metafrontier recently introduced by Huang et al. (2014) to 

compare the efficiency of accounting firms in China, Taiwan and the US.  
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The literature frequently examines the effects of competition on bank efficiency (e.g., 

Weill (2004b), Marius Andrieş and Căpraru (2012) and Fungáčová et al. (2013)) and on 

bank stability (e.g., Berger et al. (2009), Beck et al. (2013) and Fiordelisi and Mare 

(2014)), but seldom discusses the effects of competition on bank technological 

innovation. A search of the literature reveals only two recent studies examining this 

issue: Huang and Fu (2013) and Bos et al. (2013). The former study involves banks in 

Taiwan and China and the latter study concerns banks in the US. 

 

Several studies have examined the performance of Vietnamese banks, including Nguyen 

et al. (2014), Vu and Nahm (2013), Minh et al. (2013), Gardener et al. (2011), 

Thangavelu and Findlay (2010) and Vu and Turnell (2010). Nevertheless, these studies 

focus only on examining the efficiency level and its determinants. None of these studies 

investigates if there is a presence of technological progress and economy of scale in 

Vietnamese banks. None of them evaluates the impact of governance reforms, having 

foreign strategic institutional investors (considered as foreign partial acquisition) and 

listing on the stock exchange, on the efficiency of Vietnamese banks. Furthermore, no 

study has detected the managerial behaviour in Vietnamese banks based on the 

managerial framework proposed by Berger and DeYoung (1997) and Rossi et al. 

(2009). There has also been no comparison of the efficiency, innovation and 

competition between banks in Vietnam and those in China and India as well as no 

investigation of the impact of competition on innovation in these banks. 

 

1.3.  Research objectives  

 

In the light of the important role of the Vietnamese banking system in the economy, the 

achievements of the Vietnamese economy and significant reforms in the Vietnamese 

banking sector, this thesis evaluates the efficiency of Vietnamese banks. Given the 

above-mentioned limitations in the literature, three efficiency studies are conducted in 

this thesis to provide a comprehensive and consistent picture of the efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks. The first study focuses on the effects of reforms on the efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks. The second study links the efficiency of Vietnamese banks to their 

risk, capital and diversification to identify the management behaviour of Vietnamese 

banks. The third study compares the efficiency of Vietnamese banks with that of 
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Chinese and Indian banks. The efficiency of Vietnamese banks in the first and second 

studies is estimated based on the country/group frontier. That is, the benchmarks to 

which inefficient banks should aspire are to be found within Vietnam. In the global 

financial market, to gain additional efficiency, it is necessary for Vietnamese banks to 

be aware of the benchmarks from other countries which share characteristics in both the 

banking industry and economy. Therefore, the third study moves from the 

country/group frontier to the global/meta frontier to estimate the efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks. The structure of this thesis is presented in Figure 1.1: 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Overall research objectives 
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Study 1: An investigation of the effects of governance reforms on the efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks. 

 

The first study estimates the efficiency of Vietnamese banks, and then examines the 

effects of governance reforms, including foreign partial acquisition and listing on the 

stock exchange, on the efficiency of these banks. This study differentiates between 

selection effects, dynamic short-term effects and dynamic long-term effects of 

governance reforms. The details of the study are presented in Chapter 3. 

 

Study 2: Identification of the management behaviour in Vietnamese banks. 

 

This study identifies the management behaviour in Vietnamese banks based on the 

interrelationships between efficiency, risk and capital, and the effects of revenue 

diversification on the three variables. This study also investigates the presence of 

technological progress and economy of scale in Vietnamese banks. The details of the 

study can be found in Chapter 4.  

 

Study 3: Comparison of efficiency, innovation and competition between banks in 

Vietnam, China and India and the impact of competition on innovation. 

 

This study compares efficiency, technological innovation and competition in banks in 

Vietnam with those in China and India. This study also examines the impact of 

competition on technological innovation in banks in Vietnam, China and India. Details 

of this study are provided in Chapter 5. 

 

1.4.  Research methodology and data 

 

1.4.1.  Research methodology 

 

Study 1: An investigation of the effects of governance reforms on the efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks. 
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This study assumes that banks in Vietnam operate under the intermediation approach 

(i.e. a bank is viewed as an intermediary between depositors and borrowers). 

Specifically, Vietnamese banks use three inputs, borrowed funds, physical assets (fixed 

assets) and personnel, to produce two outputs, loans and other earning assets. This study 

evaluates the operational efficiency of Vietnamese banks on the cost profile (i.e. cost 

efficiency) as it is one of the important foundations for evaluating bank performance. 

The Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) is employed as a primary method to estimate 

the efficiency of banks in Vietnam as this method can control for the measurement 

errors which are likely to exist in the data of an emerging country like Vietnam. 

Following Berger et al. (2005), efficiency scores are then regressed on a set of 

variables, including the selection and dynamic variables of governance reforms and 

controlling variables, to investigate the efficiency effects of governance reforms. This 

study also compares the results obtained from the two-stage SFA approach with those 

obtained from the two-stage Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) approach and the one-

stage SFA approach. 

 

Study 2: Identification of the management behaviour in Vietnamese banks. 

 

The management behaviour is identified based on the interrelationships between 

efficiency, risk, capital and revenue diversification. Efficiency is measured in the cost 

profile (i.e. cost efficiency) using the SFA method. Risk is measured by the Z-score 

which captures the distance from insolvency (Roy, 1952). Capital is evaluated by the 

ratio of total equity to total assets. Revenue diversification is measured using the 

Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) approach across interest and non-interest revenue 

sources.  

 

Following Berger and DeYoung (1997) and Rossi et al. (2009), this study employs a 

system of three equations to investigate the relationships between cost efficiency, 

insolvency risk and capital ratio and the impact of revenue diversification on the three 

variables. The system of three equations is estimated using the three-stage least squares 

estimator as it uses instrumental-variables to produce consistent estimates and 

generalised least squares to account for the correlation of disturbances across three 

equations. Based on the managerial framework proposed by Berger and DeYoung 

(1997), the signs and temporal order between efficiency, risk and capital characterise 
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four management behaviours of Vietnamese banks, namely bad luck, bad management, 

skimping and moral hazard. Based on the managerial framework proposed by Rossi et 

al. (2009), the signs of revenue diversification effects on efficiency, risk and capital 

characterise five additional behaviours, namely classical diversification, lack of 

expertise, monitoring, idiosyncratic risk and economic capital. This study also checks 

the robustness of the findings using an alternative efficiency estimation method (DEA) 

and an alternative risk measurement (volatility of return on equity (ROE)) and 

controlling the unobserved individual heterogeneity when estimating bank efficiency. 

 

This study also takes derivatives of the stochastic function with respect to time and 

outputs to investigate if there is a presence of technological progress and economy of 

scale, respectively, in Vietnamese banks. 

 

Study 3: Comparison of efficiency, innovation and competition between banks in 

Vietnam, China and India and the impact of competition on innovation. 

 

This study employs the stochastic metafrontier recently developed by Huang et al. 

(2014) to compare cost efficiency and technological innovation in reducing costs across 

banks in Vietnam, China and India. This study uses the Lerner index for separate 

country datasets to compare bank competition between Vietnam, China and India. It 

then employs the fixed-effects for panel data with and without instrumental variables to 

examine the impact of competition on technological innovation of banks in the three 

countries.  

 

This study also checks the robustness of the results: i) on the comparative efficiency and 

innovation using the deterministic metafrontier framework proposed by Battese et al. 

(2004) and O’Donnell et al. (2008); ii) on the comparative Lerner index using the 

pooled dataset of the three countries; and iii) on the impact of competition on 

innovation using both the innovation obtained from the metafrontier framework 

developed by Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell et al. (2008) and the Lerner index 

obtained from the pooled dataset. 
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1.4.2.  Data 

 

This study focuses only on local banks as data on foreign banks could not be obtained 

and these banks account for less than 10 per cent of the banking market in terms of 

deposits. Bank-specific data (except governance reforms), such as borrowed funds, 

personnel expenses, fixed assets, net loans, other earning assets, interest expenses, other 

operating expenses, interest income, non-interest income, customer deposits, total 

equity and total assets, are collected from the Fitch-IBCA (International Bank Credit 

Analysis Ltd.). Data on the governance reforms in Vietnamese banks, including foreign 

partial acquisition and listing on the stock exchange, are obtained from individual bank 

websites. Data on macroeconomic variables, such as GDP growth, corruption freedom, 

bank credit to deposit, credit provided to private sector to GDP, bank assets to GDP and 

inflation, are collected from the World Bank database. 

 

A dataset, which is an unbalanced panel, consisting of 28 Vietnamese banks over the 

period 1995-2011, is utilised in Studies 1 and 2. A dataset, which is an unbalanced 

panel, comprising of 28 Vietnamese banks, 62 Chinese banks and 53 Indian banks from 

1995 to 2011, is used in Study 3.  

 

1.5.  Main contributions 

 

Study 1: An investigation of the effects of governance reforms on the efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks. 

 

The first study extends the efficiency literature on Vietnamese banks in three ways. 

Firstly, this is the first study on Vietnamese banks taking into account the effects of 

governance reforms on bank efficiency by focusing on the selection effects and the 

dynamic effects of foreign partial acquisition and listing on the stock exchange. There 

have been several studies addressing these issues on banks in other Asian countries. 

However, the success of each governance reform depends on the context of each 

country, the method and organisation of implementing the reforms. Therefore, the 

findings on the effects of governance reforms on the performance of banks in other 

emerging Asian countries may not apply to Vietnamese banks. Secondly, this is also the 
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first study on Vietnamese banks’ efficiency which compares the results obtained from 

the two-stage SFA approach with those obtained from the two-stage DEA approach and 

the one-stage SFA approach. Lastly, the findings of this study provide insights into the 

on-going reform policies which are significant for policy makers and bank managers in 

initiating strategy to strengthen the efficiency of Vietnamese banks. 

 

Study 2: Identification of the management behaviour in Vietnamese banks. 

 

The second study makes three major contributions to the literature. Firstly, this is the 

first study applying the managerial framework proposed by Rossi et al. (2009), which 

extended the work of Berger and DeYoung (1997), to identify bank managerial 

behaviour. Secondly, this is the first study exploring the management behaviour in 

Vietnamese banks. There have been several studies detecting the managerial behaviour 

in banks in the US, the EU, Japan, China and India based on the managerial framework 

developed by Berger and DeYoung (1997). However, their findings may not apply to 

banks in Vietnam since they have specific characteristics that differ from those of the 

industrialised countries and other emerging countries. Finally, this study applies various 

tests to check the robustness of the results (e.g., uses an alternative risk measurement 

and an alternative efficiency estimation method, and controls unobserved individual 

heterogeneity when employing the SFA for efficiency estimation).  

 

Study 3: Comparison of efficiency, innovation and competition between banks in 

Vietnam, China and India and the impact of competition on innovation. 

 

The third study contributes to the banking literature in the following ways. Firstly, this 

is the first application of the recent stochastic metafrontier proposed by Huang et al. 

(2014) to compare efficiency across countries in financial services. Secondly, this is 

also the first study using the Lerner index to compare competition between banks in 

Vietnam, China and India. Thirdly, this is one of the few studies examining the effects 

of competition on technological innovation of banks. Finally, this study checks the 

robustness of the results regarding: comparative efficiency and innovation between 

banks in Vietnam, China and India using the deterministic metafrontier framework 

proposed by Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell et al. (2008); comparative competition 

using an alternative Lerner index measurement (pooled dataset); and the impact of 
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competition on innovation using fixed-effects with and without instrumental variables 

and with different macroeconomic control variables, and using an alternative innovation 

and competition measurement. 

 

1.6.  Structure of the thesis 

 

This thesis contains six chapters, three of which are empirical studies (Figure 1.2). The 

content of the six chapters is briefly summarised below: 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Structure of the thesis 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

This chapter provides the background and significance for investigating the efficiency 

of Vietnamese banks. It then presents the limitations in the efficiency banking literature 

and outlines the objectives of the thesis. This chapter also presents an overview of the 

methodology, discusses the contribution of the thesis and describes how the thesis is 

structured. 

 

Chapter 2: Background of the banking system of Vietnam 

 

This chapter discusses the background of the banking system in Vietnam in comparison 

with that in China and India in order to provide a comprehensive background of the 

Vietnamese banking system, but also to see whether banks in Vietnam can learn from 

those in China and India to improve their efficiency. This chapter starts with an 

overview of the reforms that commercial banks have undergone and the structure of the 

banking system, including bank type and the share of each bank type (Section 2.2), and 

then the overall structure of the liability and earning assets of a bank (section 2.3). This 

chapter then provides the industry information, such as concentration and the role of the 

banking system in the economy (Section 2.4 and Section 2.5, respectively), and then 

presents the economic environment in which banks operate (Section 2.6). The 

background of the Vietnamese banking system provides intuitive motivation to 

investigate the effects of bank reforms on efficiency and identify managerial behaviour 

in Vietnamese banks. The similarities and differences regarding the assets and liability 

structure, industry characteristics and economic environment between Vietnam, China 

and India provide evidence of whether banks in these three countries operate under 

different technologies and whether they can learn from each other to improve their 

efficiency. 

 

Chapter 3: An investigation of the effects of governance reforms on the efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks 

 

This chapter presents an empirical study which estimates the overall efficiency level of 

Vietnamese banks and then assesses the effects of two governance reforms, foreign 

partial acquisition and listing on the stock exchange, on the efficiency of these banks. 
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This chapter consists of six sections. Section 3.1 begins with the motivation to conduct 

this study and the contribution of this study. Section 3.2 reviews the literature on the 

efficiency of Vietnamese banks and the literature on the effects of governance reforms 

on bank performance. Section 3.3 provides the methodology to estimate efficiency and 

the model to examine the efficiency effects of the two governance reform programs, 

followed by Section 3.4 which describes the data sample. Section 3.5 presents and 

analyses the empirical results on the efficiency and the efficiency effects of the two 

governance reform programs in Vietnamese banks, followed by Section 3.6 which 

draws a conclusion. 

 

Chapter 4: Identification of the management behaviour in Vietnamese banks 

 

This chapter provides an empirical study which investigates the presence of 

technological progress and economy of scale, and identifies the management behaviour 

in Vietnamese banks based on the interrelationships between efficiency, risk and 

capital, and the effects of revenue diversification on these three variables. This chapter 

includes six sections. Section 4.1 gives an introduction to the issues investigated in this 

chapter. Section 4.2 reviews the conceptual frameworks to identify managerial 

behaviour based on the interrelationships between diversification, efficiency, risk and 

capital, and reviews the empirical studies which have applied these frameworks. Section 

4.3 presents the methodology employed to answer the research question, followed by 

Section 4.4 which describes the dataset. Section 4.5 presents the empirical results and 

Section 4.6 provides a conclusion. 

 

Chapter 5: Comparison of efficiency, innovation and competition between banks in 

Vietnam, China and India and the impact of competition on innovation 

 

This chapter presents an empirical study which compares the efficiency, technological 

innovation and competition across banks in Vietnam, China and India, and investigates 

the effects of competition on innovation. It begins with section 5.1, which introduces 

the issues examined and the contribution of this study. Section 5.2 reviews the literature 

on: i) bank efficiency in Vietnam, China and India; ii) bank efficiency under the 

metafrontier approach; iii) bank competition in Vietnam, China and India; and iv) the 

effects of bank competition on innovation. Section 5.3 presents the methodology to 
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estimate efficiency, innovation and competition and to examine the effect of 

competition on innovation, followed by Section 5.4 which provides an overview of the 

data sample. Section 5.5 reports the empirical results and Section 5.6 draws a 

conclusion. 

 

Chapter 6: Conclusions  

 

This chapter summarises the main findings from Chapters 3-5. It then discusses the 

relevance of the research findings for policy makers, bank managers and the general 

public. Finally, the limitations of the current studies and the direction for future research 

are mentioned. 
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CHAPTER 2:  BACKGROUND OF THE BANKING SYSTEM OF 

VIETNAM 

 

2.1.  Introduction 

 

This thesis comprehensively investigates the efficiency of banks in Vietnam through 

three efficiency studies. The first and second studies mainly focus on an investigation of 

the effects of governance reforms on the efficiency of banks in Vietnam and 

identification of the management behaviour of these banks, respectively. The third study 

compares the efficiency, innovation and competition of banks in Vietnam with those in 

China and India, and then examines the impact of competition on innovation. Therefore, 

this chapter presents the background of the banking system in Vietnam in comparison 

with China and India in order to provide a comprehensive picture of the background of 

the banking system in Vietnam. This chapter also seeks to examine whether the 

similarities and differences between the banking systems of the three countries can 

enable banks in Vietnam to learn from those in China and India to improve their 

performance. This chapter aims to describe the banks’ characteristics (e.g., the structure 

of bank earning assets and liability), industry’s characteristics (e.g., the reforms that 

banks undergo, concentration, state-owned banks’ domination and foreign banks’ 

presence), and the role of the banking system in the economy. This chapter also 

provides information on the economic environment in which banks operate, such as 

GDP growth and GDP per capita.  

 

This chapter is organised as follows: Section 2.2 presents an overview of bank reforms 

and bank structure in Vietnam, China and India, and then discusses the similarities and 

differences in banking structure and reforms between these three countries. Section 2.3 

describes the structure of bank liability and earning assets. Section 2.4 provides 

information on market concentration and Section 2.5 presents the role of the banking 

system in the economy. Section 2.6 highlights the economic performance. Section 2.7 

provides a conclusion for this chapter. 
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2.2.  An overview of bank reforms and bank structure 

 

2.2.1.  An overview of bank reforms and structure in Vietnam 

 

Bank reforms in Vietnam 

 

Vietnam’s banking industry plays a critical role in developing the Vietnamese economy. 

It can be also considered to be the biggest driver of the country’s growth, largely as a 

result of an under-developed capital market. During the last two decades, Vietnam’s 

banking sector has undergone a series of significant reforms, creating a favourable 

environment that can meet the country’s development needs as follows: 

 

During the period 1976-1989, Vietnam had a one-tier banking system owned and 

controlled by the government; the State Bank of Vietnam (SBV) functioned as both 

central bank and commercial bank. The first phase of banking reform (1990-1997) 

addressed the SBV’s separation from the actual financial system by transforming the 

one-tier banking system into a two-tier system. The promulgation of Ordinance on the 

central bank and the Ordinance on credit institutions issued by the Vietnamese national 

assembly on 23 May 1990 officially split the Vietnamese banking system into a two-tier 

system comprised of the SBV as the central bank and supervisory institution (tier 1) and 

an operating system (consisting of four specialised state-owned commercial banks with 

four distinct missions: foreign trade, industry, investment and development, and 

agriculture) (tier 2) (Kovsted et al., 2003). The promulgation of the law 

No.06/1997/QHX on the central bank and the law No.07/1997/QHX on credit 

institutions issued by the Vietnamese national assembly on 1 October 1998 officially set 

up the legal framework for the operation of the Vietnamese central bank and banking 

institutions, respectively (Law, 1997a; Law, 1997b). The law on the central bank 

specifies that the SBV is responsible for monetary policy and the regulation of the 

banking system. While legislation is in place to guarantee the independence of the 

central bank from political influence, according to many multi-national agencies, such 

as the World Bank and the IMF, the central bank in Vietnam has little independence. 

The general view is that the SBV is politically and operationally dependent on the 

support from government agencies (Kovsted et al., 2003). The law on credit institutions 
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specifies the organisation, operation and legitimate rights and duties of credit 

institutions in Vietnam.  

 

At the end of 1997, overdue loans and foreign currency loans were high and off balance 

sheet exposures large; for example, overdue loans are approximately 14 per cent of all 

loans, though for two state-owned commercial banks, the level exceeds 20 per cent and 

for several joint-stock banks, it is higher still, with a large proportion of non-performing 

loans being owed to state-owned enterprises (WorldBank, 1998). To restructure state-

owned commercial banks, the government injected capital into these banks. 

Restructuring joint-stock commercial banks follows two principles. Firstly, losses were 

allocated to shareholders; large depositors, with implicit responsibility for monitoring 

banks, came next; followed by creditors. Secondly, after finding out the extent of capital 

inadequacy, current shareholders may be given time to raise additional capital. If they 

were unable to raise that capital, the government must take control and decide to close 

down banks that were insolvent and rehabilitated those that were marginally capitalised 

and potentially viable (World Bank, 1998). 

 

Accordingly, the second phase of banking reform (1998-present) has aimed at 

consolidating the banking system by increasing bank capital, improving prudential 

norms, restructuring state-owned banks and improving competition via relaxing 

constraints on foreign banks. Specifically, credit institutions were required to increase 

their capital and meet the stricter loan-loss provision standards; for example, in October 

1998, the required minimum capital was 70 billion Vietnam dong (VND) (USD 3.3 

million) for joint-stock commercial banks. Apart from the minimum amount of capital 

holding, commercial banks were required to hold a minimum capital adequacy ratio 

(total capital as a percentage of risk weighted assets) of 8 per cent from 2005, and then 9 

per cent from 2010
4
. They were also required to hold at least VND 1 trillion (USD 49 

million) in capital from 2008 and VND 3 trillion (USD 143 million) in capital from 

2010
5
. However, of the 40 domestic commercial banks (5 state-owned banks and 35 

joint-stock banks) operating in the Vietnamese banking system, only 20 met the capital 

                                                 
4
 Circular No. 13/2010/TT-NHNN dated 20 May 2010: Providing for the prudential ratios in activities of 

credit institutions. 
5
 Decree 141/2006/NĐ-CP dated 22 November 2006: On the issuance of the List of legal capital levels 

applicable to credit institutions. 
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requirement by the deadline in 2010. Therefore, the government extended this deadline 

to 31 December 2011 (FRBSF, 2011).  

 

The stock market in Vietnam was set up on 28 July 2000 (Dung, 2010). It developed 

modestly in the first few years, but started booming from 2006 to 2007 which brought 

investors substantial returns on stock investments (Vương, 2010). This encouraged 

investors to deposit financial assets at commercial banks to borrow more to continue 

investment, leading to rapid credit expansion at commercial banks. In order to safeguard 

the banking system, the SBV issued Direction No.03 dated 28 May, 2007 to limit the 

lending of commercial banks for security investment at 3 per cent of their total loans. 

Moreover, benefiting from the development of the stock market, the government 

encouraged commercial banks to list on the stock exchange to improve their governance 

and then improve bank operational efficiency. As a result, the number of banks listing 

on the stock exchange increased from 2 banks in 2006 to 9 banks in 2011. Moreover, 

the government also planned to partially privatise all state-owned banks, with the aim of 

reducing the government ownership of state-owned banks to 51 per cent by 2010
6
. The 

result is that of the five state-owned banks, only two succeeded in selling shares to 

private investors and then listing on the stock exchange by the end of 2010, as planned.  

 

Another important governance reform involves the participation of foreign strategic 

institutional investors. Decree No.69/2007/NĐ-CP dated 20 April 2007 paved the way 

for foreign strategic institutional investors to purchase up to a maximum of 15 per cent 

shares in a local bank from 2007, with total foreign holdings at any local bank capped at 

30 per cent. At the Prime Minister’s discretion, the ownership of a foreign strategic 

institutional investor could be increased to 20 per cent. This decree provided the 

necessary legal framework to entice foreign strategic investors to local Vietnamese 

banks. As a result, the number of local banks with foreign strategic institutional 

investors grew considerably from just one in 2002 to 13 by 2011. This strategy is 

expected to have provided opportunities for local banks to develop new banking 

products and upskill their managerial and technological capacities. Allowing the 

ownership of foreign strategic institutional investors in local banks is considered to be 

one of the most important bank reforms in Vietnam. 

                                                 
6
 Notice No. 03/TB-VPCP dated 04 Jan 2007 on privatising the state-owned banks. 
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As the Vietnamese government traditionally has viewed the state-owned enterprises as 

key vehicles for economic development in Vietnam, the government used the state-

owned banks to channel funds to this segment, so this segment received borrowing 

priviledges, such as obtaining loans without collateral, having easier access to foreign 

currency loans and being offered concessional interest rates. In return, the government 

has given more favourable treatments to state-owned banks than joint-stock banks and 

foreign banks; for example, government money (pension funds, insurance funds, tax 

income and ODA funds) are deposited at state-owned banks at cheap interest rates. 

Moreover, more restrictions on the entry and operation were imposed on foreign banks 

compared to local banks. For example, in 1991 the foreign bank’s branches and joint-

venture banks were permitted to establish in Vietnam, on condition that the minimum 

capital was 15 million USD and 10 million USD, respectively, and the maximum 

operating period was 20 years. In the period 1991-1994, the banking activities of 

foreign banks were restricted to mobilising deposits, giving loans and providing some 

services only in foreign currency. In 1994, these banks were allowed to receive deposits 

in VND not exceeding 20 per cent of their charter capital from individuals and 

businesses not having a credit relation
7
. This ceiling was raised to 25 per cent in 1996

8
. 

However, there are no such restrictions on local banks. As Vietnam entered into the US-

Vietnam Bilateral Trade Agreement in 2000 and the World Trade Organisation (WTO) 

in 2007, all regulatory discrimination against foreign institutions will have to be 

abolished as committed. For instance, from 2006 wholly foreign-owned banks were 

permitted to establish with one of the conditions being that the contribution of its parent 

bank to its charter capital was over 50 per cent and their license period was more than 

20 years
9
. HSBC and Standard Chartered Bank are the two first wholly foreign-owned 

banks established in Vietnam in 2008 (Freeman, 2008). The wholly foreign-owned 

banks have been permitted to provide customers with banking products in local 

currency and to be regulated in operation as domestic commercial banks since 2011
10

. 

                                                 
7
 Decision No.174/QĐ-NH5 dated 26 August 1994: Amendment and supplement of scope of operation 

for foreign bank's branch and joint venture bank. 
8
 Decision No.300/QĐ-NH5 dated 13 November 1996: Amendment and supplement of scope of operation 

for foreign bank's branch and joint venture bank. 
9
 Decree No.22/2006/NĐ-CP dated 28 February 2006: On organisation and operation of foreign bank 

branches, joint venture banks, 100% foreign owned banks and representative offices of foreign credit 

institutions in Vietnam. 
10

 Law No.47/2010/QH12 dated 17 June 2010: Law on Credit Institutions. 
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The relaxation of constraints on foreign banks has changed the competition in the 

Vietnamese banking sector. 

 

Interest rates have been gradually liberalised since 1996. This process started with the 

VND deposit rates, then to foreign exchange saving rates in 1999, to foreign exchange 

lending rates in 2001, and to VND lending rates in 2002 (WorldBank, 2002). However, 

the SBV sometimes used strong administrative measures to enforce its interest rate 

policy. For example, in 2011 the SBV set up an interest rate ceiling for deposits from 

organisations and individuals in both VND (6 per cent per year for deposits with a term 

of less than one month and 14 per cent per year 
 
for deposits with a term of one month 

and more
11)

 and USD (1 per cent per year for deposits from resident and non-resident 

organisations and 3 per cent per year for deposits from resident and non-resident 

individuals
12

). Apart from certain controls over interest rates, the SBV also controlled 

credit distribution; for example, the SBV reduced the share of loans to non-production 

sectors to 22 per cent by 30 June 2011, and to 16 per cent by 31 December 2011. The 

SBV also provided some incentives to credit institutions to lend to agricultural and rural 

segments. For instance, credit institutions providing credit to agricultural and rural 

development equal to 70 per cent or greater would have the required reserve at the 

central bank of only 1/20 of the ordinary ratios, and those providing from 40 per cent to 

70 per cent would have only 1/5 of the normal ratios. 

 

The Law on the Central Bank and the Law on Credit Institutions in 1997 have been 

replaced by two new ones (No.46/2010/QH12 and No.47/2010/QH12) which were 

issued on 16 June 2010 and became effective on 1 January 2011. The new law on the 

central bank gives more autonomy to the central bank in implementing the central 

bank’s functions. The new law on credit institutions improves the legal system for the 

operation of credit institutions in accordance with the country’s accession to the WTO 

and with the rapidly changing economic environment. For example, the new law on 

credit institutions sets up stricter provisions applicable to each specific type of credit 

institution. This law reduces the administrative procedures, increases the requirements 

for the board of directors, board members and general director, and decreases the 

                                                 
11

 Circular No.30/2011/TT-NHNN dated 28 September 2011: providing for the maximum interest rate 

applicable to deposits in VND of organisations, individuals at credit institutions, foreign bank's branches. 
12

 Circular No.09/2011/TT-NHNN dated 09 April 2011: providing for the maximum interest rate 

applicable to USD capital mobilization from organisations, individuals at credit institutions. 
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shareholding proportion limits from 10 per cent and 20 per cent to 5 per cent and 15 per 

cent for individual shareholders and corporate shareholders, respectively. The new law 

also imposes stricter provisions regarding the solvency ratio, minimum capital adequacy 

ratio, maximum rate of short-term capital source used for providing medium and long-

term loans, maximum position of foreign currency and gold over charter capital, ratio of 

loans outstanding over the total deposits, and ratios of medium/long term deposits 

against total outstanding of medium/long term loans. 

 

Within a relatively short period (approximately two decades), Vietnam’s banking sector 

has transitioned from a one-tier banking system to a two-tier banking system, which at 

the beginning was dominated by state-owned commercial banks and no foreign 

participation, but later has diversified market participants, including wholly state-owned 

banks, partially privatised banks, joint-stock banks, joint-venture banks, foreign banks, 

foreign bank’s branches and others. The growing presence of foreign banks through 

investments in Vietnamese local banks and the establishment of wholly foreign-owned 

banks changes the competition pattern of banks in Vietnam, exerting pressure on 

Vietnamese local banks to improve their efficiency and stability to survive in an 

increasingly complex market. Additionally, the government has implemented measures 

to strengthen the capitalisation of banks, improving the ability of local banks to weather 

future economic and financial downturns. This measure also moves Vietnam closer 

towards compliance with the international capital standards under the Basel framework. 

Although Vietnam’s reforming programs have had certain positive impact on the 

performance of Vietnamese banks on the whole, the majority of Vietnamese have little 

access to banking services. Data from the Vietnamese central bank indicates that only 

20 per cent of Vietnam’s 90 million citizens have bank accounts, compared to 50 per 

cent in the most populated urban area in the country (Ho Chi Minh city), while only 3 

per cent of the entire population have credit cards (Jane, 2015). 

 

Banking structure in Vietnam 

 

Credit institutions in Vietnam are grouped into state-owned commercial banks, joint-

stock commercial banks, foreign banks, a social policy bank and other credit institutions 

(Figure 2.1). State-owned commercial banks are banks with over 50 per cent of capital 

owned by the Vietnamese government, while joint-stock commercial banks are banks 
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with over 50 per cent of capital owned by private investors, which can be Vietnamese 

individuals, Vietnamese enterprises and foreign investors. Foreign banks are further 

classified into joint-venture banks, foreign bank branches and wholly foreign-owned 

banks. Foreign banks are banks whose memberships are foreign, while joint-venture 

commercial banks are partnerships between a state-owned commercial bank and a 

foreign bank. The maximum share of foreign investment in a joint-venture bank is 49 

per cent. At the end of 2011 Vietnam had 94 banks in total, comprised of 5 state-owned 

commercial banks, 35 joint-stock commercial banks, 4 joint-venture commercial banks 

and 50 foreign financial institutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Central Bank’s Annual Report in 2009 

Figure 2.1: The system of credit institutions in Vietnam 

 

The social policy bank is a wholly state-owned bank established to perform the 

designated socio-policy lending programs of the government. Other credit institutions 

include people’s credit funds, finance companies and leasing companies. People’s credit 

funds are cummune-based entities, jointly owned, operated and managed by their 

members. People’s credit funds collect deposits from both members and non-members. 

However, loans are provided only to members. Finance companies are those performing 

one or more of the banking activities, such as security companies and insurance 
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companies. Leasing companies are those performing medium and long-term credit 

activities by leasing machines, equipment and transport means.  

 

Table 2.1: Share of deposits by bank types in Vietnam (per cent) 

Year State-owned banks  

and  social policy bank 

Joint-stock banks Foreign banks 

2000 78.40 11.30 10.30 

2001 80.80 9.20 10.00 

2002 80.50 10.10 9.40 

2003 79.50 11.20 9.30 

2004 78.10 13.20 9.70 

2005 70.80 15.84 9.48 

2006 68.67 22.83 8.11 

2007 58.07 33.14 8.79 

2008 56.06 35.86 8.08 

2009 49.71 42.76 7.53 

2010 45.29 45.80 8.91 

2011 43.92 45.06 11.02 

Overall 65.82 24.69 9.22 

Source: Data from 2005 to 2011 are obtained from the central bank's annual reports
13

; data on 

the remaining years are obtained from Vina Capital Banking Report August 2006
14

. 

 

It can be seen that commercial banks (banks which are authorised to perform all 

banking activities) in Vietnam consist of state-owned commercial banks, joint-stock 

commercial banks and foreign banks. State-owned commercial banks have lent mainly 

to state-owned enterprises, while joint-stock commercial banks have served mainly 

private businesses and households, and foreign banks mainly engage in foreign-invested 

corporates (World Bank, 2002). In the system of credit institutions in Vietnam, the 

shares of the social policy bank and non-bank credit institutions in the deposit market 

are modest, approximately 0.22 per cent and 1.21 per cent in 2006, respectively, so 

commercial banks play a crucial role in the banking industry. Table 2.1 displays the 

share of deposits by bank ownership types from 2000 to 2011. It can be seen that state-

owned commercial banks dominate the deposit market for a large part of the period 

2000-2011 (the period-average deposit market share of state-owned banks in Vietnam is 

                                                 
13

http://www.sbv.gov.vn/portal/faces/en/enpages/search?SearchInput=annual+report&_afrLoop=3447278

639147715&_afrWindowMode=0&_afrWindowId=1cmtse3ht0_197#%40%3FSearchInput%3Dannual%

2Breport%26_afrWindowId%3D1cmtse3ht0_197%26_afrLoop%3D3447278639147715%26_afrWindow

Mode%3D0%26_adf.ctrl-state%3D1cmtse3ht0_233 
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65.82 per cent) although its share gradually decreases over time, while the market share 

of joint-stock commercial banks improves steadily over time, and surpasses the state-

owned commercial banks’ share by the year 2010. This indicates that joint-stock 

commercial banks have expanded at the expense of state-owned commercial banks. 

Foreign banks account for less than 9.30 per cent of the deposit market over the period 

2000-2010. 

 

2.2.2.  An overview of bank reforms and structure in China 

 

Bank reforms in China 

 

Before 1978, China’s financial system consisted of a single bank, the People’s Bank of 

China (PBOC), a central government owned and controlled bank under the Ministry of 

Finance, which operated as both the central bank and a commercial bank. The banking 

reform process in China has occurred in three stages (Okazaki, 2007) as follows:  

 

The main goal of the first stage (from 1978 to 1992) was to transform the mono-banking 

system into a plural-banking system consisting of a central bank and various kinds of 

financial institutions. In 1984, four specialised state-owned commercial banks (the Big 

Four) were created and took over the commercial banking business from the PBOC. 

Though the PBOC was designated as a central bank, it was not independent from the 

government, but was a part of the State Council and it had to manage the operating 

capital of state-owned enterprises. From 1986 to 1992, many new joint-stock 

commercial banks were established. During this period, the State Planning Commission, 

working in conjunction with the PBOC, imposed an annual credit plan on financial 

institutions. 

 

The second stage of reform aimed at implementing market-oriented policies (1993-

1997). In December 1993, the State Council issued the Resolution on Financial System 

Reform, which officially established an independent PBOC (independent from local 

governments, but under the direction of the State Council), to control for 

macroeconomics. Three policy banks were then established to relieve the four 

specialised state-owned banks from policy lending and transformed them to actual 
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commercial banks. In 1995, the promulgation of the central banking and commercial 

banking laws provided a legal foundation for the Chinese financial sector.  

 

The third stage of reform (from 1997 to date) implemented a gradual deregulation 

process. In January 1998, credit planning for state-owned commercial banks was 

abandoned to promote their commercial lending. However, the central bank still 

restricted the total amount of credit that commercial banks could extend. Due to 

extensive policy lending before 1993 and huge support to state-owned enterprises in the 

1990s, state-owned commercial banks were having inadequate capital and a large 

amount of non-performing loans (NPLs) in these years. To restructure these banks, in 

March 1998 the government injected 270 billion Chinese Yuan (CNY) (USD 32.5 

billion, equal to 3 per cent of China’s GDP or 55 per cent of the central government’s 

revenue) into state-owned commercial banks and established four Asset Management 

Companies (AMCs) to take NPLs off their balance sheets. In the late 1990s, many city 

commercial banks were established, with the local governments being major 

stockholders and with the business restricted to their location cities.  

 

China officially joined the WTO on December 11, 2001, commiting to fully opening up 

the banking market within five years after accession. Specifically, for location 

restrictions, “upon accession, foreign currency business of foreign banks is allowed 

without geographic restriction; within five years, geographic restrictions on the local 

currency business of foreign banks will be phased out” (Mofcom, 2007). For product 

restrictions, “within two years of accession, foreign banks will be permitted to provide 

local currency services to Chinese enterprises; within five years, they will be permitted 

to provide local currency services to all Chinese customers (enterprises and 

individuals)” (Mofcom, 2007). For investment restrictions, “within five years, all non-

prudential restrictions regarding the ownership, operation and establishment of foreign 

banks, as well as those concerning their branches and issuing licenses, will be 

eliminated” (Mofcom, 2007). Opening the banking sector to foreign competitors is 

expected to bring both big challenges and various opportunities to the entire Chinese 

economy. At the end of 2011, China had 245 wholly foreign-owned banks, 8 joint-

venture banks and 94 foreign bank branches.  
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The PBOC was mainly responsible for monetary stability, banking supervision and 

oversight of the payment system. Among these, the first was often prioritised as it was 

an effective instrument for inflation prevention and growth promotion. Therefore, a new 

regulatory organisation, China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC), was 

established in April 2003 to raise the regulatory capacity to supervise an increasingly 

complex banking system. That is, there have been two regulatory institutions in the 

banking system of China from 2003 onwards: the PBOC and CBRC. The CBRC is 

responsible for authorising, supervising and regulating banks in China (Okazaki, 2007). 

It seeks to protect depositors’ and borrowers’ interests, maintain market confidence, 

boost the public’s understanding of modern finance and fight financial crime. With the 

establishment of the CBRC, there have been several improvements in asset quality, 

capital adequacy, risk control and general supervision (Zhang et al., 2012). The launch 

of the CBRC has also led to a significant improvement in profit efficiency of Chinese 

banks (Jiang et al., 2013). 

 

In spite of the aforementioned efforts, the balance sheets of state-owned commercial 

banks remained poor, with inadequate capital and a large amount of NPLs. In October 

2003, the Chinese government agreed to change the ownership structure of state-owned 

commercial banks, but maintain majority government ownership. The government made 

the second capital injection (USD 22.5 billion) into state-owned commercial banks in 

December 2004 and then used the AMCs to dispose of NPLs from state-owned 

commercial banks’ balance sheets. The government also adopted state-owned 

commercial banks’ issuance of subordinated bonds to supplement capital and  permitted 

foreign strategic investors in state-owned commercial banks to diversify ownership and 

improve management quality.  

 

The introduction of foreign strategic investors was one of the most drastic policy 

changes in China. In December 2003, the CBRC issued a rule regarding foreign equity 

investment in Chinese financial institutions, and it raised the limit on equity shares held 

by a foreign investor in a Chinese financial institution to 20 per cent from the previous 

15 per cent (25 per cent for the joint participation of all foreign investors). The foreign 

strategic investors are expected to bring new long-term capital, to transfer new 

management systems and techniques, and to improve the corporate governance of the 

commercial banks. According to the CBRC, by the end of 2006, about 30 foreign 
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financial institutions had purchased stakes in 21 Chinese commercial banks through 

strategic-investment agreements. Berger et al. (2009) found that the efficiency of 

Chinese banks improved after having foreign strategic institutional investors. 

 

Capital adequacy requirements and some prudential ratios, namely loan to deposit ratio 

and assets to liquid liabilities ratio were introduced in 2003. The international five-tier 

loan classification was introduced in 2002, and then was made fully compulsory for all 

the banks by the end of 2005. The CBRC established a regulation requiring commercial 

banks in China to keep their capital adequacy ratios above 8 per cent (in accordance 

with the Basel Capital Accord) after 1 January 2007. At the end of 2009, the weighted 

average capital adequacy ratio of China's banking industry stood at 11.4 per cent, and 

all 239 commercial banks satisfied the minimum CAR requirement
15

. 

 

Two domestic stock exchanges, the Shanghai Stock Exchange (SHSE) and the 

Shenzhen Stock Exchange (SZSE), were established in 1990 and 1991, respectively, 

and have experienced remarkable growth since then (Zhang et al., 2012). Under the 

development of the national stock markets and a wide acceptance of the concept of the 

market economy in China in the 2000s, the government leaders were seeking effective 

ways to commercialise the state-owned commercial banks. As a result, from June 2005 

to May 2007, four state-owned commercial banks were successful in partial 

privatisation  and were then listed on the stock exchanges. 

 

Apart from giving greater freedom to foreign banks after the WTO entry in 2001, China 

began to graduallly liberalise interest rates. For example, in 2004 the PBOC liberalised 

the upper limit of CNY lending rates (except rural and urban credit cooperatives), 

allowed all kinds of deposit rates to be  adjusted downward, and removed controls on 

foreign currency lending rates and large-value foreign currency deposit rates (García-

Herrero et al., 2006). The liberalisation of the ceiling on the lending rate and of the floor 

on the deposit rate in this period implies no constraints on the spread between the 

lending and deposit rate. In the following years, banks have been allowed to determine 

interest rates within a given range of benchmark interest rates set by the PBOC (Martin, 
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2012). In addition, the PBOC no longer allocates credit limits to individual banks, but it 

still regulates the overall credit growth targets for the year (Martin, 2012). 

 

Banking structure in China 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: García-Herrero et al. (2006) 

Figure 2.2: The system of banking institutions in China 

 

Banking institutions in China are divided into state-owned commercial banks, joint-

stock commercial banks, city commercial banks, foreign banks, policy lending banks 

and credit cooperatives (Figure 2.2). State-owned commercial banks are the four largest 

commercial banks in China, popularly known as the Big Four, whose largest 

stockholder is the central government. Joint-stock commercial banks have 

comparatively lower levels of government ownership (usually local governments and 

state-owned enterprises), and have much smaller branch networks than state-owned 

commercial banks. City commercial banks encompass a variety of local banks, with 

provincial or municipal governments as major stockholders and their operation limited 

to one city and the surrounding area. Foreign banks are those having the majoriry of 
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their capital owned by foreign entities. Policy lending banks are wholly state-owned 

banks that carry out the economic development policies and profitability is only a 

residual objective for their managers. The operation of these banks is funded by 

receiving a capital contribution from the central government, issuing bonds to raise 

capital and having government deposits. Credit cooperatives finance projects in areas 

where resources are scarce. They typically attract deposits from rural areas or small 

towns and provide credit to small and medium enterprises or peasants, a good part of 

which is subsidised. Rural credit cooperatives are more important and numerous than 

urban ones. 

 

Table 2.2: Share of deposits by bank types in China (per cent) 

Year State-owned 

banks and 

policy banks 

City 

commercial 

banks 

Joint-stock 

banks 

Foreign banks Credit 

Cooperatives 

Other 

Institutions 

2000 76.20 0.00 9.60 0.00 13.10 1.00 

2001 73.30 0.00 11.30 0.00 14.10 1.30 

2002 69.30 4.90 12.80 1.20 9.90 1.70 

2003 67.60 5.30 14.00 1.20 10.10 1.80 

2004 68.31 5.40 11.54 1.84 10.30 6.37 

2005 63.87 5.44 11.92 1.91 9.66 7.20 

2006 63.05 5.90 12.39 2.11 9.33 7.23 

2007 61.71 6.29 13.70 2.36 9.64 6.31 

2008 60.52 6.54 13.99 2.13 9.97 6.85 

2009 60.05 7.14 14.86 1.70 8.55 7.70 

2010 57.23 8.24 15.64 1.83 8.28 8.78 

2011 55.56 8.81 16.22 1.90 7.60 9.90 

Overall 64.73 5.33 13.16 1.52 10.05 5.51 

Source: Data from 2000 to 2003 are obtained from García-Herrero et al. (2006); data on the remaining 

years are obtained from the CBRC’s annual report in 2011. 

 

Table 2.2 presents the share of deposits by bank types in China from 2000 to 2011. It is 

obvious that although the share of state-owned commercial banks declines over time, 

they are still handling more than half of the deposit market for a large part of the period 

2000-2011. They are also among the biggest banks in the world, with total assets being 

above USD 2000 billion and with an extensive branch network (García-Herrero et al., 

2006). These banks gradually lost their share to joint-stock commercial banks and city 

commercial banks. Foreign banks play a very limited role in the Chinese banking 
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system as they hold only approximately 2 per cent of the deposit market. Credit 

cooperatives account for a a considerable share in the deposit market, approximately 11 

per cent, despite a declining trend. Policy lending banks also took up a considerable 

proportion of the deposit market, approximately 10 per cent. It can be seen that 

commercial banks in China include state-owned commercial banks, joint-stock 

commercial banks, city commercial banks and foreign banks, with the former 

dominating the commercial banking market. 

 

2.2.3.  An overview of bank reforms and structure in India 

 

Bank reforms in India 

 

In April 1934, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), India’s central bank, was established 

and operated under the Reserve Bank of India Act in 1934. In 1947, India became 

independent and the government attempted to direct the economy via the banking 

system after that. In 1949, the promulgation of the Banking Regulation Act empowered 

the RBI "to regulate, control and inspect the banks in India". From 1949 to 1968, banks 

operated mainly in urban areas, but they played an important role in facilitating the 

development of the Indian economy. In order to increase control over the banking 

system and fulfil economic and social obligations in the rural and semi-urban areas, the 

government nationalised the 14 largest commercial banks in 1949 and 6 commercial 

banks in 1980. However, by 1990, the performance of public sector banks was poor, 

with a continuous increase in non-performing loans, which were mainly due to high 

reserve requirements, the administered structure of interest rates, the mandatory 

allocation of credit for specific sectors, concessional interest rates for specific sectors 

and lack of competition. This precipitated banking sector reforms from 1992 that 

facilitated entry deregulation, branch de-licensing, deregulation of interest rates and 

operational freedom for public sector banks (Sensarma, 2006).  

 

It is interesting to note that the reforms of the Indian banking system were implemented 

under the recommendation of the two Committees of Financial System, popularly 

known as Narasimham Committee I (1991) and Narasimham Committee II (1998). The 

Committees were appointed by the Government of India to study the problems of the 
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Indian banking system and then make recommendations for enhancing its efficiency in 

order to more effectively meet the credit needs of firms (Gormley, 2010). Banking 

reforms recommended by the Narasimham Committee I in 1991 focussed on increasing 

banks’ autonomy from the government, allowing entry into the private sector banking, 

de-regulating interest rates, introducing prudential norms and strengthening bank 

supervision. Banking reforms recommended by the Narasimham Committee II in 1998 

aimed at strengthening the banking system, upgrading technology and developing 

human resources.  

 

More specifically, before the 1991 reforms, there was little competition in the Indian 

banking sector as private banks were not allowed to set up in India from 1969 to 1991 

(Arun and Turner, 2002). To promote banking competition, in January 1993 the RBI 

issued a guideline for licensing new banks in the private sector. The result is that during 

the period 1993-2000, 10 private banks were granted licenses. Moreover, to gradually 

meet the international standards in transparency and accountability, in 1992-1993 the 

RBI issued guidelines on income recognition, asset classification, provisioning and 

capital adequacy.  

 

One important component of prudential regulations is that the Basel Accord capital 

standards were adopted in April 1992 as it is believed that capital requirements help 

control bank risk-taking (Nguyen and Nghiem, 2014; Tan and Floros, 2013). The 

government had boosted the capital adequacy ratio in some public banks by injecting 

capital into these banks in 1993-1994 and 1994-1995. In 1995, 13 of the 27 public 

sector banks attained a 8 per cent capital to risk assets ratio, 11 reached 4 per cent and 

the remaining attained less than 4 per cent. However, it has been suggested that the 8 

per cent capital adequacy ratio, which is prevalent in developed economies, is 

insufficient to control risk-taking in developing economies (Arun and Turner, 2002; 

Goldstein and Turner, 1996). Therefore, the required minimum capital adequacy ratio 

was subsequently raised from 8 per cent to 9 per cent in 1999. At the end of March 

2005, 86 out of the 88 commercial banks in India maintained the capital adequacy ratio 

at or above 9 per cent. 

 

The Bombay Stock Exchange, an Indian stock exchange located in Mumbai, was 

established in 1875 and was recognised by the Indian government in 1957, but partial 
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privatisation of public sector banks was allowed in 1993. The amendment of the 

Banking Regulation Act indicates that public sector banks were allowed to offer up to 

49 per cent of their equity to the public after 1994. Prior to any privatisation, the 

balance sheets of public sector banks had to be cleaned up through capital injections 

from the government because these banks had accrued a large amount of NPLs due to 

directed lending practices and poor management skills. However, the privatisation of 

public sector banks in India did not yield the expected result, as by 2001 only 11 public 

banks out of 27 were listed on the national stock exchange. 

 

Prior to the reforms in the 1990s, the interest rate was a tool of government 

subsidisation over different sectors of the Indian economy. In 1994, the RBI removed 

the floor of the lending rate for loans over 0.2 million Indian Rupees (INRs) and gave 

banks greater freedom to determine the lending rate for different credit limits. In 1998, 

it was decided that the interest rates on loans up to 0.2 million INRs should not exceed 

the prime lending rate offered to large borrowers; the goal of this decision was to 

remove the disincentive to the flow of credit to small borrowers. On the deposit side, 

since July 1996, the RBI had set up an interest rate ceiling for deposits up to one year 

(i.e. the RBI had given freedom to commercial banks to fix their own rates on INR term 

deposits of over one year). This deregulation of interest rates had provided more options 

and flexibility to banks for their asset liability management operations. However, the 

RBI still had a certain level of control over the interest rate via the lending rate ceiling 

and deposit rate ceiling.  

 

Along with the interest rate deregulation, quantitative restrictions were also gradually 

relaxed simultaneously. In 1990, 40 per cent of a bank’s commercial loans were 

required to be provided to the priority sectors which include agriculture, small-scale 

industry, small transport operators and artisans. Within the aggregate ceiling, there are 

various sub-ceilings for agriculture and also for loans to poverty related target groups. 

The Narasimham Committee II recommended a reduction of priority sector lending to 

10 per cent, but this recommendation was not accepted. However, the burden of priority 

sector advances has been reduced by broadening the definition of the priority sector 

activities.  
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India has been a WTO member since 1 January 1995. Prior to WTO entry, very few 

licenses for new foreign bank branches were granted, and the presence of foreign banks 

in India was limited. On 31 March 1994 there were 24 foreign banks with 156 branches 

in India. Most of these banks, however, had begun operations before India’s first 

nationalisation of private banks in April 1969, and concentrated in districts 

encompassing India’s three largest cities: Delhi, Mumbai and Kolkata. As the WTO 

General Agreement on Trades in Services was signed in 1994, India committed to issue 

five additional branch licenses to both new and existing foreign banks each year. In a 

subsequent supplemental agreement in July 1995, India increased the limit to eight 

licenses per year, and in February 1998, the limit was increased to 12 (Gormley, 2010). 

While there were constraints on the licenses granted to foreign banks each year, foreign 

banks were free to select the location to open new branches and choose the mode of 

presence though a branch or a wholly-owned subsidiary. Moreover, foreign banks were 

not allowed to own controlling stakes in local banks; particularly, the limit on foreign 

institutional investment in private banks was 49 per cent. However, foreign banks have 

operated on a level playing field with local banks; for example, they are subject to the 

same Indian norms for capital adequacy, asset classification, income recognition and 

prudential supervision as local banks, which are close to global standards (Rezvanian et 

al., 2008). 

 

Banking structure in India 

 

The entire organised banking system in India comprises of scheduled and non-

scheduled banks, with the latter accounting for a very small market share (Figure 2.3). 

Scheduled banks are those included in the Second Schedule of the Banking Regulation 

Act of 1949 and satisfy the following conditions: i) have paid-up capital and reserves of 

not less than 500,000 INRs and ii) satisfy the RBI requirement that their affairs are not 

conducted in a manner detrimental to the interests of its depositors; otherwise they are 

non-scheduled banks. Scheduled banks are further classified into commercial and 

cooperative banks, with the former taking up a major proportion of the banking market.  

 

Scheduled commercial banks are further divided into four categories: i) public banks 

(including nationalised banks and the State Bank of India (SBI) and associates), ii) 

private banks (including old private banks and new private banks), iii) foreign banks, 
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and iv) regional rural banks. Private banks are banks where greater equity is held by 

private shareholders. The old private banks existed prior to the nationalisation in 1969 

and kept their independence because they were either too small or specialised to be 

included in nationalisation. The new private sector banks are those that have gained 

their banking license since the liberalisation in the 1990s. Public banks are banks where 

a majority stake (i.e. more than 50 per cent) is held by the government. SBI is a bank 

where a 60 per cent stake was taken by the Reserve Bank of India in 1955. SBI 

associates are other state banks which became the subsidiaries of the SBI when they 

were nationalised on 19 July 1960. Nationalised banks are those which were 

nationalised by the government from 1969.  
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Figure 2.3: The system of banking institutions in India 
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Scheduled cooperative banks are perhaps the first government sponsored, government-

supported, and government subsidised financial agency in India. They receive financial 

and other help from the RBI, central government and state governments to conduct 

banking business mainly in the agriculture and rural sector. These scheduled 

commercial banks, with the exception of foreign banks, are registered in India under the 

Companies Act, while the scheduled cooperative banks are registered under the 

Cooperative Societies Act. 

 

Table 2.3 displays the share of deposits by commercial bank types. It can be seen that 

the share of public banks (SBI and associates and nationalised banks) in the deposit 

market is approximately 73.90 per cent, which is significantly higher than that of private 

banks (approximately 17.80 per cent), foreign banks (approximately 4.91 per cent) and 

regional rural banks (approximately 3.38 per cent). That is, the commercial banking 

market in India is dominated by public banks. 

 

Table 2.3: Share of deposits by bank types in India (per cent) 

Year Public banks Private banks Foreign banks Regional rural 

banks 

2000 78.41 12.31 5.29 4.00 

2001 75.06 16.03 4.98 3.92 

2002 74.66 16.94 4.51 3.88 

2003 73.66 17.83 4.81 3.70 

2004 74.19 17.91 4.38 3.52 

2005 71.88 19.42 5.33 3.37 

2006 70.61 20.63 5.62 3.14 

2007 71.25 20.23 5.53 3.00 

2008 73.82 18.54 4.75 2.90 

2009 74.20 17.68 5.00 3.11 

2010 74.57 18.04 4.36 3.04 

2011 74.50 18.06 4.46 2.99 

Overall 73.90 17.80 4.92 3.38 

Source: Data are obtained from the central bank’s website
17

. 

 

 

                                                 
17

 https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/AnnualPublications.aspx?head=Basic%20Statistical%20Returns 
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2.2.4.  Similarities and differences in the banking reforms and 

structure between Vietnam, China and India 

 

From the overviews of banking structure and reforms in Vietnam, China and India 

above, it can be seen that the banking systems of Vietnam, China and India have some 

similarities regarding the banking structure and reforms. Firstly, commercial banks play 

a vital role in the system of credit institutions in Vietnam, China and India. They are 

categorised based on ownership criteria: state-owned banks, private banks and foreign 

banks, with state-owned banks dominating the banking market while foreign banks 

account for a small share of the banking market. Thirdly, they deregulate the banking 

market in similar directions, such as improving the independence of the central bank 

from the government, increasing autonomy of state-owned banks from the government 

through partial privatisation, allowing foreign strategic institutional investors in local 

banks, listing banks on the stock exchange, relaxing constraints on foreign banks’ 

operation and entry and gradually relaxing restrictions on interest rates. However, they 

also re-regulate the banking market by applying stricter prudential ratios, which focus 

on the capital adequacy ratio and international standards of loan classification and 

accounting.  

 

Finally, despite the liberalisation process, the governments of Vietnam, China and India 

continue to exert a strong influence over the operation of the banking market via various 

means, including state-owned banks, interest rate regulation and credit expansion. One 

possible explanation is that the banking markets in these three countries are dominated 

by state-owned banks and the government is the major shareholder of these banks. In 

developed economies, governments assure bank safety through a combination of 

implicit and explicit deposit insurance and prudential supervision. However, in 

developing economies, government ownership of banks can be viewed as a mechanism 

for assuring bank safety. Government ownership, for example, provides depositors with 

a credible commitment because deposits are backed up by the government’s ability to 

print currency. Another possible reason is that the interest rate and credit amount have 

not been fully liberalised yet. One effect of these regulations may have been to reduce 

bank risk taking. For example, loan amount restrictions limit a bank’s ability to lend in 

what are perceived to be risky ventures, such as real estate and securities in the boom 
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periods. Interest rate ceilings on deposits prevent banks aggressively over-issuing their 

deposits, and interest rate ceilings on loans prevent banks lending to borrowers who are 

more likely to default on their loans (Hellmann et al., 2000).  

 

Nevertheless, there are some differences in the regulatory institution, degree of state-

owned banks’ domination, foreign banks’ presence and speed of the liberalisation 

process. Firstly, Vietnam and China underwent a transformation from a one-tier system 

to a two-tier system while this is not the case in India. Secondly, there is only one 

regulatory institution over the banking market in Vietnam and India (the central bank), 

while there are two regulatory institutions in China from 2003 (the central bank and the 

CBRC). Banking reforms in India are implemented under the recommendation of two 

expert Narasimham Committees which are independent of the central bank. In China, 

banking reforms regarding prudential norms are undertaken by the CBRC which is also 

independent of the central bank, while those regarding credit amount and interest rate 

are covered by the central bank. However, this is not the case in Vietnam where the 

central bank, particularly its supervision department, examines the problems of the 

Vietnamese banking system and then conducts the reforms. Thirdly, the commercial 

banking law was promulgated to officially establish the system of commercial banks for 

each country. This law was issued and enacted in 1949 in India, 1978 in China and 1990 

in Vietnam, which implies that commercial banks in India have the longest operational 

history, so they might be better at controlling operating costs.  

 

Lastly, the Indian banking system appears to be more open to foreign competition than 

Vietnam and China, as a level playing field between local banks and foreign banks 

(except licensing) has been created in India since 1995 (WTO entry), China since 2006 

(five years after WTO entry) and Vietnam since 2011 (four years after WTO entry). 

Surprisingly, despite being the latest open to foreign banks, the presence of foreign 

banks in Vietnam is the largest (9.22 per cent) while that in China is the smallest (1.52 

per cent). One possible reason for the small foreign bank penetration in China is that 

China’s law and institutions, including investor protection systems, corporate 

governance, accounting standards and quality of government, are significantly less 

developed than most of the countries (Allen et al., 2005). Apart from having a 

controlling stake in state-owned banks, the Chinese government is also one of the major 

shareholders in joint-stock banks and city commercial banks in direct or indirect ways, 
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which could be another reason for the tiny presence of foreign banks in China. In 

addition, the banking system in India also appears to be more open to foreign investors 

as the joint-ownership by foreign investors is capped at 49 per cent in India compared to 

30 per cent and 25 per cent in Vietnam and China, respectively. 

 

The similarities and differences between the banking systems of Vietnam, China and 

India discussed above provide clear evidence that banks in these countries operate in 

different environments, and hence they operate based on different production 

technologies and different cost structures. Moreover, due to the differences in the 

banking environment, the effects of bank reforms, such as having foreign strategic 

institutional investors in local banks (foreign partial acquisition), listing on the stock 

exchange and capital raising, on the performance of banks in Vietnam may be different 

from those in China and India. Also, the management behaviour of banks to improve 

efficiency and stability in an increasingly complex market may vary between the three 

countries. There have been several studies examining the effects of governance reforms 

on bank performance and identifying the management behaviour in banks in China and 

India (for example, Lin and Zhang (2009) and Jiang et al. (2013) evaluated the effects 

of governance reforms on the performance of Chinese banks, Tan and Floros (2013) 

identified the management behaviour in Chinese banks, Perera et al. (2007) examined 

the effect of public listing on the performance of Indian banks and Nguyen and Nghiem 

(2014) explored the management behaviour in Indian banks). Nonetheless, no study has 

been found to address these issues in Vietnamese banks. Therefore, it is of importance 

to examine the effects of several key banking reforms (for example, foreign partial 

acquisition and listing on the stock exchange) on the performance of banks in Vietnam 

and identify the management behaviour in these banks. 

 

2.3.  Structure of bank liability and earning assets  

 

Table 2.4 presents the structures of bank liability and earning assets for local 

commercial banks in Vietnam in comparison with those in China and India using the 

ratio of customer deposits to total liability, ratio of loans to total earning assets and ratio 

of security investments to total earning assets. As Table 2.4 shows, deposits from 

customers are the major source of funding for producing earning assets in local 
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commercial banks in Vietnam, China and India. In particular, over the period 1995-

2011 the local commercial banks in Vietnam had a lower ratio of customer deposits to 

liability (0.70) than those in China and India, while this ratio was similar between those 

in China and India (approximately 0.83). This ratio declined in Vietnam while it was 

quite stable in China and India over the analysis period. This indicates that to generate 

earning assets, Vietnamese banks may have borrowed more from the interbank market 

at a greater level towards the end of the analysis period than Chinese and Indian banks, 

which  implies a likelihood of riskier banking business in Vietnam than China and 

India.  

 

Table 2.4: Ratios of customer deposits to liability, loans to total earning assets and security 

investment to earning assets 

 

Year 

Deposits/liability  Loans/Assets  Security/Assets 

 Vietnam China India  Vietnam China India  Vietnam China India 

1995 0.76 0.71 0.82  0.63 0.57 0.55  0.12 0.11 0.38 

1996 0.86 0.73 0.84  0.75 0.55 0.52  0.05 0.14 0.41 

1997 0.89 0.75 0.85  0.76 0.57 0.49  0.04 0.12 0.42 

1998 0.94 0.81 0.84  0.71 0.56 0.48  0.03 0.16 0.44 

1999 0.94 0.79 0.85  0.72 0.55 0.48  0.05 0.18 0.44 

2000 0.89 0.80 0.85  0.65 0.55 0.49  0.07 0.20 0.44 

2001 0.80 0.79 0.83  0.68 0.58 0.50  0.07 0.23 0.43 

2002 0.71 0.78 0.84  0.70 0.56 0.51  0.08 0.27 0.44 

2003 0.69 0.80 0.85  0.74 0.58 0.50  0.08 0.26 0.45 

2004 0.68 0.84 0.85  0.70 0.58 0.56  0.08 0.25 0.39 

2005 0.68 0.87 0.83  0.69 0.58 0.61  0.12 0.26 0.34 

2006 0.63 0.87 0.84  0.62 0.59 0.64  0.13 0.24 0.31 

2007 0.58 0.83 0.84  0.58 0.57 0.66  0.15 0.24 0.31 

2008 0.67 0.84 0.84  0.62 0.57 0.65  0.17 0.24 0.31 

2009 0.63 0.84 0.84  0.63 0.58 0.66  0.15 0.26 0.32 

2010 0.58 0.82 0.85  0.58 0.54 0.68  0.20 0.29 0.30 

2011 0.55 0.77 0.83  0.57 0.51 0.68  0.20 0.25 0.30 

Overall 0.70 0.82 0.84  0.66 0.56 0.57  0.12 0.24 0.38 

Source: author's calculation based on the data sample collected from Fitch-IBCA. 

 

In addition, loans are the major component of earning assets in banks of the three 

countries as loans account for more than 50 per cent of the earning assets. Moreover, the 

share of loans in total earning assets is approximately 66 per cent in Vietnam, which is 

higher than that in China (56 per cent) and India (57 per cent). This implies that banks 

in Vietnam diversified their earning assets from traditional lending activities into non-
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lending activities at a smaller degree than banks in China and India, leading to possible 

differences in the impact of diversification on risk and efficiency between banks in 

Vietnam, China and India, since diversification of earning assets was found to be 

associated with bank performance (Elsas et al., 2010; Laeven and Levine, 2007) and 

bank risk (Lepetit et al., 2008; Stiroh, 2004). However, over the period 1995-2011, this 

loan share declined in Vietnam, but remained stable in China and increased in India. 

The decline in the loan share in Vietnam could be due to the corresponding growth in 

security investment share, while the increase in the loan share in India after 1999 could 

be because of the corresponding reduction in security investment share. However, the 

share of security investments in total earning assets was on average smaller in Vietnam 

(12 per cent) than China (24 per cent) and India (38 per cent), which could be because 

the stock market was established later in Vietnam (in 2000) than China and India (in the 

early 1990s). 

 

In general, customer deposits are the major liability and loans are the major earning 

assets in banks in Vietnam, China and India. This indicates that banks in these three 

countries operate in a similar input-output space structure, and hence they can learn 

from each other to improve operational efficiency. Moreover, banks in Vietnam 

diversify their earning assets away from traditional lending activities less than banks in 

China and India. 

 

2.4.  Market concentration  

 

Figure 2.4 presents market concentration in the banking industries of Vietnam, China 

and India over the period 1995-2011. Market concentration is measured by the market 

share of the three largest banks in terms of total earning assets. It can be seen that the 

banking system of India is the least concentrated (33 per cent in India compared to 57 

per cent in China and 69 per cent in Vietnam), with a decreasing trend between 1995 

and 2011. Compared to China, the banking system of Vietnam is more concentrated 

before 2006, but less concentrated after that. Market concentration in Vietnam slightly 

reduces over time while that in China reveals an unclear trend. The three largest banks 

in Vietnam, China and India are all state-owned banks, the decline in concentration over 

time in Vietnam and India could be explained by the greater speed of expansion in 
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private banks compared to state-owned banks, resulting in a greater speed of expansion 

in the whole market than that of the three largest banks.   

 

 

Source: World Bank database  

Figure 2.4: Concentration ratio (per cent), 1995-2011 

 

Concentration may impair competitiveness (Bikker and Haaf, 2002). Moreover, 

government intervention and the historical and institutional factors underlying banking 

operations may also affect bank competition. Therefore, it is interesting to examine 

whether the Indian banking system, which has the lowest industry concentration level, 

is the most competitive compared to its two counterparts (Vietnam and China). 

Moreover, the differences in market concentration together with the differences in the 

degree of state-owned banks’ domination and foreign banks’ presence between 

Vietnam, China and India also provide additional evidence that banks in Vietnam, 

China and India operate in different environments, and hence they are based on different 

technologies to produce financial services and accordingly have different cost 

structures. 

 

2.5.  Banking system and the economy 

 

Apart from industry concentration, this chapter provides further industry information: 

the role of the banking system in the economy. This study selects ratio of bank assets to 
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GDP and ratio of bank credit provided to the private sector to GDP to capture the level 

of bank penetration to the economy. It can be seen from Figures 2.5 and 2.6 that the 

banking systems of Vietnam, China and India have all expanded their size and their 

credit to the private sector over the analysis period, implying that the three banking 

systems increased their penetration into the economy over time. This indicates that the 

role of the banking system in the economy in all the three countries becomes more 

important over time. One possible explanation is that all individual banks in these three 

countries have expanded their operation to urban and rural areas by opening many 

branches in these areas, which is possibly due to increased competitive pressure in the 

big cities and the relaxation of the government’s control over the interest rate and credit 

amount.  

 

However, the speed of increase in the banking system size and credit provided to the 

private sector was greater in Vietnam compared to its two counterparts. Moreover, the 

size of the banking system and bank credit provided to the private sector relative to the 

size of the economy in Vietnam are relatively smaller than those in China, implying that 

the degree of penetration of the banking system into the economy in Vietnam is smaller 

than that in China (i.e. the role of the banking system in the economic development in 

Vietnam may be less important than that in China). Compared to India, bank size in 

Vietnam is smaller before 2003, but greater after that. Bank credit provided to the 

private sector in Vietnam is slightly smaller than in India before 1999, but surpasses that 

in India after 1999. 

 

 

Source: World Bank database 

Figure 2.5: Bank assets to GDP (per cent), 1995-2011 
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Source: World Bank database 

Figure 2.6: Bank credit provided to private sector to GDP (per cent), 1995-2011 

 

 

2.6.  Economic performance  

 

The development of the financial system is closely associated with the development of 

an economy (Calderón and Liu, 2003; Christopoulos and Tsionas, 2004). In Vietnam, 

China and India, the system of commercial banks is the main pillar of their financial 

system. Therefore, the performance of commercial banks in the three countries is 

closely associated with the performance of the economy. Given an increase in bank 

penetration into the economy and given the reform efforts to improve bank efficiency 

and stability, it is necessary to look at the economic performance in Vietnam in 

comparison with China and India via two indicators: GDP growth and GDP per capita. 

 

As Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show, China has greater GDP growth and GDP per capita than 

Vietnam and India over the period 1995-2011, suggesting that the economy in China 

has performed better than that in Vietnam and India. GDP growth in Vietnam is mostly 

lower than India before 2003, but a different situation occurs after that. GDP per capita 
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0.631 in China, and 0.944 and 0.979 in India, respectively). This indicates that the size 

of the banking system and the credit provided to the private sector relative to the 

economy may be closely associated with GDP per capita in the three countries. Further, 

the differences in GDP growth and GDP per capita across Vietnam, China and India 

indicate that banks in the three countries operate in different economic operating 

environments, which may have different effects on the performance of banks in these 

countries. 

 

 

Source: World Bank database 

Figure 2.7: Real GDP growth rate (per cent), 1995-2011 

 

 

 
Source: World Bank database 

Figure 2.8: GDP per capita (USD), 1995-2011 
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2.7.  Conclusions 

 

This chapter provides an overview of the banking system of Vietnam in comparison 

with that in China and India to provide a comprehensive picture of the background of 

the banking system of Vietnam. Specifically, this chapter focuses on bank reforms, bank 

structure, market concentration, bank liability and earning assets, the role of the banking 

system in the economy and economic performance in Vietnam, China and India. 

 

Commercial banks play a crucial role in the financial markets of Vietnam, China and 

India. They are categorised based on ownership criteria: state-owned banks, joint-stock 

banks and foreign banks, of which state-owned banks dominate the banking market 

while foreign banks account for a small share of the banking market. The banking 

system of Vietnam and China underwent a transformation from a one-tier to a two-tier 

system, but this is not the case in India. Banks in Vietnam and India have only one 

regulatory institution (the central bank) compared to two regulatory institutions in China 

(the central bank and the CRBC). The banking systems of Vietnam, China and India 

implemented similar deregulation and re-regulation reform strategies, such as 

diversifying ownership of state-owned banks, opening the banking market to foreign 

banks, attracting foreign strategic institutional investors to local banks, raising the 

capital adequacy ratio and applying other prudential ratios. However, these reforms are 

conducted at different times and speeds and in different environments. Therefore, the 

effects of individual reforms on the efficiency of banks in Vietnam may be different 

from those in China and India.  

 

Moreover, customer deposits are the major source of bank liability and loans are the 

major source of bank earning assets in the three countries. However, banks in Vietnam 

diversify their earning assets away from traditional lending activities to a lower degree, 

but borrow funds from the interbank market to a greater extent than those in China and 

India. This implies a likelihood of different bank management behaviour between 

Vietnam, China and India. Furthermore, the banking system in Vietnam has greater 

market concentration, and also greater presence of foreign banks than that in China and 

India. This indicates a possibility of different competitive banking environments in 

Vietnam, China and India. The size of the banking system and credit provided to the 
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private sector as scaled to the size of the economy were smaller in Vietnam and India 

compared to China. Accordingly, the economy of Vietnam and India appeared to have 

performed worse than that of China. This provides evidence that banks in Vietnam, 

China and India operate based on different production technologies and corresponding 

cost structures, but can learn from each other to improve operational efficiency.  

 

There have been several studies on either the effects of bank reforms on the 

performance or the identification of bank management behaviour in China and India. 

Nevertheless, no study has been identified which addresses these issues in Vietnamese 

banks. Moreover, no study examines the efficiency and technological innovation of 

banks in Vietnam in comparison with those in China and India to evaluate whether 

banks in China and India would be considered to be relevant benchmarks for banks in 

Vietnam and whether banks in these three countries should foster competition. 

Therefore, Chapter 3 examines the effects of governance reforms, such as having 

foreign institutions as strategic shareholders and listing on the stock market, on the 

operational efficiency of banks in Vietnam. Chapter 4 identifies the management 

behaviour in Vietnamese banks based on the investigation of the interrelationships 

between efficiency, risk and capital and the effects of diversification on these three 

variables. Chapter 5 compares the efficiency, innovation and competition between 

banks in Vietnam, China and India and then examines the effects of competition on 

innovation. 
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CHAPTER 3:  AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF 

GOVERNANCE REFORMS ON THE EFFICIENCY 

OF VIETNAMESE BANKS 

 

3.1.  Introduction 

 

The efficiency of the banking system of Vietnam is of much interest to policy makers, 

researchers, bank managers and the general public since it is the main pillar of the 

financial market which plays an important role in economic achievements in Vietnam 

(Anwar and Nguyen, 2011). The banking system of Vietnam has undergone significant 

reforms towards deregulation and re-regulation during recent decades. Deregulation 

reforms involve reducing government ownership in state-owned banks, relaxing 

constraints on foreign banks’ operation and entry, attracting foreign strategic 

institutional investors to local banks (known as foreign partial acquisition) and 

encouraging banks to list on the stock exchange. Re-regulation reforms concern raising 

the required amount of charter capital and capital adequacy ratio, applying international 

loan classification standards and introducing other prudential ratios. Of these reforms, 

foreign partial acquisition and listing banks on the stock exchange have brought 

dramatic changes in the ownership of Vietnamese local banks, leading to drastic 

governance changes in these banks, and hence they are considered as governance 

reforms  (Son et al., 2014).  

 

Berger et al. (2005) pioneered the examination of the effects of governance reforms on 

bank performance via the selection effect and dynamic effect. The selection effect 

identifies the efficiency effects associated with being selected to have a certain type of 

governance reform. The short-term dynamic effect captures the difference in 

performance before and after governance reform. The long-term dynamic effect pertains 

to how the effect changes as time passes since the governance reform. There have been 

several studies on banks in the Asian region following Berger et al. (2005) to 

investigate the selection and dynamic effects of governance reforms on bank 

performance, such as Williams and Nguyen (2005), Lin and Zhang (2009), Jiang et al. 

(2013), Burki and Ahmad (2010) and Perera et al. (2007). However, the findings vary 

from one study to another, and may not apply in banks in Vietnam due to the 
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differences in the operating environment and the method and organisation of 

implementing the reforms. Despite several studies examining the performance of 

Vietnamese banks (e.g., Nguyen et al. (2014), Vu and Nahm (2013), Minh et al. (2013), 

Gardener et al. (2011), Thangavelu and Findlay (2010) and Vu and Turnell (2010)), 

none has been identified that investigates the effects of  governance reforms on the 

performance of Vietnamese banks. This study addresses this paucity of knowledge by 

examining the cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks over the period 1995-2011 and then 

investigating the selection and dynamic effects of the two governance reforms, foreign 

partial acquisition and listing on the stock exchange, on the cost efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks.  

 

Efficiency can be measured by either parametric approaches or non-parametric 

approaches, with Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) being the most popular for the 

former and Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) for the latter. SFA and DEA are 

different in the way they deal with data measurement errors; SFA, which requires 

econometric estimation, captures data measurement errors in the error term, while DEA, 

which requires linear programming, assumes no error in data measurement (i.e. data 

measurement errors are attributed to inefficiency, leading to biased efficiency scores).  

There have been very few studies comparing the outcomes between DEA and SFA, and 

these studies also produce mixed evidence. For example, the average efficiency scores 

obtained by DEA and SFA are similar in studies by Huang and Wang (2002) and Weill 

(2004a), but dissimilar in studies by Dong et al. (2014) and Delis et al. (2009). The 

consistency in efficiency score rankings obtained by SFA and DEA are moderate in the 

study by Dong et al. (2014), but low in the studies by Huang and Wang (2002) and 

Weill (2004a). The efficiency distribution and the inefficiency source are remarkably 

similar in the study by Wadud and White (2000). As data in an emerging country like 

Vietnam have potential measurement errors, this study uses SFA as the main efficiency 

estimation technique. The effects of governance reforms on the efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks can be estimated using either the two-stage or the one-stage SFA 

approach.  As it is possible to have greater confidence when making policy decisions if 

policy implications of different methods are consistent, this study also checks whether 

the results on the efficiency level and trend and the efficiency effects of the two 

governance reforms in Vietnamese banks obtained from the two-stage SFA approach 
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are consistent with those obtained from the two-stage DEA approach and the one-stage 

SFA approach. 

 

This chapter extends the literature in bank efficiency in Vietnam in the following ways. 

Firstly, this is the first study on Vietnamese banks taking into account the effects of 

individual governance reforms on bank efficiency by focusing on the selection effects 

and the dynamic effects of foreign partial acquisition and public listing. Secondly, this 

is also the first study on Vietnamese banks’ efficiency which jointly uses DEA and 

SFA. Thirdly, reforming the banking system would be much more difficult in 

developing countries like Vietnam due to the lack of regulations, technology and 

institutional capacity which are needed to reform the system (Son et al., 2014). 

Therefore, the findings of this study can provide significant policy implications for 

policy makers and bank managers in initiating strategy to strengthen the efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks. 

 

This study has five sections, including this introductory section. Section 3.2 reviews the 

related literature. Section 3.3 presents the methodology, followed by Section 3.4 which 

describes the dataset. Empirical results are shown in Section 3.5 and the conclusion is 

drawn in Section 3.6. 

 

3.2.  Related literature review 

 

3.2.1.  Review of bank efficiency in Vietnam 

 

The literature on the banking efficiency models bank services using two main 

approaches: intermediation and production. The intermediation approach treats banks as 

intermediaries that facilitate the transfer of surplus funds from savers to borrowers, 

making deposits an important input. The production approach, which treats banks as 

standard service providers, considers deposits as an output and measures this output in a 

number of transactions. Fethi and Pasiouras (2010) reviewed 196 studies on bank 

efficiency and found that 95 studies defined value of deposits as a part of the input 

vector, 20 studies defined deposits as a part of the output vector, 30 studies used interest 

expenses as an input without using the stock of deposits, seven studies used deposits as 
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an output and the interest expense paid on deposits as an input, seven studies used time 

deposits and saving deposits as an input and demand deposits as an output, and the 

remaining studies used deposits as both an input and an output. This indicates that the 

intermediation approach is more widely used than the production approach, especially 

in recent studies, which is consistent with the finding by Hughes and Mester (2012). 

 

There have been several studies on the performance of banks in Vietnam, including Vu 

and Turnell (2010), Gardener et al. (2011), Nahm and Vu (2013) and Nguyen et al. 

(2014). Vu and Turnell (2010) followed the intermediation approach that banks used 

three inputs (borrowed funds, fixed assets and personnel) to produce two outputs (loans 

and other earning assets). They investigated the cost efficiency of the Vietnamese 

banking system using the Bayesian stochastic frontier approach for a data sample 

consisting of state-owned, joint-stock and foreign banks between 2000 and 2006. They 

found that the cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks was, on average, 0.87 (i.e. 

Vietnamese banks can reduce their costs by 13 per cent while producing the same 

amount of outputs), with a slight decreasing trend over the analysis period. They argued 

that the decrease in the cost efficiency is due to increases in the costs of managing 

diverse activities, the enlargement of branch networks and the upgrading of the banking 

technology platform. They also found that there was no significant difference in the cost 

efficiency between different ownership bank types. 

 

Gardener et al. (2011) employed DEA to estimate the cost efficiency of banks in five 

South East Asian countries (Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand and 

Vietnam) and then explored the efficiency determinants using the Tobit regression in 

the second stage. These authors also applied the intermediation approach for the 

production of bank services, with deposits, fixed assets and personnel as three inputs, 

and loans and other earning assets as two outputs. As data on the number of employees 

could not be obtained, these authors used personnel costs as a proxy for the number of 

employees and the ratio of personnel costs to loans plus deposits as a proxy for labour 

price. Using a dataset consisting of state-owned, joint-stock and foreign banks over the 

period 1998-2004, these authors reported that the cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks is 

0.62, which is considerably lower than 0.87 in the study by Vu and Turnell (2010). This 

could be because DEA is a non-parametric method which attributes all measurement 

errors to inefficiency while Bayesian is a parametric method which can account for 
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random shocks. These authors also found that foreign banks were the most cost-

efficient, followed by state-owned banks, and then joint-stock banks. The cost 

efficiency was found to be affected positively by capital ratio and economic growth, but 

negatively by bank size. 

 

Vu and Nahm (2013) used DEA to estimate the profit efficiency of Vietnamese banks 

(state-owned, joint-stock and foreign banks) from 2000 to 2006 in the first stage and 

used Tobit regression to identify factors affecting the profit efficiency of these banks in 

the second stage. These authors viewed employees, fixed assets and borrowed funds as 

three inputs and loans, other earning assets and off-balance sheet items as three outputs 

(i.e. the intermediation approach). They observed an average profit efficiency score of 

0.40, with more profit-efficient state-owned banks than joint-stock and foreign banks. 

The relatively low score of profit efficiency could again be partially explained by the 

incapability of separating statistical noise from inefficiency when applying the DEA 

method. They also reported that the profit efficiency was driven positively by size and 

GDP growth, and negatively by non-performing loan ratio, capital ratio and inflation. 

 

The three studies reviewed above utilise a dataset which is outdated and covers a short 

period (1998-2004 or 2000-2006). The datasets of these three studies include state-

owned, joint-stock and foreign banks, of which foreign banks may have operated based 

on a different production technology from state-owned and joint-stock banks, since 

there have been much more stringent restrictions on foreign banks’ entry and activities 

compared with their two counterparts in Vietnam. Nguyen et al. (2014) overcome these 

drawbacks when using a dataset consisting of only state-owned and joint-stock banks 

over a long period (1995-2011) to evaluate the cost and profit efficiencies of 

Vietnamese banks. These authors followed the intermediation approach and assumed 

that banks used borrowed funds, fixed assets and personnel to produce loans and other 

earning assets. Since data on the number of employees were not available, these authors 

selected personnel costs as a proxy for personnel input and assumed the price of labour 

to be one. They employed the Window DEA (i.e. a dynamic DEA which uses a moving 

average analogue of three-year windows and treats a bank in one window independently 

from the same bank in the next window) to evaluate the trend in the efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks. These authors found that cost and profit efficiencies were 0.90 and 

0.75, respectively, with an upward trend over the analysis period, and with state-owned 
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banks being more cost and profit-efficient than joint-stock banks. They also reported 

that the 2007-2008 Global financial crisis and the 1997-1998 Asian financial crisis did 

not significantly affect the efficiency of the whole Vietnamese banking system. 

 

It can be seen that studies on Vietnamese banks focus on examining the efficiency level, 

efficiency trend, efficiency gap between state-owned banks and joint-stock banks, and 

efficiency determinants. These studies all follow the intermediation approach for input-

output specification, with borrowed funds, physical capital and personnel as inputs and 

loans and other earning assets as outputs. Moreover, most of these studies use personnel 

costs as a proxy for personnel input. Furthermore, these studies employ either SFA or 

DEA to estimate the efficiency of Vietnamese banks, none of them employ both SFA 

and DEA. None of them also examine the effects of the two governance reforms, 

foreign partial acquisition and public listing, on the efficiency of Vietnamese banks. 

The most common finding of these studies is that state-owned banks outperform joint-

stock banks. This study extends the literature on bank efficiency in Vietnam by 

employing both SFA and DEA to estimate the cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks. As 

interest expenses related to deposits account for approximately 77 per cent of total 

operating costs of Vietnamese banks
18

 and the intermediation approach for specifying 

bank input and output is more popular than the production approach, this study applies 

the intermediation approach for the production of bank services in Vietnamese banks. 

This study also uses personnel costs as a proxy for the labour input. However, this study 

uses the ratio of personnel costs to total assets as a proxy for the labour price rather than 

the ratio of personnel costs to the sum of loans and deposits used in the study by 

Gardener et al. (2011). This labour price proxy is consistent with the studies by Gaganis 

and Pasiouras (2013), Duygun et al. (2013) and Lensink et al. (2008). 

 

3.2.2.  Review of the effects of governance reforms on bank 

performance 

 

Governance reforms are those which lead to changes in the corporate governance of 

banks, such as foreign partial acquisition, domestic merger and acquisition (M&A), 

privatisation, public listing and restructuring of state-owned banks (state restructuring). 

                                                 
18

 Author’s calculation based on the dataset used in this study 
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Berger et al. (2005) were pioneers in examining the selection and dynamic effects of 

four governance reforms (i.e. domestic M&A, foreign acquisition, privatisation and 

state restructuring) on the performance of banks in Argentina in the same model. These 

authors used cost efficiency rank, profit efficiency rank, the ratio of costs to assets, 

return on equity and non-performing loans to measure bank performance. There were 

significant selection effects of all of these governance reforms. Domestic M&A was 

found to have insignificant short-term and long-term dynamic effects, while the 

converse situation occurs for the dynamic effects of foreign acquisition and 

privatisation. State restructuring had a significant short-term effect, but an insignificant 

long-term impact on the performance of state-owned banks. Results also indicate that 

larger banks performed better, while banks with a larger market share have better 

profitability but lower profit efficiency. Also, state-owned banks performed worse than 

private banks. 

 

There have been several studies following the model of Berger et al. (2005) to 

investigate the selection effects and dynamic effects of governance reforms on the 

performance of banks in Asian emerging countries, including Williams and Nguyen 

(2005), Lin and Zhang (2009), Jiang et al. (2013), Burki and Ahmad (2010) and Perera 

et al. (2007). The government of countries in South East Asia implemented inter alia 

bank privatisation programmes and widened access for foreign ownership since the 

1990s, this motivated Williams and Nguyen (2005) to investigate the selection and 

dynamic effects of governance changes on the performance of banks in South East Asia 

(Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand) between 1990 and 2003. 

These authors also focused on the same four governance reforms (domestic M&A, 

foreign acquisition, privatisation and state restructuring) as Berger et al. (2005), but 

they used cost and profit efficiencies to measure bank performance. The findings on the 

effects of governance reforms vary with performance measurement. For example,  

coefficients of selection effect indicators highlighted that banks with foreign partial 

acquisition or with domestic M&A were more profit-efficient, but less cost-efficient 

than banks without foreign partial acquisition or without domestic M&A, respectively. 

Compared to non-privatised banks, privatised banks had similar profit efficiency, but 

lower cost efficiency. Coefficients of dynamic effect indicators indicated that the profit 

efficiency of banks post-acquisition was lower than pre-acquisition (i.e. significant 

short-term dynamic effect), but it revealed an increasing trend since undergoing 
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acquisition (i.e. significant long-term dynamic effect). A different situation occurred for 

cost efficiency regarding the dynamic effect of foreign partial acquisition. There was an 

insignificant difference in cost and profit efficiencies of banks pre- and post-

privatisation, but their profit efficiency has increased since privatisation. Compared to 

the pre-M&A, the profit efficiency of banks was higher while their cost efficiency was 

similar post-M&A; however, their profit efficiency experienced a downward trend 

while their cost efficiency shows an upward trend since undergoing M&A. These 

authors also found that foreign banks were more profit-efficient than local state-owned 

and private banks, while there was an insignificant difference in the profit efficiency 

between the latter two. Nonetheless, foreign banks were the least cost-efficient, 

followed by state-owned banks and then private banks.   

 

Lin and Zhang (2009) examined the effects of governance reforms, including foreign 

partial acquisition and listing on the stock exchange, on the performance of Chinese 

banks. These authors used four indicators – return on equity (ROE), return on assets 

(ROA), the ratio of cost to income and the ratio of non-performing loans to gross loans 

– to capture the performance of Chinese banks. They utilised a dataset including state-

owned, joint-stock, foreign, policy and city commercial banks from 1997 to 2004. They 

observed that joint-stock, foreign and city commercial banks have similar or greater cost 

efficiency (i.e. equal or lower ratio of cost to income) than state-owned banks. Banks 

with foreign partial acquisition or those listed on the stock exchange were more profit-

efficient (higher ROA and ROE) and cost-efficient than those without foreign 

acquisition or non-listed banks, respectively, providing evidence of selection effects. 

However, there was insufficient evidence of the short-term and long-term dynamic 

effects of foreign partial acquisition and listing on the stock exchange on the 

performance of Chinese banks.     

 

Jiang et al. (2013) also investigated the effects of governance reforms on the 

performance of Chinese banks. Unlike the study by Lin and Zhang (2009), these authors 

focused only on domestic commercial banks for a longer period (from 1995 to 2010), 

and measured the performance of Chinese banks using cost and profit efficiency scores 

estimated by the SFA approach. Using the two-stage SFA approach, these authors found 

similar selection effects but different dynamic effects of public listing and foreign 

partial acquisition on the performance of Chinese banks. In particular, banks listed on 
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the Chinese stock exchange were more cost and profit-efficient than non-listed banks; 

banks with foreign partial acquisition were more profit-efficient than banks without 

foreign partial acquisition. The efficiency of banks after having foreign partial 

acquisition was lower than before having foreign partial acquisition (i.e. significant 

short-term dynamic effect), but their efficiency had increased since foreign partial 

acquisition (i.e. significant long-term dynamic effect). They also reported that state-

owned and joint-stock banks were more cost-efficient, but less profit-efficient than city 

commercial banks.  

 

Perera et al. (2007) employed the two-stage SFA to obtain efficiency scores of banks in 

Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka from 1997 to 2004, and then investigated if 

there was a difference in the efficiency between listed banks and non-listed banks (i.e. 

selection effects of listing on the stock exchange). They reported that listed banks 

operated more efficiently than non-listed banks, which is inconsistent with the study by 

Bhaumik and Dimova (2004) on Indian banks that there was an insignificant difference 

in the performance (measured by ROA) between them. Burki and Ahmad (2010) 

investigated the selection and dynamic effects of governance reforms, including 

privatisation, state restructuring and domestic M&A, on the cost efficiency of banks in 

Pakistan from 1991 to 2005. Using the one-stage SFA approach, these authors found 

that there were insignificant selection effects of privatisation and state restructuring, but 

a significant selection effect of domestic M&A (banks selected for domestic M&A were 

less cost-efficient than those not selected). Compared to pre-privatisation, the cost 

efficiency of banks post-privatisation was lower (significant short-term dynamic effect). 

However, the cost efficiency of banks revealed an unclear trend since privatisation 

(insignificant long-term dynamic effect). M&A had insignificant short-term and long-

term dynamic effects on the cost efficiency of banks in Pakistan. There was an 

insignificant difference in the cost efficiency of banks before and after restructuring 

(insignificant short-term dynamic effect), but their cost efficiency experienced an 

upward trend since restructuring (significant long-term dynamic effect). These authors 

also found that foreign and state-owned banks were more cost-efficient than private 

banks. 

 

Overall, the above reviewed studies document mixed selection and dynamic effects of 

governance reforms on the performance of banks in emerging Asian countries, but none 
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of these studies is on Vietnamese banks. The efficiency of state-owned banks compared 

to private banks is also inconclusive in the reviewed studies. These studies focus on the 

selection and dynamic effects of foreign partial acquisition, listing on the stock 

exchange, state restructuring and domestic M&A. Most of these studies employ either 

the two-stage SFA, two-stage DEA or one-stage SFA approach to investigate the 

efficiency effects of governance reforms. As there have been few state-owned banks 

undergoing restructuring and few domestic M&A cases in the Vietnamese banking 

industry, this study focuses on the selection and dynamic effects of only foreign partial 

acquisition and public listing on the cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks. This study 

employs the two-stage SFA approach to examine the efficiency level, efficiency trend 

and efficiency effects of these two governance reforms in Vietnamese banks, and then 

compares the results with those obtained from the two-stage DEA approach and the 

one-stage SFA approach. Therefore, this study extends the banking efficiency literature 

on Vietnamese banks because this is the first study addressing the selection and 

dynamic effects of governance reforms on bank performance in the context of Vietnam. 

This is also the first study conducting tests for the sensitivity of the results using 

different efficiency estimation approaches. The findings of this study offer insights into 

the impacts of ongoing banking reforms in Vietnam. 

 

3.3.  Methodology 

 

3.3.1.  Efficiency estimation 

 

This section describes the two techniques to estimate efficiency scores in the first stage: 

SFA and DEA. This study captures the performance of Vietnamese banks by cost 

efficiency, which reflects how close a bank's cost is to what a best-practice bank's cost 

would be, given certain output amounts and input prices, since it is one of the important 

economic foundations for analysing bank performance.  

 

3.3.1.1.  Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) 

 

SFA, proposed by Aigner et al. (1977) and Meeusen and Van den Broeck (1977), is a 

parametric method for frontier estimation that assumes a given functional form for the 
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relationship between inputs and an output. When the functional form is specified, then 

the unknown parameters of the function need to be estimated using econometric 

techniques. A production function expresses one output as a function of inputs, while a 

variable cost function expresses cost as a function of input prices and outputs. The cost 

function for N firms can be written in the form: 

 

𝑇𝐶𝑖𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑋𝑖𝑡, 𝛽)𝑒𝑉𝑖𝑡+𝑈𝑖𝑡                                                                                                 (3.1) 

  

where 𝑇𝐶𝑖𝑡 is the total operating cost of the bank i in year t; 𝑋𝑖𝑡 is a vector of the 

outputs and input prices of the ith firm in the tth year; 𝛽 is a vector of cost frontier 

parameters to be estimated; 𝑉𝑖𝑡 + 𝑈𝑖𝑡 is the composite error term for the bank i in year t, 

which consists of the statistical noise component 𝑉𝑖𝑡 and the non-negative inefficiency 

component 𝑈𝑖𝑡.  

 

This study adopts the translog (transcendental logarithmic) form as this is the most 

commonly used functional form in the bank efficiency literature. Moreover, 

technological advances often cause economic relationships (especially production 

function) to change over time. As this study uses panel data for the frontier estimation, 

it includes a variable time trend (𝑡) in the model to account for technological change 

over time. This study applies the SFA estimation procedures proposed by Battese and 

Coelli (1995) as this model can take into account the effects of environmental factors.  

 

Following the efficiency literature on Vietnamese banks, this study applies the 

intermediation approach for the production of banking services, pioneered by Sealey 

and Lindley (1977), which treats a bank as an intermediary using personnel and 

physical capital to convert deposits into earning assets. Accordingly, this study involves 

two outputs (net loans (𝑌1) and other earning assets (𝑌2)) and three inputs (borrowed 

funds (𝑋1), fixed assets (𝑋2) and personnel (𝑋3)). The prices of inputs (𝑋1−3) are 

financial capital price (𝑊1), physical capital price (𝑊2) and labour price (𝑊3), 

respectively. As explained in the literature section, this study uses personnel costs as a 

proxy for personnel input and the ratio of personnel costs to total assets as a proxy for 

labour price. Financial capital price is measured by the ratio between interest expenses 
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and borrowed funds, and physical capital price is measured by the ratio between other 

operating expenses and fixed assets. 

The translog stochastic cost frontier function for Equation 3.1 to estimate cost efficiency 

for the panel data is as follows: 

 

𝑙𝑛𝑇𝐶𝑖𝑡 =  𝛼0 +  ∑ 𝛼𝑚𝑙𝑛 𝑌𝑖𝑡𝑚
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+
1

2
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2

𝑘=1

2
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1
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3

𝑛=1

𝑡 ln 𝑊𝑖𝑡𝑛 + (𝑣𝑖𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡)        

  (3.2) 

 

where the subscript i denotes the cross-sectional dimension across banks, and subscript t 

denotes the time dimension. Parameters α, β,  and γ of the cost function capture the 

unknown technology of the banking system, and are estimated by the maximum 

likelihood method. TC is the observed total cost, which consists of interest expenses, 

other operating expenses and personnel expenses. The composite error term includes the 

random noise v, which is assumed to follow a normal distribution with zero mean and 

variance 𝜎𝑣
2; and the cost inefficiency u, which is assumed to follow a truncated 

distribution. The inefficiency distribution can be assumed to be truncated normal, half 

normal, exponential and gamma. However, the truncated distribution is preferable 

because the half normal and exponential distributions have a mode at zero, implying 

that most inefficiency effects are in the neighbourhood of zero and the associated 

efficiency effects are in the neighbourhood of one. Also, cost efficiency scores in this 

study are estimated using the Stata program developed by the Belotti et al. (2012), 

which enables the estimation of the SFA model proposed by Battese and Coelli (1995) 

with only truncated inefficiency distribution assumption. 

 

By exploiting the linear homogeneity condition, the dependent variable and all input 

prices in Equation 3.2 are nominalised by the price of input 3 (𝑊3). The imposition of 

homogeneity ensures that the cost minimising bundle does not change if all the input 

prices are multiplied by the same positive scalar. Thus, only changes in the ratios of the 
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input prices affect the allocation of inputs. The transformed cost function is as follows 

(subscripts i and t are dropped for ease of reading):  

 

𝑙𝑛(𝑇𝐶𝑖𝑡/𝑊𝑖𝑡3) =  𝛼0 +  ∑ 𝛼𝑚𝑙𝑛 𝑌𝑖𝑡𝑚
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𝑡 𝑙𝑛(𝑊𝑖𝑡𝑛/𝑊𝑖𝑡3) + 𝑣𝑖𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡   

 (3.3) 

 

The individual cost efficiency scores are calculated as CEit = exp(-uit). CE will range 

from 0 to 1, with a greater score indicating greater efficiency. 

 

3.3.1.2.  Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) 

 

DEA, developed by Charnes et al. (1978), is a non-parametric technique which uses the 

linear programming to construct a set of best-practices (i.e. the frontier), and then 

determine the efficiency of each Decision Making Unit (DMU) with multiple inputs 

and/or multiple outputs relative to this frontier. DEA can be performed under the 

assumption of constant returns to scale (CRS) proposed by Charnes et al. (1978) or 

variable returns to scale (VRS) proposed by Banker et al. (1984). As there is a 

considerable standard deviation of bank size and operating costs in the data sample, 

using the variable returns to scale assumption in this study is more appropriate in order 

to rule out any impact of scale inefficiency in the overall analysis. The variable returns 

to scale cost minimisation DEA model for estimating the cost efficiency of bank j is as 

follows: 

 

𝑀𝑖𝑛 ∑ 𝑊𝑗𝑚𝑚 𝑋𝑗𝑚       (3.4) 

𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜         𝑋𝑗𝑚 ≥  ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑚𝑖 𝜆𝑖      ⩝ 𝑚  
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𝑌𝑗𝑠 ≤ ∑ 𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑖 𝜆𝑖          ⩝ 𝑠  

∑ 𝜆𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 = 1  

 𝜆 ≥ 0 

 

where j=1, 2, 3,…, n is the number of the banks which use a vector of m inputs 𝑋𝑖 =

(𝑋𝑖1, … , 𝑋𝑖𝑚)  for which they pay prices 𝑊𝑖 = (𝑊𝑖1, … , 𝑊𝑖𝑚) to produce a vector of s 

outputs 𝑌𝑖 = (𝑌𝑖1, … , 𝑌𝑖𝑠); 𝜆𝑖(𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚) is the vector of weights for m inputs of bank i 

and 𝜆𝑖(𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑠) is the vector of weights for s outputs of bank i. 

 

The solution to this model is the optimal input demand vector 𝑋𝑗
∗ = (𝑋𝑗1

∗ … … , 𝑋𝑗𝑚
∗ ), 

which minimises the costs for bank j with the given input prices W, and is obtained from 

a linear combination of banks that produce at least as much output as bank j using the 

same or less input. The cost efficiency of bank j (CEj) is calculated by the ratio between 

the optimal cost (𝑇𝐶𝑗
∗) and the actual cost (𝑇𝐶𝑗) as follows: 

 

𝐶𝐸𝑗 =
𝑇𝐶𝑗

∗

𝑇𝐶𝑗
=

∑ 𝑊𝑚 𝑗𝑚
𝑋𝑗𝑚

∗

∑ 𝑊𝑗𝑚𝑋𝑗𝑚𝑚
                                                                                                (3.5) 

 

 

3.3.2.  Efficiency effects of governance reforms 

 

Once the cost efficiency scores of Vietnamese banks have been calculated in the first 

stage, the second stage is to regress these efficiency scores against a vector of 

explanatory variables. Berger et al. (2005) developed a method that examines the 

selection and dynamic effects of governance reforms on bank performance in the same 

model. This method has been employed in recent efficiency studies, such as Jiang et al. 

(2013), Lin and Zhang (2009) and Jiang et al. (2009). This study follows the method 

proposed by  Berger et al. (2005) to examine the selection and dynamic effects of the 

two governance reforms, foreign partial acquisition and public listing, on the cost 

efficiency of banks in Vietnam as follows: 
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𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗ 𝑆𝑂𝐵𝑠 + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑐𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛        

+ 𝛽3 ∗ 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔                                                                 

+ 𝛽4 ∗ 𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 ̵𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 − 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑐𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛          

+ 𝛽5 ∗ 𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 ̵𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 − 𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔                                        

+ 𝛽6 ∗ 𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 ̵𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 − 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑐𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛           

+ 𝛽7 ∗ 𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 ̵𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 − 𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔                                       

+ 𝛽8 ∗ 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝛽9 ∗ 𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑡𝑜 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠 + 𝛽10𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ +  휀 

 (3.6) 

 

where efficiency refers to cost efficiency scores estimated in the first stage using SFA or 

DEA method; all independent variables are defined in Table 3.1.  

 

Table 3.1: Variables used for estimating the efficiency effects of governance reforms 

Independent variable Definition 

Ownership   

SOBs Equals 1 for state-owned banks and 1 for joint-stock 

banks 

Selection governance indicators 

Selection  ̶  Foreign partial acquisition Equals 1 for banks with foreign partial acquisition and 0 

otherwise 

Selection  ̶   Public listing Equals 1 for listed banks and 0 otherwise 

Dynamic governance indicators   ̶  short term 

Short-term dynamic  ̶  Foreign partial acquisition Equals 1 after foreign partial acquisition, 0 before 

acquisition and all other banks 

Short-term dynamic  ̶  Public listing Equals 1 after listing banks on stock exchange, 0 before 

listing and all other banks 

Dynamic governance indicators  ̶  long term 

Long-term dynamic  ̶  Foreign partial acquisition Number of years since foreign partial acquisition, 0 

before partial acquisition and all other banks 

Long-term dynamic  ̶  Public listing Number of years since listing on stock exchange, 0 

before listing and all other banks 

Control variables 

Time Equals 1 in year 1995, 2 in year 1996, and so on. 

Equity to Assets Ratio of total equity to total assets 

GDP growth Annual GDP growth rate 
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The dummy variable ‘SOBs’ is used to examine whether Vietnamese state-owned 

commercial banks (SOBs) are more cost-efficient than joint-stock commercial banks 

(JSBs). Selection dummy variables (“Selection – Foreign partial acquisition” and 

“Selection – Public listing”) detect whether Vietnamese banks which are selected for 

foreign partial acquisition or listing on the stock exchange are more cost-efficient than 

those not selected. Short-term dynamic effect indicators (“Short-term dynamic – 

Foreign partial acquisition” and “Short-term dynamic – Public listing”) capture the 

difference in the cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks before and after undergoing 

governance reforms. Long-term dynamic effect indicators (“Long-term dynamic – 

Foreign partial acquisition” and “Long-term dynamic – Public listing”) identify how the 

effects change since the governance reform. Variable ‘Time’ explores the trend in cost 

efficiency over the analysis period. Control variables include bank capital ratio (“Equity 

to Assets”) and annual GDP growth rate (“GDP growth”).  

 

Apart from employing the above two-stage SFA and DEA approaches, this study also 

employs the one-stage SFA approach to investigate the effects of governance reforms 

on the cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks. The difference in the one-stage SFA 

approach from the two-stage SFA approach is that the two-stage SFA approach is based 

on the idea that the efficiency scores are estimated in the first stage, and then regressed 

on a set of explanatory variables (i.e. all of the independent variables in Equation 3.6), 

designated as the Z-vector, in the second stage. In contrast, in the one-stage model, the 

stochastic cost frontier model includes a cost frontier and also an equation in which 

inefficiencies are specified as a function of explanatory variables in Equation 3.6 (the Z-

vector), and hence inefficiency is measured while the inefficiency effects of governance 

reform variables are estimated simultaneously within one stage.  

 

3.4.  Data 

 

Bank-specific data used in this study are collected from the International Bank Credit 

Analysis Ltd (Fitch-IBCA) and macroeconomic data are obtained from the World Bank 

database. Commercial banks in Vietnam are categorised into state-owned banks, joint-

stock banks and foreign banks. This banking data sample does not include foreign banks 

as data on these banks could not be obtained and account for less than 10 per cent of the 
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banking market in terms of deposits. Also, foreign banks in Vietnam may have operated 

under a different production technology from local banks as foreign banks were more 

restricted in operation and in opening branches than local banks until 2010. All data are 

scrutinised to minimise the impact of outliers on the efficiency estimation. Banks with 

foreign partial acquisition are defined as banks which have foreign institutional 

investors holding at least 5 per cent of the charter capital. Information on foreign partial 

acquisition and listing on the stock exchange is collected from individual bank websites. 

 

Table 3.2: Data sample of Vietnamese banks over the period 1995-2011 

Year 
Number of 

banks 

State-owned 

banks 

Joint-stock 

banks 

Banks with foreign 

partial acquisition 
Listed banks 

1995 11 4 7 0 0 

1996 13 4 9 0 0 

1997 13 4 9 0 0 

1998 14 4 10 0 0 

1999 16 5 11 0 0 

2000 16 5 11 0 0 

2001 18 5 13 0 0 

2002 19 5 14 1 0 

2003 21 5 16 2 0 

2004 23 5 18 2 0 

2005 25 5 20 3 0 

2006 28 5 23 4 2 

2007 28 5 23 6 2 

2008 28 5 23 10 2 

2009 28 5 23 10 6 

2010 28 5 23 11 8 

2011 27 5 22 13 9 

Total 356 81 275 62 29 

Source: Data on banks with foreign partial acquisition and listed banks are collected from 

individual bank websites. 

 

 

As a result, the constructed data sample is an unbalanced panel consisting of 28 major 

banks over the period 1995-2011, of which there are 5 state-owned banks and 23 joint-

stock banks (Table 3.2). The list of sample banks is provided in Table A.1 in Appendix 

1. Table 3.2 also indicates that foreign institutional investors started putting 

considerable investments in Vietnamese local banks from 2002, and 13 banks were 
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partially acquired by the foreign institutional investors in 2011. This could be explained 

by the fact that Vietnam gradually opened the banking sector to foreign investors only 

from 2001 as agreed in the US-Vietnam Bilateral Trade Agreement in 2001. Also, on 

average, Vietnamese banks have been partially acquired by a foreign institution for 

approximately five years (i.e. 62 observations divided by 13 banks). 

 

In addition, although the Vietnamese stock market was established from 2000, banks 

initiated listing on the Vietnamese stock exchange from 2006 and only 9 banks listed on 

the stock exchange in 2011. One possible explanation is that the Vietnamese stock 

market developed modestly from 2000 to 2005 (Vương, 2010), so banks may have 

believed that the unfavourable conditions of the stock market may reduce their share 

prices. Another possible explanation is that one of the criteria for Vietnamese banks to 

be listed on the stock exchange is the requirement to have an NPL ratio below 3 per 

cent
19

 which many of them are unable to meet. The average length of listing on the 

stock exchange is approximately three years (i.e. 29 observations divided by 9 banks). 

 

The total number of observations in the sample is 356, with 81 observations from state-

owned commercial banks, 275 observations from joint-stock commercial banks, 62 

observations from banks with foreign partial acquisition and 29 observations from 

listing banks. The banks included in this dataset account for more than 85 per cent of 

the deposits in the Vietnamese banking system. Table 3.3 presents the brief descriptive 

statistics of all variables used in this study. Data on output 1 (net loans) and output 2 

(other earning assets) for an average bank are USD 1204.86 million and USD 621.98 

million, respectively, indicating that Vietnamese banks are dependent on lending 

activities. Data on the price of input 1 show that the period-averaged financial capital 

price is approximately 6.1 per cent per year. The average capital ratio is 10.80 per cent 

and the average GDP growth rate in Vietnam is 6.71 per cent per year. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
19

 As indicated in the Circular No. 787/2004/QĐ-NHNN enacted on 24
th

 June 2001 
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Table 3.3: Descriptive statistics of variables used for efficiency estimation (mean) 

Variables Descriptions Mean 

   

TC (Total Cost) The sum of interest expenses, other operating expenses and personnel 

expenses (million $US) 

139.795 

(244.299) 

Y1 (Output 1) Net loans measured by gross loans minus reserves for impaired loans 

(million $US) 

1204.863 

(2168.655) 

Y2 (Output 2) Other earning assets measured by investments and other earning assets 

(million $US) 

621.986 

(926.431) 

X1 (Input 1) Borrowed funds 1834.433 

(2933.221) 

X2 (Input 2) Physical capital 17.074 

(24.578) 

X3 (Input 3) Personnel costs 15.083 

(32.650) 

W1(Price of input 1)  Financial capital price calculated by the ratio of interest expenses to total 

funding 

0.062 

(0.026) 

W2 (Price of input 2) Physical capital price computed by the ratio of other operating expenses 

to fixed assets 

0.996 

(0.792) 

W3 (Price of input 3) Labour price measured by the ratio of personnel expenses to total assets 0.006 

(0.003) 

Equity to Assets Capital ratio measured by the ratio of total equity to total assets 0.108 

(0.079) 

GDP growth 

  

Annual GDP growth rate (%) 

  

6.712 

(1.079) 

Standard deviation in parentheses. 

 

 

Table 3.4 displays the correlations among the independent variables used for 

investigating the efficiency effects of reforming programs. It is evident that the 

coefficients of correlation between “Short-term dynamic – Foreign partial acquisition” 

and “Long-term dynamic – Foreign partial acquisition” variables and between “Short-

term dynamic – Public listing” and “Long-term dynamic – Public listing” variables are 

high (0.806 and 0.849, respectively). This indicates that there is a concern about 

collinearity between these variables in this study. The coefficients of correlation among 

the remaining independent variables of Equation 3.6 are all in moderate degree 

(between 0.015 and 0.677), implying that collinearity is not a concern between these 

variables. 
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Table 3.4: Spearman correlation matrix of variables used to investigate the effects of governance reforms on the cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks 

Independent variables (1)   (2)   (3)   (4)   (5)   (6)   (7)   (8)   (9)   (10) 

State-owned bank (1) 1.000 
                  

Selection – Foreign partial acquisition (2) -0.102 * 1.000 
                

Selection – Public listing (3) 0.071 
 

0.396 *** 1.000 
              

Short-term dynamic – Foreign partial acquisition (4) -0.214 *** 0.447 *** 0.137 *** 1.000 
            

Short-term dynamic – Public listing (5) -0.015 
 

0.166 *** 0.400 *** 0.378 *** 1.000 
          

Long-term dynamic – Foreign partial acquisition (6) -0.193 *** 0.360 *** 0.186 *** 0.806 *** 0.534 *** 1.000 
        

Long-term dynamic – Public listing (7)  -0.038 
 

0.177 *** 0.340 *** 0.405 *** 0.849 *** 0.677 *** 1.000 
      

Time (8) -0.126 ** -0.086 
 

-0.104 * 0.381 *** 0.328 *** 0.352 *** 0.296 *** 1.000 
    

Equity to Assets (9) -0.183 *** -0.111 ** -0.164 *** -0.013 
 

-0.076 
 

-0.060 
 

-0.078 
 

-0.097 * 1.000 
  

GDP growth (10) 0.043   0.026   0.019   -0.174 *** -0.145 *** -0.150 *** -0.126 ** -0.442 *** -0.007   1.000 

*, **, and *** indicate 10%, 5%, and 1% two-tailed significance levels, respectively. 
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A simple approach to identify collinearity among the explanatory variables is the use of 

variance inflation factors (VIF) after estimating Equation 3.6 with different model 

specifications: i) only selection effects, ii) selection effects and short-term dynamic 

effects, iii) selection effects and long-term dynamic effects, and iv) selection effects and 

short-term and long-term dynamic effects. A VIF for a single explanatory variable is 

obtained using the R-squared value of the regression of that variable against all other 

explanatory variables: 

 

𝑉𝐼𝐹𝑗 =  
1

1 − 𝑅𝑗
2                                                                                                                     (3.7) 

                          

where the VIF for variable j is the reciprocal of the inverse of R
2
 from the regression. A 

VIF is calculated for each explanatory variable and those with high values are removed. 

The definition of ‘high’ is somewhat arbitrary but values in the range of 5-10 are 

commonly used. The higher the value of VIF, the higher the collinearity. 

 

3.5.  Empirical results 

 

3.5.1.  Operational efficiency 

 

Table 3.5 presents the raw efficiency scores obtained from: i) the first stage of the two-

stage SFA approach, ii) the first stage of the two-stage DEA approach, and iii) the one-

stage SFA approach. It can be seen that these approaches yield similar average cost 

efficiency scores (approximately 0.91), implying that the average Vietnamese bank 

could reduce its costs by 9 per cent, while producing the same amount of outputs (loans 

and other earning assets). In addition, the average cost efficiency scores estimated by 

these approaches for Vietnamese banks reveal a similar upward trend over the period 

1995-2011 (Figure 3.1). This finding is consistent with the findings by Nguyen et al. 

(2014) on Vietnamese banks over the same analysis period using the Window DEA.  

 

However, Table 3.5 also indicates that the efficiency scores obtained from the two-stage 

DEA approach exhibit greater variability than those from the two-stage SFA and one-

stage SFA approach. The greater variability in efficiency scores estimated by DEA is as 
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expected since DEA is a non-parametric method which attributes all measurement 

errors to inefficiency while SFA is a parametric method which can account for random 

shocks. Moreover, negative values for skewness and positive values for kurtosis 

indicate that efficiency scores are skewed left and have sharp peaked distributions, but 

to a greater degree for those obtained from SFA than those obtained from DEA. The 

sharper peaks in efficiency scores obtained from the two-stage SFA approach and the 

one-stage SFA approach indicate that fewer banks have the same efficiency scores 

while the less sharp peak in efficiency scores obtained from the two-stage DEA 

approach implies that more banks have the same efficiency scores. 

 

Table 3.5: Descriptive statistics of cost efficiency 

Statistics Two-stage SFA Two-stage DEA One-stage SFA 

Mean 0.917 0.918 0.894 

Median 0.938 0.964 0.921 

Minimum 0.359 0.549 0.421 

Maximum 0.984 1.000 0.987 

Standard deviation 0.072 0.104 0.083 

Skewness -3.789 -1.222 -1.930 

Kurtosis 23.541 3.660 8.773 

For the two-stage SFA and two-stage DEA approaches, cost efficiency scores are estimated 

in the first stage; For the one-stage SFA approach, they are estimated after taking into 

account environmental effects. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Cost efficiency estimated by SFA and DEA 
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Further, the two-stage SFA, two-stage DEA and one-stage SFA approaches consistently 

identify that state-owned banks are more cost-efficient than joint-stock banks, but the 

gap between them is greater for DEA than SFA (Table 3.6). The finding on the 

efficiency of state-owned banks relative to joint-stock banks in Vietnam is consistent 

with that of Nguyen et al. (2014) and Gardener et al. (2011). One possible explanation 

is that despite the deregulation process, the Vietnamese banking system is still regulated 

by the government, so state-owned banks may receive favourable treatment and 

subsidies from the government. Also, state-owned banks are perceived to be safer than 

joint-stock banks, so they are more able to attract funds with lower rates. Further, state-

owned banks may benefit from economies of scale and scope as they have relatively 

larger size than joint-stock banks. 

 

Table 3.6: Average cost efficiency scores by different bank types 

Bank type 
Two-stage SFA   Two-stage DEA   One-stage SFA 

Mean 
Standard 

deviation   Mean 
Standard 

deviation   
Mean 

Standard 

deviation 

         

State-owned banks 0.934 0.035  0.971 0.064  0.913 0.066 

Joint-stock banks 0.912 0.08  0.902 0.108  0.889 0.086 

State-owned banks  ̶  Joint-stock banks 

(t-test) 

0.021**   0.068***   0.024**  

***, ** and *: 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance, respectively; 

t-test is used to test mean differences in efficiency scores between bank types; 

For the two-stage SFA and two-stage DEA approaches, cost efficiency scores are estimated in the first 

stage; for the one-stage SFA approach, they are estimated after taking into account environmental 

effects. 

 

Regarding classifying the same banks as being in the highest and lowest cost efficiency 

groups, Table 3.7 indicates that the two-stage SFA and the one-stage SFA produce 

highly consistent efficiency ranking results, with the pair-wise Spearman rank order 

correlation coefficients being 0.742 and 0.685 for the top and the least 25 per cent cost-

efficient banks, respectively. However, the level of consistency in the efficiency ranking 

between the two-stage SFA and the two-stage DEA and between the one-stage SFA and 

the two-stage DEA are moderate (the pair-wise Spearman rank order correlation 

coefficient ranges from 0.34 to 0.62). For example, of the top 25 per cent cost-efficient 

banks identified by the two-stage SFA, 33.7 per cent is ranked as being in the top 25 per 
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cent cost-efficient banks by the two-stage DEA; of the top 25 per cent cost-efficient 

banks identified by the one-stage SFA, 40 per cent is ranked as being in the top 25 per 

cent cost-efficient banks by the two-stage DEA. About a half (51.7 per cent) of the 

banks identified by the two-stage SFA as having efficiency scores in the least efficient 

25 per cent of banks are also identified in the least efficient 25 per cent by the two-stage 

DEA. About two thirds (61.6 per cent) of the banks identified by the one-stage SFA as 

having efficiency scores in the least efficient 25 per cent of banks are also identified in 

the least efficient 25 per cent by the two-stage DEA.  

 

Table 3.7: Correspondence of best-practice and worst-practice banks across efficiency 

estimation methods 

  Most efficient quartile 
 

Least efficient quartile 

 

Two-stage 

SFA 

Two-stage 

DEA 

One-stage 

SFA  

Two-stage 

SFA 

Two-stage 

DEA 

One-stage 

SFA 

Two-stage SFA 1.000 0.337 0.742 
 

1.000 0.517 0.685 

Two-stage DEA 
 

1.000 0.400 
  

1.000 0.616 

One-stage SFA 
  

1.000 
   

1.000 

1. Each number in the most efficient quartile is the proportion of banks identified by one efficiency 

estimation method as having efficiency scores in the most efficient 25 per cent of banks also in the most 

efficient 25 per cent by another efficiency estimation method. 

2. Each number in the least efficient quartile is the proportion of banks identified by one efficiency 

estimation method  as having efficiency scores in the most efficient 25 per cent of banks also in the least 

efficient 25 per cent by  another efficiency estimation method. 

 

 

3.5.2.  The efficiency effects of reform programs 

 

As the dependent variable (cost efficiency score) ranges from zero to one, Equation 3.6 

in the second stage of the two-stage SFA and two-stage DEA approach  is estimated by 

Tobit estimator with a right-censored bound of one and a left-censored bound of zero. 

As discussed in the data section, there is a likelihood of collinearity between short-term 

dynamic effect variables and long-term dynamic effect variables. This study calculates 

the VIF for each explanatory variable in Equation 3.6 to examine the collinearity 

problem. Table 3.8 presents the VIF for all explanatory variables in Equation 3.6 with 

four model specifications: i) only selection effects (Model 1); ii) selection effects and 
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short-term dynamic effects (Model 2); iii) selection effects and long-term dynamic 

effects (Model 3); and iv) selection effects and short-term and long-term dynamic 

effects (Model 4). It can be seen that the VIF of all explanatory variables in Models 1-3 

have values lower than 2.5 while the VIF of two variables (“Long-term dynamic – 

Partial foreign acquisition” and “Long-term dynamic – Public listing”) in Model 4 are 

greater than 5. This implies that collinearity is not a concern in Models 1-3, but it is a 

concern in Model 4. Therefore, Equation 3.6 is estimated with three model 

specifications (Models 1-3). 

 

Table 3.8: Variance inflation factors (VIF) for each explanatory variable to check 

collinearity 

Independent variables 
SFA (first stage)   DEA (first stage) 

Model 

1 

Model 

2 

Model 

3 

Model 

4   

Model 

1 

Model 

2 

Model 

3 

Model 

4 

State-owned bank 1.09 1.11 1.12 1.12 

 

1.09 1.11 1.12 1.12 

Selection – Foreign acquisition 1.23 1.61 1.45 1.61 

 

1.23 1.61 1.45 1.61 

Selection – Public listing 1.23 1.51 1.42 1.51 

 

1.23 1.51 1.42 1.51 

Short-term dynamic – Foreign acquisition 

 

1.76 

 

3.98 

  

1.76 

 

3.98 

Short-term dynamic – Public listing 

 

1.52 

 

4.22 

  

1.52 

 

4.22 

Long-term dynamic – Foreign acquisition 

  

2.39 5.39 

   

2.39 5.68 

Long-term dynamic – Public listing 

  

2.18 5.68 

   

2.18 5.39 

Time 1.31 1.72 1.54 1.72 

 

1.31 1.72 1.54 1.72 

Equity to Assets 1.09 1.1 1.09 1.11 

 

1.09 1.1 1.09 1.11 

GDP growth 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 

 

1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 

Model 1 includes only selection effects; Model 2 includes selection effects and short-term dynamic 

effects; Model 3 includes selection effects and long-term dynamic effects; Model 4 includes selection 

effects, short-term and long-term dynamic effects. 

 

Tables 3.9 and 3.10 present the results of the estimation of the effects of governance 

reforms (foreign partial acquisition and listing on the stock exchange) on the cost 

efficiency of Vietnamese banks using the two-stage SFA approach and the two-stage 

DEA approach, respectively. In contrast, Table 3.11 displays the results on the effects of 

governance reforms on the cost inefficiency of these banks using the one-stage SFA 

approach. Equation 3.6 is estimated with only selection effects (column 1), with 

selection effects and short-term dynamic effects (column 2), and with selection effects 

and long-term dynamic effects (column 3). This study now focuses on discussing the 

results obtained from the main approach (the two-stage SFA) (Table 3.9). 
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Table 3.9: The effects of governance reforms on cost efficiency using the two-stage SFA 

approach 

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) 

Ownership variable 
   

Sate-owned bank (β1) 0.033*** 0.031*** 0.029*** 

 
(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) 

Governance reform variables    

Selection  ̶  Foreign acquisition (β2) 0.019** 0.025*** 0.029*** 

 
(0.008) (0.009) (0.009) 

Selection  ̶  Public listing (β3) -0.018** -0.024** -0.023** 

 
(0.009) (0.010) (0.009) 

Short-term dynamic  ̶  Foreign acquisition (β4)    
-0.016 

 

  
(0.013) 

 

Short-term dynamic  ̶  Public listing (β5)  
0.025 

 

  
(0.017) 

 

Long-term dynamic  ̶  Foreign acquisition (β6)   
-0.009*** 

   
(0.003) 

Long-term dynamic  ̶  Public listing (β7)   
0.015** 

   
(0.007) 

Control variables    

Time (β8) 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.004*** 

 
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Capital ratio (β9) 0.114** 0.116** 0.114** 

 
(0.049) (0.049) (0.049) 

GDP growth (β10) 0.008** 0.008** 0.008** 

 
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) 

Constant (β0) 0.808*** 0.809*** 0.804*** 

 
(0.034) (0.034) (0.034) 

    
LR chi2(8) 28.024 31.102 36.904 

Number of observations 356 356 356 

*, **, and *** indicate 10%, 5%, and 1% two-tailed significance levels, respectively; 

Standard errors are in parentheses 
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It can be seen from columns 1-3 in Table 3.9 that the results remain strongly robust with 

different model specifications. Taking the effects of ownership first, the coefficients on 

state ownership (β1) are positive (approximately 0.03) and significant, implying that 

state-owned banks are, on average, more cost-efficient by approximately 3 percentage 

points than joint-stock banks. This finding confirms the findings obtained from raw cost 

efficiency scores in Section 3.5.1, and is consistent with the findings of most studies on 

Vietnamese banks, such as Nguyen et al. (2014) and Gardener et al. (2011). 

 

Two selection effect indicators examine whether banks selected for foreign partial 

acquisition or for listing on the stock exchange are more cost-efficient than those not 

selected. The coefficients on the selection effect of foreign partial acquisition (β2) are 

positive (approximately 0.02) and significant at the 1 per cent level, suggesting a strong 

selection effect. That is, banks with foreign partial acquisition are, on average, more 

cost-efficient by 2 percentage points than those without foreign partial acquisition. One 

possible explanation is that foreign institutional investors are careful when investing in 

banks in emerging markets, and hence they are likely to prefer banks that are able to 

keep costs under control. This finding is consistent with the findings of Jiang et al. 

(2013) and Lin and Zhang (2009) on Chinese banks and Williams and Nguyen (2005) 

on banks in Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand. The coefficients 

on the selection effect of public listing (β3) are negative (approximately -0.02) and 

significant, indicating a strong selection effect. Specifically, the cost efficiency of listed 

banks is, on average, lower than that of non-listed banks by approximately 2 percentage 

points. The listing strategy may be chosen by less efficient banks to obtain benefits from 

market discipline to improve their efficiency. This finding aligns with that of Williams 

and Nguyen (2005) on banks in South East Asia.  

 

The exploration of the dynamic effects of the two governance reforms, foreign partial 

acquisition and public listing, on bank efficiency could provide significant information 

on the on-going bank reforms in Vietnam. The coefficients on short-term dynamic 

effect indicators capture the difference in cost efficiency before and after governance 

reforms while the coefficients on long-term dynamic effect indicators provide evidence 

of how the effects change since undergoing governance reforms. The coefficients on 

short-term foreign partial acquisition (β4) are statistically insignificant, suggesting that 

there was no significant difference in the cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks before 
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and after  foreign partial acquisition, which is in line with the findings of Lin and Zhang 

(2009) on Chinese banks. However, the coefficients on long-term foreign partial 

acquisition (β6) are negative (approximately -0.009) and significant, implying that 

foreign partial acquisition has led to cost efficiency losses over time (0.9 percentage 

points per year). The explanation is that foreign strategic institutional investors are 

usually involved in detecting past non-performing assets and fraudulent accounting 

numbers at the beginning stage, and writing them off later using gross profits, which 

leads to an increase in operating costs in the first several years. The average length of 

time Vietnamese banks have been partially acquired by foreign institutions is only five 

years; hence, the cost efficiency of these banks has decreased since undergoing foreign 

partial acquisition. Moreover, these costs may have offset the cost-reducing benefits 

from foreign institutional investors’ transferring advanced banking technology and 

management expertise, leading to an insignificant difference in cost efficiency pre- and 

post-acquisition. 

 

The coefficients on public listing in the short term (β5) are statistically insignificant, 

implying that listing on the stock exchange has not conveyed any advantage in cost 

efficiency for Vietnamese banks, which is consistent with the findings of Williams and 

Nguyen (2005) on banks in South East Asia. However, the coefficients on public listing 

in the long term (β7) are significantly positive (approximately 0.015), suggesting that 

public listing has improved cost efficiency by 1.5 percentage points per year on average. 

One possible explanation is that the cost reduction benefiting from market discipline 

may be offset by the costs associated with listing on the stock exchange, leading to an 

insignificant difference in the cost efficiency before and after listing on the stock 

exchange. However, market discipline has exerted pressure on listed banks to adopt 

cost-reducing practices to a greater degree over time, resulting in an increase in cost 

efficiency since public listing.  

 

The coefficients on the time trend (β8) are positive (approximately 0.003) and 

statistically significant, suggesting that cost efficiency experienced an increasing trend 

over the period 1995-2011 (0.3 percentage points per year), and hence confirming the 

finding obtained from raw efficiency scores in Section 3.5.1. The improving trend in the 

cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks could result from the banking reform towards 

deregulation together with good economic conditions (e.g., annual GDP growth is 
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positive throughout the period 1995-2011). The coefficients on capital ratio (β9) are 

positive and statistically significant, suggesting that banks with a greater capital ratio 

are more efficient in controlling the costs. The shareholders of the better capitalised 

banks have more incentive to monitor costs, and hence exert more pressure on banks to 

adopt cost-reducing practices. The coefficients on GDP growth (β10) are positive and 

statistically significant, implying that GDP growth has a positive effect on the cost 

efficiency of Vietnamese banks, which is consistent with the literature on Vietnamese 

banks, such as Gardener et al. (2011) and Vu and Nahm (2013). Loan losses and credit 

screening and monitoring costs may decrease when the Vietnamese economy performs 

better. 

 

The findings obtained from the two-stage SFA approach are robust when employing the 

two-stage DEA approach apart from the short-term dynamic effects (Table 3.10). 

Specifically, the two-stage DEA estimates verify the positive selection effect of partial 

foreign acquisition, the negative selection effect of public listing, the negative long-term 

dynamic effect of foreign partial acquisition and the positive long-term dynamic effect 

of public listing as the two-stage SFA estimates. However, the short-term dynamic 

effects of foreign partial acquisition and public listing are insignificant in the two-stage 

SFA estimates, but significant in the two-stage DEA estimates.  

 

Please note that Tables 3.9 and 3.10 display the results regarding the effects of 

governance reforms on the cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks, but Table 3.11 presents 

the results on the effects of governance reforms on the cost inefficiency of these banks, 

therefore the results are consistent if the signs of the coefficients of the variables are 

opposite. As Table 3.11 shows, the results obtained from the one-stage SFA approach 

are the same as those from the two-stage SFA approach.  
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Table 3.10: The effects of governance reforms on cost efficiency using the two-stage DEA 

approach 

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) 

Ownership variable 
   

Sate-owned bank (β1) 0.159*** 0.150*** 0.145*** 

 
(0.021) (0.021) (0.020) 

Governance reform variables    

Selection  ̶  Foreign acquisition (β2) 0.006 0.038* 0.046** 

 
(0.017) (0.019) (0.018) 

Selection  ̶  Public listing (β3) -0.045** -0.065*** -0.065*** 

 
(0.018) (0.019) (0.018) 

Short-term dynamic  ̶  Foreign acquisition (β4)    
-0.086*** 

 

  
(0.026) 

 

Short-term dynamic  ̶  Public listing (β5)  
0.096*** 

 

  
(0.035) 

 

Long-term dynamic  ̶  Foreign acquisition (β6)   
-0.034*** 

   
(0.007) 

Long-term dynamic  ̶  Public listing (β7)   
0.064*** 

   
(0.014) 

Control variables    

Time (β8) 0.010*** 0.011*** 0.012*** 

 
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) 

Capital ratio (β9) 0.277*** 0.297*** 0.283*** 

 
(0.104) (0.102) (0.099) 

GDP growth (β10) 0.028*** 0.028*** 0.028*** 

 
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) 

Constant (β0) 0.619*** 0.607*** 0.595*** 

 
(0.069) (0.069) (0.066) 

    
LR chi2(8) 84.539 98.942 113.548 

Number of observations 356 356 356 

*, **, and *** indicate 10%, 5%, and 1% two-tailed significance levels, respectively; 

Standard errors are in parentheses. 
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Table 3.11: The effects of governance reforms on cost inefficiency using the one-stage SFA 

approach 

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) 

Ownership variable 
   

Sate-owned bank (β1) -1.010*** -0.260*** -0.208*** 

 
(0.047) (0.092) (0.094) 

Governance reform variables    

Selection  ̶  Foreign acquisition (β2) -0.358*** -0.068* -0.091* 

 
(0.041) (0.047) (0.059) 

Selection  ̶  Public listing (β3) 0.401*** 0.099*** 0.112*** 

 
(0.052) (0.040) (0.044) 

Short-term dynamic  ̶  Foreign acquisition (β4)    
0.071 

 

  
(0.055) 

 

Short-term dynamic  ̶  Public listing (β5)  
-0.1208 

 

  
(0.085) 

 

Long-term dynamic  ̶  Foreign acquisition (β6)   
0.062*** 

   
(0.022) 

Long-term dynamic  ̶  Public listing (β7)   
-0.094*** 

   
(0.036) 

Control variables    

Time (β8) -0.100*** -0.032*** -0.039*** 

 
(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) 

Capital ratio (β9) -1.805*** -1.756*** -1.770*** 

 
(0.153) (0.499) (0.547) 

GDP growth (β10) -0.128*** -0.032*** -0.036*** 

 
(0.018) (0.015) (0.016) 

Constant (β0) 1.346*** 0.716*** 0.777*** 

 
(0.170) (0.142) (0.147) 

    
Log likelihood function 318.115 310.493 315.273 

Number of observations 356 356 356 

*, **, and *** indicate 10%, 5%, and 1% two-tailed significance levels, respectively; 

Standard errors are in parentheses. 
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3.6.  Conclusions 

 

The Vietnamese banking system has undergone significant reforms which diversify 

bank ownership and change the bank governance during the last two decades.   

Therefore, this study examined the cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks over the period 

1995-2011, and the selection and dynamic effects of two governance reforms, foreign 

partial acquisition and listing on the stock exchange, on the cost efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks. Moreover, as policy makers can have greater confidence when 

making policy decisions if policy implications of different methods are consistent, this 

study also compares the results obtained from the two-stage SFA approach with those 

obtained from the two-stage DEA approach and the one-stage SFA approach. 

  

Using a dataset which consists of 28 Vietnamese banks covering the period 1995-2011, 

this study observed that the two-stage SFA, the two-stage DEA and the one-stage SFA 

approaches produce consistent results regarding the following issues. Firstly, the cost 

efficiency of Vietnamese banks experienced an upward trend over the analysis period. 

The period-average cost efficiency score is 0.917, with state-owned banks 

outperforming joint-stock banks. Secondly, selection effects occur in the Vietnamese 

banking system as banks selected by the strategic foreign investors for partial 

acquisition are more cost-efficient than those not selected, while banks selected for 

listing on the stock exchange are less cost-efficient than those not selected. The short-

term dynamic effects of the two governance reforms are not documented while the 

reverse is true for the long-term dynamic effects. Specifically, there is no significant 

difference in the cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks before and after foreign partial 

acquisition, and before and after listing on the stock exchange, but foreign partial 

acquisition leads to cost efficiency losses while public listing results in cost efficiency 

gains over time. These findings appear to favour further listing of Vietnamese banks on 

the Vietnamese stock exchange. 
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CHAPTER 4:  IDENTIFICATION OF THE MANAGEMENT 

BEHAVIOUR IN VIETNAMESE BANKS 

 

4.1.  Introduction 

 

During the last two decades, banks have responded to the liberalisation process by 

applying technological advances to expand into non-interest activities to diversify their 

revenue. Several studies have investigated the effects of revenue diversification on bank 

performance, such as Chiorazzo et al. (2008), Elsas et al. (2010), Elyasiani and Wang 

(2012) and Meslier et al. (2014), and on bank insolvency risk, such as Stiroh (2004), 

Lepetit et al. (2008) and Sanya and Wolfe (2011). However, the question of whether 

greater revenue diversification improves bank performance or reduces risk is still 

unclear as these studies document mixed evidence on the benefits of revenue 

diversification. Moreover, these studies investigate the impact of revenue diversification 

on either performance or insolvency risk using separate linear regressions, which could 

lead to bias estimates as they ignore the correlation of error terms across equations. 

Unobserved individual characteristics of banks that affect both diversification and 

operational performance could also lead to bias estimates. 

 

Rossi et al. (2009) were pioneers in jointly investigating the effects of diversification on 

bank efficiency, risk and capital for Austrian banks using a managerial model which is a 

system of three equations with efficiency, risk and capital being dependent variables. 

The managerial model also enables the authors to identify the managerial behaviour of 

Austrian banks based on the managerial framework proposed by Berger and DeYoung 

(1997). Berger and DeYoung (1997) used the signs and temporal order between 

efficiency, risk and capital to identify four management behaviours of banks, namely 

bad luck, bad management, skimping and moral hazard. Meanwhile, Rossi et al. (2009) 

used the signs of revenue diversification effects on efficiency, risk and capital to 

characterise five additional behaviours, namely classical diversification, lack of 

expertise, monitoring, idiosyncratic risk and economic capital. 

 

Based on Rossi et al. (2009), this study aims to detect the management behaviour in 

Vietnamese banks by investigating the interrelationships between cost efficiency, risk 
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and capital and the effects of revenue diversification on these three variables. There 

have been several studies identifying bank management behaviour based on the 

framework proposed by Berger and DeYoung (1997), including Kwan and Eisenbeis 

(1997) for the US, Williams (2004), Fiordelisi et al. (2011) and Altunbaş et al. (2001) 

for the EU, Deelchand and Padgett (2010) for Japan, Reddy (2011) for India and Tan 

and Floros (2013) for China. Nonetheless, their findings may not apply to the 

Vietnamese banking market since it has specific characteristics that differ from those of 

the industrialised and other emerging countries. Given the fast development in 

computerisation and significant expansion in the size of Vietnamese banks during the 

last two decades, this study also investigates the presence of technological progress and 

economy of scale in Vietnamese banks. 

 

This study makes four major contributions to the literature. Firstly, this is the first 

application of the managerial framework developed by Rossi et al. (2009), which 

extended the work of Berger and DeYoung (1997), to identify bank managerial 

behaviour. Despite an extensive literature search, no previous study which applied the 

framework of Rossi et al. (2009) was found. Secondly, this is the first study exploring 

the management behaviour in Vietnamese banks. Research on the management 

behaviour in Vietnamese banks is important as Vietnam is one of the leaders in terms of 

economic performance within the ASEAN region (Chaponnière et al., 2007; Pomfret, 

2013). Banks in Vietnam may behave differently from those in other regional countries 

to escape competition pressure from the gradual deregulation and re-regulation process 

(e.g. stability or efficiency preference). Thirdly, this is the first investigation of the 

presence of technological progress and economy of scale in banks in Vietnam. Finally, 

this study applies various tests to check the robustness of the results (e.g., use an 

alternative risk measurement and an alternative efficiency estimation method and 

control unobserved individual heterogeneity when estimating bank efficiency). It is 

believed that the lack of a sensitivity test in previous studies could be one of the reasons 

contributing to the lack of consensus on the effects of diversification on bank 

performance found in the literature.  

 

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 presents a review of the 

literature on the conceptual framework and empirical tests for managerial hypotheses in 

banks. Section 4.3 discusses research methodology, followed by Section 4.4 which 
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provides an overview of the data sample. Section 4.5 analyses empirical results and 

Section 4.6 provides a conclusion. 

 

4.2.  Brief literature review 

 

This section consists of two parts: i) conceptual frameworks to identify managerial 

hypotheses based on the interrelationships between diversification, cost efficiency, risk 

and capital; and ii) empirical studies which applied these frameworks.  

  

4.2.1.  Managerial hypotheses  

 

The conceptual framework on managerial hypotheses of banks was pioneered by Berger 

and DeYoung (1997). In particular, the authors proposed four hypotheses to explain the 

dynamic relationship between cost efficiency, risk and capital: bad luck, bad 

management, skimping and moral hazard. Under the “bad luck” hypothesis, external 

shocks, such as economic downturns and financial crisis, precipitate an increase in non-

performing loans. To reduce losses, banks have to put more managerial effort into 

monitoring delinquent borrowers, leading to lower cost efficiency. The “bad 

management” hypothesis supports the reverse direction of causality – low cost 

efficiency in the previous period leads to an increase in bank risk in the current period. 

Bad operational management fails to keep costs under control, resulting in low cost 

efficiency. Meanwhile, bad risk management (poor credit scoring, loan monitoring and 

investment analysis) gradually leads to an increase in non-performing loans. The 

“skimping” hypothesis states that by skimping resources on monitoring and 

underwriting loans, banks improve cost efficiency in the short term. However, the 

skimping behaviour gradually leads to deterioration in the quality of earning assets, and 

hence increases insolvency risk. The “moral hazard” hypothesis predicts that managers 

in low capitalised banks tend to accept risky portfolios of loans and investments. 

Moreover, the owners of poorly capitalised banks may be less active in monitoring the 

risk-taking activities of management. Thus, a decline in capitalisation gradually leads to 

an increase in risks. With the exception of bad luck, the principal-agent theory in 

microeconomics can explain these hypotheses because the behaviour of self-interested 

bank managers may not be in line with the objectives of bank owners. For example, 
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managers can pursue short-term interests to reduce management effort (bad 

management) or act to maximise short-term profits (skimping and moral hazard), and as 

a result, receive promotions and bonuses at the expense of the long-term stability and 

profitability of bank owners. 

 

Berger and DeYoung (1997) proposed the use of the Granger-causality test to identify 

the four managerial hypotheses mentioned above (see Table 4.1). In particular, “bad 

luck” exists when an increase in risk Granger-causes a decrease in cost efficiency 

(negative parameter of lag risk in the efficiency regression). The “bad management” 

hypothesis prevails when a decline in cost efficiency Granger-causes an increase in risk 

(i.e. negative parameter of lag cost efficiency in the risk regression). “Skimping” 

behaviour exists when an increase in cost efficiency Granger-causes an increase in risk 

(i.e. positive parameter of lag cost efficiency in the risk regression). Finally, “moral 

hazard” behaviour prevails if a decline in capital ratio Granger-causes a growth in risk 

in poorly capitalised banks (i.e. negative parameter of lag capital in the risk regression).  

 

Rossi et al. (2009) extended the framework of Berger and DeYoung (1997) by using the 

signs of the effect of revenue diversification on risk, efficiency and capital to test for 

five additional hypotheses, namely classical diversification, lack of expertise, 

idiosyncratic risk, monitoring and economic capital. The “classical diversification” 

hypothesis, which is based on the classical finance theory, states that an increase in 

diversification in the previous period leads to a reduction of risk in the current period. 

One possible reason explaining this hypothesis is the economy of scope of 

microeconomics theory (i.e. banks diversify their products or services, reducing the 

reliance on traditional lending products and then decreasing the risks of non-performing 

loans, and hence improving bank stability). This hypothesis implicitly assumes that all 

other factors, including managerial expertise, remain constant. By relaxing this 

assumption, the “lack of expertise” postulates that poor expertise in monitoring 

diversified banking products leads to an increase in bank risk (i.e. an increase in bank 

diversification results in a decrease in bank stability). The “monitoring” hypothesis 

argues that banks have different monitoring practices for different products. As a result, 

diversification leads to an increase in monitoring costs, and hence gradually reduces 

cost efficiency. The implicit assumption of the positive relationship between monitoring 

efforts and diversification is that bank managers are risk averse. The “idiosyncratic risk” 
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relaxes this implicit assumption and argues that diversification can gradually lead to a 

reduction of monitoring costs, and hence, improve cost efficiency. The hypothesis is 

named after a proposal that diversification reduces idiosyncratic risk (i.e. risk that 

relates to a specific product), hence bank managers can use fewer resources on 

monitoring. The economy of scope theory in microeconomics may also help to explain 

this hypothesis (i.e. a bank lowers average costs when multiple products are produced), 

hence the operation costs are reduced within the bank. The economy of scope theory in 

microeconomics also helps to explain the “economic capital” hypothesis. In particular, 

as banks improve cost efficiency when diversifying, they gradually require less capital 

to provide a similar level of services as other banks. 

 

Similar to Berger and DeYoung (1997), Rossi et al. (2009) used the Granger-causality 

test and the sign of the diversification parameter to identify five additional hypotheses 

(see Table 4.1). In particular, if diversification Granger-causes insolvency risk, a 

negative parameter supports the “classical diversification” hypothesis, while a positive 

parameter supports the “lack of expertise” hypothesis. When diversification Granger-

causes cost efficiency, a negative parameter supports the “monitoring” hypothesis and a 

positive parameter supports the “idiosyncratic” hypothesis. Finally, the “economic 

capital” hypothesis is supported when diversification Granger-causes capitalisation with 

a negative parameter.  

 

 Table 4.1: Managerial hypotheses of Berger and DeYoung (1997) and Rossi et al. (2009) 

Hypotheses Dependent variables Independent variables Signs 

Bad luck  Cost efficiency Lag of insolvency risk Negative 

Bad management Insolvency risk Lag of cost efficiency Negative 

Skimping Insolvency risk Lag of cost efficiency Positive 

Moral hazard  Insolvency risk Lag of capital ratio Negative 

Classical diversification  Insolvency Risk Lag of diversification Negative 

Lack of expertise Insolvency Risk Lag of diversification Positive 

Monitoring Cost efficiency Lag of diversification Negative 

Idiosyncratic risk Cost efficiency Lag of diversification Positive 

Economic capital  Capital  ratio Lag of diversification Negative 
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Overall, Berger and DeYoung (1997) and Rossi et al. (2009) proposed nine managerial 

hypotheses based on the dynamic interrelationships between diversification, cost 

efficiency, risk and capital. The Granger-causality test is the main approach to test these 

hypotheses via the significance and the signs of relevant parameters. Although these 

hypotheses were developed based on finance theories, they are in line with economics 

theories. For example, economy of scope and economy of scale help explain 

diversification hypotheses while the principal-agent theory can explain moral hazard, 

skimping and bad management.  

 

 

4.2.2.  Empirical studies 

 

Berger and DeYoung’s hypotheses 

 

The banking literature on the interrelationships between cost efficiency, risk and 

capitalisation is vast, but only a limited number of studies that test the above 

management hypotheses based on these interrelationships have been found. Moreover, 

there was no consensus among the findings of these studies. In the pioneer study, 

Berger and DeYoung (1997) found significant evidence to support all four hypotheses 

in US banks. They estimated three equations (non-performing loans, cost efficiency and 

capital) separately using ordinary least squares (OLS). Because the three equations 

contained lagged dependent variables and lagged covariates, it appears that a 

generalised method of moments (GMM) estimator would be more relevant (Bond, 

2002). Also, Berger and DeYoung (1997) constructed the frontier for each year 

separately, which would not be ideal to calculate useful components such as 

technological progress and scale changes.  

 

Kwan and Eisenbeis (1997) applied a simultaneous equation estimator to test the 

behaviour hypotheses of Berger and DeYoung (1997) using quarterly data of US banks. 

They also estimated the cost efficiency for each time period separately, thus could not 

measure technological progress. They found a positive effect of inefficiency on risk-

taking, supporting the “moral hazard” hypothesis, but in contrast to Berger and 

DeYoung (1997) they attributed this behaviour to the negative relationship between 
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efficiency
20

 and risk. They also claimed that poor performers were more vulnerable to 

risk-taking than high performance banking organisations. The authors attributed the 

negative effects of efficiency on capital to regulatory pressure on underperforming firms 

to have more capital, which Berger and DeYoung (1997) did not consider. Another 

difference is that Kwan and Eisenbeis (1997) included static equations (i.e. used no 

lagged dependent variables as regressors) rather than dynamic specification like Berger 

and DeYoung (1997).  

 

Williams (2004) applied the framework of Berger and DeYoung to European banks and 

found significant evidence to support the “bad management” hypothesis. The author 

found no evidence of “skimping” behaviour in European banks, although profit 

efficiency rather than cost efficiency was used as a covariate according to the original 

model proposed by Berger and DeYoung (1997). Williams (2004) also found that the 

results of the test for managerial behaviour were sensitive to the number of lags; an 

increase in the number of lags raised the goodness of fit, but reduced the significance of 

the test for managerial behaviour. 

 

Fiordelisi et al. (2011) found evidence of “bad management” behaviour in European 

banks using the Granger-causality test. They also found an increase in capital Granger-

caused an improvement in efficiency, which Berger and DeYoung (1997) did not take 

into account. One argument is that the main reason for this finding is economy of scale, 

which bank managers may have difficulty to control in the short term. Similarly, 

Altunbas et al. (2007) revealed no significant evidence to support “moral hazard” 

behaviour. In contrast, they found a positive relationship between capital and risk in 

European banks. The authors argued that the European regulators should use capital as a 

means to restrict risk-taking behaviour. 

 

Several studies on managerial behaviour of banks in Asia are reviewed, but the results 

are also mixed. Deelchand and Padgett (2010) and Reddy (2011) found significant 

evidence of “bad management”, “moral hazard” and “bad luck” in Japanese and Indian 

banks, respectively, while Tan and Floros (2013) found only “bad management” 

behaviour in Chinese commercial banks. One possible factor that contributes to the 

                                                 
20

They refer to this as “positive effects of inefficiency” but it is rephrased as “negative effects of 

efficiency” to make it comparable with hypotheses by Berger and DeYoung (1997). 
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differences is methodology. Deelchand and Padgett (2010) and Tan and Floros (2013) 

applied, respectively, two- and three-stage least squares while Reddy used the Granger-

causality test. Another possible factor is the performance and risk measurement. 

Deelchand and Padgett (2010) and Reddy (2011) used cost efficiency while Tan and 

Floros (2013) used technical, pure and scale efficiencies and productivity index to 

measure bank performance. Deelchand and Padgett (2010) used the ratio of loan losses 

reserves to total assets while Reddy (2011) used non-performing loans and Tan and 

Floros (2013) used the ratio of loan-loss provision to total loans and volatility of ROA 

and volatility of ROE to measure bank risk. Also, most of these studies did not perform 

tests on the sensitivity of the results to the choice of variables or methods.  

 

Rossi et al.’s hypotheses 

 

The current study planned to review studies on managerial hypotheses based on the 

framework developed by Rossi et al. (2009), but despite significant search effort, no 

relevant study was found. Thus, this section focuses on reviewing selected studies on 

the effect of bank diversification on risk, cost efficiency and capital because these 

relationships are the essence of Rossi et al.’s hypotheses. In the pioneering study of 

Austrian banks from 1997 to 2003, Rossi et al. (2009) found that diversification was 

negatively associated with cost efficiency (supporting “monitoring” behaviour) while 

positively associated with profit efficiency. Austrian banks also revealed “classical 

diversification” behaviour (diversification was associated with reduced risk), and 

diversification was positively associated with capital. To estimate bank efficiency 

scores, these authors applied the Fourier flexible form of the production function, which 

is very flexible but does not have the convenient properties of the translog function to 

allow the authors to estimate total factor productivity changes and its components (i.e. 

technical progress, scale changes and efficiency changes).  

 

Elyasiani and Wang (2012) examined the effects of diversification on the operational 

efficiency of 161 commercial banks in the US from 1997 to 2007. They applied DEA to 

calculate technical efficiency (and its components), and measured the efficiency effect 

of diversification via a second stage regression. They found that revenue diversification 

was negatively associated with technical efficiency changes. Based on Rossi et al. 
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(2009), the negative association between diversification and production efficiency 

suggests that US banks in the sample experienced “monitoring” behaviour. 

 

In Asia, Lee et al. (2014) reported that revenue diversification was positively associated 

with the risk of banks in high income countries, but the inverse was found for banks in 

middle and low income countries. This finding is surprising because it suggests that 

“lack of expertise” behaviour was found in banks of high income countries, while 

“classical diversification” behaviour was found in middle or low income countries. 

Meslier et al. (2014) also revealed that revenue diversification was associated with 

increased profits, and this benefit was greater for foreign banks compared with their 

domestic counterparts.  

 

There have been several studies on the performance of Vietnamese banks, including 

Nguyen et al. (2014), Vu and Nahm (2013), Minh et al. (2013), Gardener et al. (2011), 

Thangavelu and Findlay (2010) and Vu and Turnell (2010), but these studies focus on 

estimating the efficiency level and its determinants in Vietnamese banks. Also, none of 

these studies examined the components of the efficiency of Vietnamese banks: 

technological progress and economy of scale. 

 

Overall, despite the vast literature on banking performance, only a handful of studies  

have been identified which examine the interrelationship between efficiency, risk and 

capital as well as the effects of diversification on these three factors using the 

framework of managerial behaviour developed by Berger and DeYoung (1997) and 

Rossi et al. (2009).  No previous study has investigated this issue in the Vietnamese 

banking industry. Moreover, most of the studies on the management behaviour employ 

the SFA method to estimate the efficiency scores of banks. Finally, no previous study 

has tested for the effects of individual heterogeneity in efficiency estimates. This study 

fills the gap in the literature by investigating the interrelationships between cost 

efficiency, insolvency risk and capital ratio and the impact of diversification on the 

three variables to identify the management behaviour in the context of Vietnamese 

banks. This study also tests for the robustness of the results by using different efficiency 

estimation methods and different risk measurements and controlling for unobserved 

bank heterogeneity when estimating bank efficiency. In addition, this study examines 

whether there is technological progress and economy of scale in Vietnamese banks. 
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4.3.  Methodology 

 

4.3.1.  Diversification index 

 

This study measures revenue diversification by following the Herfindahl-Hirschman 

Index (HHI) approach, which is widely-used in the literature (Chiorazzo et al., 2008; 

Elsas et al., 2010; Goddard et al., 2008; Hayden et al., 2007; Mercieca et al., 2007; 

Meslier et al., 2014). Originally, the HHI, measured as the sum of squares of market 

share of firms, is used to indicate the market concentration in a variety of contexts 

(Rhoades, 1993). The main advantage of the HHI is that it gives more weight to larger 

firms. When the HHI is measured by the sum of squares of the share of revenue sources, 

the HHI index indicates the concentration of revenue sources, and hence one minus the 

HHI reflects the diversification of revenue. As this study focuses on a diversity of 

revenue across two different sources, interest and non-interest revenue, the 

diversification index is calculated as follows: 

 

𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = 1 −  ∑ (
𝐿𝑖

𝑄⁄ )

2
2

𝑖=1
                                                          (4.1) 

  

where 𝐿1 is non-interest revenue; 𝐿2 is interest revenue; and 𝑄 is the sum of 𝐿1  and 𝐿2. 

The diversification index ranges from zero to one, with higher values indicating a 

greater level of diversification. 

 

4.3.2.  Estimation of efficiency, scale economy and technological 

progress 

 

4.3.2.1.  Efficiency  

 

Efficiency is widely estimated by either Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) proposed by 

Aigner et al. (1977) and Meeusen and Van den Broeck (1977) or Data Envelopment 

Analysis (DEA) proposed by Charnes et al. (1978). SFA and DEA are different in the 

way they deal with statistical noise: SFA includes statistical noise in the error term, 
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while DEA assumes no statistical noise. Since banking data on emerging countries like 

Vietnam are more likely to have measurement errors and statistical noise, this study 

selects SFA as a primary method to estimate the efficiency of Vietnamese banks. The 

empirical specification of the cost frontier for the Vietnamese banking system is as 

follows: 

 

𝑙𝑛 𝑇𝐶𝑖𝑡 =  𝛼 +  𝛽𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝑣𝑖𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡                                                                                 (4.2) 

  

where 𝑙𝑛 𝑇𝐶𝑖𝑡 denotes the natural logarithm of total cost for bank i in year t; 𝑋𝑖𝑡 denotes 

a set of output, input price and time variables; 𝛼 and 𝛽 are unknown parameters to be 

estimated; and (𝑣𝑖𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡) is the composite  error term, which consists of the statistical 

noise 𝑣𝑖𝑡 and the non-negative component 𝑢𝑖𝑡 that captures the inefficiency. The cost 

efficiency (CE) scores of banks are calculated as 𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡 = exp (−𝑢𝑖𝑡). CE will range from 

zero (very poorly operated banks) to one (best-practice banks). 

 

Following Fiordelisi et al. (2011), Deelchand and Padgett (2010), Nguyen et al. (2014) 

and Gardener et al. (2011), this study adopts the intermediation approach developed by 

Sealey and Lindley (1977) to measure the efficiency of banks. In particular, this study 

specifies that banks use three inputs (deposits, physical capital and personnel) to 

produce two outputs, namely loans (𝑌1) and other earning assets (𝑌2). This study 

calculates the price of the three inputs as the ratio of interest expenses to total 

funding (𝑊1), the ratio of other operating expenses to fixed assets (𝑊2) and the ratio of 

personnel expenses to total assets (𝑊3).  

 

This study selects the popular translog functional form, which has convenient properties 

to allow the decomposition of efficiency into technological progress and scale changes. 

This study imposes the linear homogeneity restrictions by normalising the dependent 

variable and input price variables by the labour price (𝑊3). This study also includes a 

time trend (t) as a proxy for technological progress over time (t=1 for 1995, t=2 for 

1996, .., t=17 for 2011). Thus, the translog cost function to estimate cost efficiency for 

Equation 4.2 is specified as follows (subscripts i and t are dropped for ease of viewing): 
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𝑙𝑛(𝑇𝐶 𝑊3⁄ ) =  𝛼0 + ∑ 𝛼𝑚𝑙𝑛 𝑌𝑚

2

𝑚=1

+
1

2
 ∑ ∑ 𝛼𝑚𝑘𝑙𝑛 𝑌𝑚𝑙𝑛 𝑌𝑘

2

𝑘=1

2

𝑚=1

+  ∑ 𝛽𝑛 ln(𝑊𝑛 𝑊3⁄ ) 

2

𝑛=1

+ 
1

2
∑ ∑ 𝛽𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑛 (𝑊𝑛/𝑊3) ln (𝑊𝑙/𝑊3)

2

𝑙=1

2

𝑛=1

+ 
1

2
∑ ∑ 𝛿𝑚𝑛 ln 𝑌𝑚 ln(𝑊𝑛/𝑊3)

2

𝑛=1

2

𝑚=1

+  𝛾1𝑡 +  
1

2
𝛾2𝑡2 + ∑ 𝛾2+𝑚

2

𝑚=1

𝑡 ln 𝑌𝑚

+ ∑ 𝛾4+𝑛

2

𝑛=1

𝑡 ln(𝑊𝑛/𝑊3) + 𝑣 + 𝑢                                                       (4.3) 

  

 

This study estimates Equation 4.3 using the maximum likelihood approach developed 

by Battese and Coelli (1995), which has the ability to measure the effect of 

environmental variables on efficiency in one stage. To check for the robustness of the 

results, this study also applies the extended fixed-effects SFA model proposed by 

Greene (2005) to control for unobserved individual heterogeneity. 

 

4.3.2.2.  Technological progress 

 

Based on Vu and Turnell (2010) and Altunbaş et al. (2001), this study estimates the 

impact of technical changes by using the change in the average cost corresponding to a 

change in technology. As the time trend variable (t) in Equation 4.3 is a proxy for 

technical changes, the change in the average cost corresponding to a technical change 

can be measured by cost elasticity (𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑇) with respect to time (t) as follows: 

  

𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑇 =
𝛿 ln 𝑇𝐶

𝛿 ln 𝑡
                                                                                                                   (4.4)   

  

Technological progress exists when 𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑇 is negative (i.e., reduces costs over time). 

Technological regress occurs if 𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑇 is positive, while neutral technological change 

occurs if the derivative is equal to zero. 

 

4.3.2.3.  Cost scale economy  
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Increasing returns to scale occur when a bank is able to reduce costs per unit of output 

as it expands, given that everything else remains constant. Constant and decreasing 

returns to scale take place when the marginal costs remain the same or increase, 

respectively, as output expands. Mester (1996) proposed a measure of within sample 

economy of scale by cost elasticity. This measure has been applied in the literature, such 

as Dong et al. (2014), Huang et al. (2010), Vu and Turnell (2010) and Altunbaş et al. 

(2001). Following the literature, this study measures cost economy of scale by cost 

elasticity with respect to all outputs. That is, how banks manage changes in costs related 

to proportional changes in their outputs. Cost elasticity (𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑌) is calculated by taking 

the derivatives of the transformed function (Equation 4.3) with respect to all outputs as 

follows:  

 

𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑌 = ∑
𝛿 ln 𝑇𝐶

𝛿 ln 𝑌𝑖

2

𝑖=1

                                                                                                             (4.5)      

 

An estimate of 𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑌 less than, equal to, or greater than one respectively indicates 

increasing, constant and decreasing returns to scale.  

 

4.3.3.  Managerial behaviour model  

 

Based on Rossi et al. (2009), this study investigates the interrelationship between risk, 

capital and efficiency, and the effect of diversification on these three variables to 

identify the management behaviour of Vietnamese banks. However, instead of using the 

Granger-causality test to examine the causal relationship between diversification, risk, 

capital and efficiency, a system of three equations is simultaneously estimated as 

follows: 

 

𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑡              = ∝0 + ∝1 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 + ∝2 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑖𝑡 +

∝3 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼4 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑖𝑡 + ∝5 𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑡 + 𝜔𝑖𝑡 (4.6) 

𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡        = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑖𝑡 +

𝛽3𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽4 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽5𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡 (4.7) 

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝛾0 + 𝛾1𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾2𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝛾3𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡 +

𝛾4𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾5𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑡 + 𝜃𝑖𝑡          (4.8) 
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where Risk is measured by the Z-score; Capital is measured by the ratio of total equity 

to total assets; Efficiency is the cost efficiency score; Size is measured by total assets; 

and Revenue Diversification is measured by the diversification index in Equation 4.1. 

 

This study primarily uses the Z-score to measure bank risk. Z-score is computed by the 

ratio of return on assets (ROA) plus the capital ratio (CAR) divided by the standard 

deviation of the ROA  (Z ̵score =
𝑅𝑂𝐴+𝐶𝐴𝑅

𝜎(𝑅𝑂𝐴)
). Z-score measures the distance from 

insolvency (Roy, 1952), and has been used in numerous studies, including Tan and 

Floros (2013),  Beck et al. (2013), Demirgüç-Kunt and Huizinga (2010), Houston et al. 

(2010) and Laeven and Levine (2009). As indicated by Laeven and Levine (2009), 

insolvency is defined as a state in which losses surpass equity; the probability of 

insolvency can be expressed as 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏(−𝑅𝑂𝐴 < 𝐶𝐴𝑅). If profits are normally 

distributed, the inverse of the probability of insolvency is (𝑅𝑂𝐴 + 𝐶𝐴𝑅)/𝜎(𝑅𝑂𝐴) 

(where 𝜎(𝑅𝑂𝐴) is a standard deviation of ROA), which is then defined as the Z-score. 

That is, Z-score is the number of standard deviations that a bank’s rate of ROA has to 

fall for the bank to become insolvent. A higher Z-score signals a lower probability of 

bank insolvency.  

 

There are also other measures of risk in the literature, such as the ratio of loan loss 

provision to gross loans (Tan and Floros, 2013; Williams, 2004), the ratio of loan loss 

reserves to total assets (Altunbas et al., 2007; Deelchand and Padgett, 2010), the ratio of 

non-performing loans to gross loans (Berger and DeYoung, 1997; Das and Ghosh, 

2004; Fiordelisi et al., 2011), volatility of return on assets (ROA) and volatility of return 

on equity (ROE) (Lee et al., 2014; Lepetit et al., 2008; Pennathur et al., 2012), and one-

year or five-year ahead expected default frequency (Fiordelisi et al., 2011). However, 

the first three measures (the ratio of loan loss provision to gross loans, the ratio of loan 

loss reserves to total assets and the ratio of non-performing loans to gross loans) are 

subject to managerial discretion and capture only credit risks, while non-lending earning 

assets account for approximately 35 per cent of the outputs of Vietnamese banks. 

Moreover, the last measure (one-year or five-year ahead expected default frequency) 

requires data on stock prices while many Vietnamese banks are not listed on the stock 

exchange. Therefore, Z-score is more appropriate to measure bank insolvency risk in 
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Vietnam. As the distribution of the Z-score is highly skewed, this study uses the natural 

logarithm of the Z-score to reduce the skewness.  

 

Equation 4.6 explores the effects of revenue diversification, efficiency and capital on 

insolvency risk. Since a higher Z-score implies lower risk, a negative ∝1 supports “lack 

of expertise” behaviour, while a positive ∝1 supports “classical diversification” 

behaviour. A negative ∝2 confirms “skimping” behaviour, while a positive ∝2 suggests 

“bad management” behaviour. A positive ∝3 for a sample of poorly-capitalised banks 

supports “moral hazard” behaviour. Equation 4.7 examines the effect of revenue 

diversification on bank capital. A negative 𝛽1  confirms “economic capital” behaviour. 

Equation 4.8 investigates the impact of revenue diversification and risk on cost 

efficiency. Specifically, a negative 𝛾1 supports “monitoring” behaviour while a positive 

𝛾1 reveals “idiosyncratic risk” behaviour. A positive 𝛾2 confirms “bad luck” behaviour. 

 

Several methods were used to estimate the managerial behaviour model: i) Granger-

causality (Berger and DeYoung, 1997; Fiordelisi et al., 2011; Rossi et al., 2009; 

Williams, 2004); ii) seemingly unrelated regressions model (SUR) (Altunbas et al., 

2007); iii) two-stage least squares (2SLS) (Deelchand and Padgett, 2010; Kwan and 

Eisenbeis, 1997); and iv) three-stage least squares (3SLS) (Tan and Floros, 2013). The 

Granger causality test does not consider the effects of other variables and the results are 

sensitive to the number of lags. The 2SLS ignores the correlations of the error terms 

across the equations while the SUR assumes all regressors are exogenous although it 

takes into account the correlation of error terms across equations. This study estimates 

Equations 4.6-4.8 by 3SLS introduced by Zellner and Theil (1962), which adds the third 

step to 2SLS to account for the correlation of residuals across equations. Specifically, in 

the first stage, the reduced form of the model is estimated. In the second stage, the fitted 

values of the endogenous variables are used to estimate Equations 4.6-4.8. In the third 

stage, generalised least squares parameters are obtained. In this study, risk, capital and 

efficiency are defined as dependent variables of the managerial model (i.e. endogenous 

variables); other variables, including revenue diversification, size and GDP growth, are 

defined as exogenous variables, which are used as instrumental variables for 

endogenous variables. 
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Vietnamese banks focused on diversification of their revenue base by developing non-

lending products, such as e-banking services, credit/debit cards, automated teller 

machines (ATMs) and security investments. Some channels for revenue diversification 

became available only recently; for example, e-banking services were introduced in 

2000 (Pham, 2010) and the stock market was set up in 2000 (Dung, 2010). Thus, it may 

be too early to expect gains from these investments, as it takes time and money to 

market these non-lending products to the customers as well as to accumulate investing 

experience in the Vietnamese stock/bond market. That is, a negative impact of revenue 

diversification on cost efficiency (a negative 𝛾1) is expected. Further, since non-interest 

revenue accounts for only a small proportion in total revenue of Vietnamese banks 

(approximately 11 per cent), a change in the proportion of non-interest revenue may be 

insufficient to have a significant effect on insolvency risk and capital ratio. Therefore, 

the effect of revenue diversification on the insolvency risk and capital ratio of 

Vietnamese banks (∝1 and 𝛽1) are expected to be insignificant.  

 

Moreover, the characteristics of the Vietnamese banking system appear similar to the 

Indian banking system, such as state-owned banks’ dominance
21

, a moderate presence 

of foreign banks
22

, government control over the interest rates and credit growth, and 

undergoing similar reforms towards deregulation and re-regulation, which were 

discussed in Chapter 2. Reddy (2011) found that the management of Indian banks 

exhibited “bad management”, “bad luck” and “moral hazard” behaviour when using 

similar measurements of bank efficiency and capital. Therefore, it is expected that “bad 

management” (a positive ∝2), “bad luck” (a positive 𝛾2) and “moral hazard” (a positive 

∝3) are characterised in the management of Vietnamese banks.  

 

This study also checks for the robustness of results by using an alternative efficiency 

estimation technique (DEA), an alternative risk measurement (volatility of ROE, 

measured by the standard deviation of ROE), and an alternative SFA estimation 

approach (the fixed-effects SFA model proposed by Greene (2005) to control for 

unobserved individual heterogeneity). This study did not use the volatility of ROA as an 

alternative risk measurement since it is a component of the Z-score.  

                                                 
21

 Over the period 2000-2011, the average deposit market share of state-owned banks was approximately 

65 per cent in Vietnam and 74 per cent in India (presented in chapter 2). 
22

 Over the period 2000-2011, the average deposit market share of foreign banks was approximately 9 per 

cent in Vietnam and 5 per cent in India (presented in chapter 2). 
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4.4.  Data  

 

By the end of 2011, the Vietnamese credit institution system consisted of five state-

owned commercial banks, 35 joint-stock commercial banks, 50 branches of foreign 

banks, five banks with 100 per cent foreign capital, four joint-venture banks, 30 

financial companies/financial leasing companies and more than 1000 local credit funds. 

However, the Vietnamese commercial banking system, including state-owned 

commercial banks, joint-stock commercial banks and joint-venture/foreign banks, 

accounts for 97 per cent of the credit institution market in terms of total assets, of which 

40 per cent is taken up by state-owned commercial banks, 46 per cent is taken up by 

joint-stock commercial banks and 11 per cent is taken up by joint-venture/foreign 

banks
23

. This study focuses only on Vietnamese local commercial banks (i.e. state-

owned commercial banks and joint-stock commercial banks) as data on joint-

venture/foreign banks cannot be obtained.  

 

This study collected data from International Bank Credit Analysis Ltd (Fitch-IBCA). 

The sample consists of 28 local commercial banks from 1995 to 2011, including all five 

state-owned commercial banks and 23 main joint-stock commercial banks, which 

represent more than 95 per cent of the local banking market in terms of total deposits 

(list of sample banks is displayed in Table A.1 in Appendix 1). These data form an 

unbalanced panel, with a total of 356 observations. Table 4.2 displays descriptive 

statistics of all variables used in this study. It can be seen that lending is the major 

earning activity in Vietnamese local banks as the average loan outstanding (Y1) is about 

twice that of non-lending earning assets (Y2). This observation is supported by the mean 

of diversification index (0.19), suggesting that the revenue of Vietnamese banks is 

mainly driven by interest revenue. Data on the remaining variables show that 

Vietnamese banks, on average, have a capital ratio of 11 per cent and the annual GDP 

growth rate is 6.71 per cent. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
23

 Source: annual report of the central bank of Vietnam in 2011 
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Table 4.2: Descriptive statistics of variables used in Chapter 4 

Variables Descriptions Mean 

A. Variables used for estimating cost efficiency 

TC (Total Cost) The sum of interest expenses, other operating expenses and 

personnel expenses (million $US) 

139.795 

(244.299) 

Y1 (Output 1) Net loans measured by gross loans minus reserves for impaired loans 

(million $US) 

1204.863 

(2168.655) 

Y2 (Output 2) Other earning assets measured by security investments and other 

earning assets (million $US) 

621.986 

(926.431) 

W1 (Price of input 1)  Financial capital price calculated by the ratio of interest expenses to 

total funding 

0.062 

(0.026) 

W2 (Price of input 2) Physical capital price computed by the ratio of other operating 

expenses to fixed assets 

0.996 

(0.792) 

W3 (Price of input 3) Labour price which is measured by the ratio of personnel expenses to 

total assets 

0.006 

(0.003) 

B. Variables used for testing hypotheses on diversification and managerial behaviour 

Revenue diversification A measure of diversification of revenue across two different sources: 

interest revenue and non-interest revenue  

0.186 

(0.108) 

Risk (Log of Z-score) A risk measurement which is computed by the ratio of ROA plus the 

capital ratio divided by the standard deviation of ROA 

3.577 

(0.340) 

Risk (Volatility of ROE) A risk measurement which is calculated by standard deviation of 

ROE 

0.163 

(0.405) 

Capital The capital ratio measured by the ratio of total equity to total assets 0.108 

(0.079) 

Size A natural logarithm of total assets which captures bank size 6.542 

(1.552) 

GDP Growth 

  

The GDP growth rate (annual %) 6.712 

(1.079) 

Source: Data on bank-specific variables are from FITCH-IBCA; Data on GDP growth  are from the World 

Bank database; Standard deviation in parentheses. 

 

Table 4.3 displays the Spearman correlation matrix of variables used for identifying the 

managerial behaviour in Vietnamese local banks. It is apparent that the coefficients of 

correlation among these variables are all in moderate degree (between 0.01 and 0.59), 

indicating that collinearity may not be a concern in this study. 
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Table 4.3: Spearman correlation matrix of variables used for testing the managerial 

hypotheses. 

 
Efficiency 

 
Risk 

 
Capital 

 

Revenue 

Diversification  
Size 

 

GDP 

growth 

Efficiency 1.000 
          

Risk 0.042 
 

1.000 
        

Capital 0.074 
 

0.587 *** 1.000 
      

Revenue Diversification -0.194 *** -0.057 
 

0.033 
 

1.000 
    

Size 0.122 ** -0.210 *** -0.474 *** -0.181 *** 1.000 
  

GDP growth 0.041   -0.008   -0.007   0.092 * -0.136 ** 1.000 

***, ** and *: 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance, respectively. 

 

 

4.5.  Empirical results 

 

4.5.1.  Cost function estimates, technological progress and economy of 

scale 

 

Cost function estimates 

 

The parameter γ (ratio of standard deviation of inefficiency to that of random noise, 

known as the signal-to-noise ratio) and σu (standard deviation of inefficiency) are 

significant, providing evidence that cost inefficiency explained the differences of bank 

costs in Vietnam (see Table 4.4). The signal-to-noise ratio (γ) is 16.92, suggesting that 

the variability of costs of Vietnamese banks is 16.92 times more likely due to the 

variability of inefficiency than the variability of random noise.  

 

Parameters for bank outputs (lny1 and lny2) are statistically significant and positive, 

indicating that loans and non-lending earning assets are positively associated with costs. 

In particular, an increase of 1 per cent in loans is associated with an increase of 0.54 per 

cent in costs while the relative figure of an increase of 1 per cent in non-lending assets 

is 0.46 per cent. Parameter time trend (t) is statistically significant and negative, 

suggesting that Vietnamese banks, on average, decrease their costs by 3.61 per cent per 
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year over the analysis period. It should be noted that to precisely measure the trend in 

cost over time, the quadratic term of the time trend (t
2
) and interaction terms between (t) 

and other variables need to be taken into account. Overall, the output, input price and 

time trend variables have a significant impact on the total cost of Vietnamese banks, 

implying that the cost function for Vietnamese banks is well specified. 

 

Table 4.4: Cost function (SFA estimates) 

Independent variables   Coef. Std. Err. 

Constant 
 

1.9514*** 0.2790 

Log of net loan  (lny1)  
0.5439*** 0.0715 

Log of other earning asset (lny2)  
0.4619*** 0.0586 

Log of price ratio of financial capital/labour (lnw1/w3)  
0.2089* 0.1075 

Log of price ratio of physical capital/labour (lnw2/w3)  
0.0778 0.0775 

Time trend (t) 
 

-0.0361*** 0.0118 

(lny1)
2
 

 
0.1522*** 0.0170 

lny1*lny2  
-0.1638*** 0.0118 

lny1*lnw1/w3  
-0.0078 0.0210 

lny1*lnw2/w3  
-0.0003 0.0127 

lny1*t 
 

0.0093*** 0.0022 

(lny2)
2
 

 
0.1598*** 0.0090 

lny2*lnw1/w3  
0.0301 0.0203 

lny2*lnw2/w3  
0.0021 0.0105 

lny2*t 
 

-0.0057** 0.0022 

(lnw1/w3)
2
 

 
0.2461*** 0.0403 

lnw1/w3*lnw2/w3  
-0.0428* 0.0238 

lnw1/w3*t 
 

0.0090** 0.0036 

(lnw2/w3)
2
 

 
0.0048 0.0155 

lnw2/w3*t 
 

0.0010 0.0021 

t
2
 

 
-0.0019*** 0.0006 

σu  
1.1260*** 0.3071 

γ (σu/ σv)   16.9170*** 0.3075 

***, ** and *: 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance, respectively. 
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Technological progress 

 

The impact of technological progress on bank costs, inferred from cost elasticity with 

respect to time t (𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑇), captures the impact of not only production innovations, but 

also the deregulation and other factors, such as changes in organisational structure and 

processes, on bank costs. Figure 4.1 shows that the cost elasticity with respect to time 

(𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑇) is positive before 2000 but negative thereafter, indicating that bank costs 

increase in the period 1995-2000 (i.e. technological regress occurred), but decrease in 

the remaining analysis period (i.e. technological progress occurred). The increased 

competition brought about by the gradual deregulating process plus the adoption of new 

technologies, such as computerisation and streamlined business practices, may allow 

Vietnamese banks to lower their costs. The average 𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑇 is -0.005, suggesting that 

technological progress, on average, contributes to the reduction of operating costs in 

Vietnamese banks by 0.5 per cent per year over the study period. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Cost elasticity with respect to time variable (CES
T
) 

 

 

Economy of scale 

 

Figure 4.2 indicates that cost elasticity with respect to all output variables (𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑌) 

experienced an upward trend, with cost elasticity greater than one in the period 1995-

2011. This finding suggests that scale expansion increases the costs of Vietnamese 
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banks over the period 1995-2011 (i.e. decreasing returns to scale occurred). The period-

averaged cost elasticity with respect to all output variables (y1 and y2) of Vietnamese 

banks is 1.014, implying that an increase of 1 per cent in the level of all outputs, on 

average, leads to about an increase of 1.014 per cent in total costs. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Cost elasticity with respect to output variables (CES
Y
) 

 

To have a robust check of the results, Equation 4.3 is also estimated using the extended 

fixed-effects estimator by Greene (2005), which accounts for unobserved individual 

heterogeneity. The results obtained based on the model specification of Greene (2005) 

are displayed in Table A.4 and Figures A.1-A.2 in Appendix 2. It can be seen that the 

results are similar to those of the main model except that the average output cost 

elasticity suggested the essence of increasing returns to scale (𝐶𝐸𝑆𝑌 = 0.998), but the 

magnitude of the difference is negligible.  

 

4.5.2.  Tests for hypotheses on managerial behaviour 

 

Table 4.5 presents the detailed results of the 3SLS estimator for the system of three 

equations (Equations 4.6-4.8), including the main model (Z-score is a proxy for risk 

measurement) and models of sensitivity tests (volatility of ROE is a proxy for risk and 

DEA is used to estimate cost efficiency). This study now focuses on discussing the 

results of the main model (the first two columns). 
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Table 4.5: Test for hypotheses on managerial behaviour 

Risk measurement Risk = Z-score   Risk = minus ROE Volatility   Risk = Z-score 

Efficiency estimation method SFA efficiency 

 

SFA efficiency 

 

DEA efficiency 

Column Coef. Std. Err    Coef. Std. Err    Coef. Std. Err  

 (1) (2)  (3) (4)  (5) (6) 

Dependent variable is Risk (Eq. 4.6) 

Revenue Diversification (𝛼1) 0.1691 0.1695 

 

1.3948*** 0.4144 

 

0.3749* 0.2007 

Efficiency (𝛼2) 2.4188*** 0.6640 

 

8.2505*** 0.4959 

 

2.0295*** 0.5344 

Capital (𝛼3) 4.7486*** 0.9029 

 

9.1527*** 1.6381 

 

3.2670** 1.3089 

Size (𝛼4) 0.0577** 0.0248 

 

0.0967* 0.0507 

 

0.0003 0.0378 

GDP growth (𝛼5) 0.0030 0.0154 

 

-0.0267 0.0418 

 

-0.0186 0.0182 

Constant 0.4172 0.6793 

 

-9.4327*** 0.6935 

 

1.4149*** 0.4996 

Dependent variable is Capital (Eq. 4.7) 

Revenue Diversification (𝛽1) -0.0375 0.0356 

 

-0.1505*** 0.0504 

 

-0.0284 0.0564 

Efficiency (𝛽2) -0.5161*** 0.1343 

 

-0.8869*** 0.1874 

 

-0.1806 0.2264 

Risk (𝛽3) 0.2069*** 0.0382 

 

0.1078*** 0.0193 

 

0.1924** 0.0759 

Size (𝛽4) -0.0123*** 0.0030 

 

-0.0108*** 0.0041 

 

-0.0126* 0.0071 

GDP growth (𝛽5) -0.0006 0.0031 

 

0.0028 0.0047 

 

-0.0010 0.0045 

Constant -0.0671 0.1887 

 

1.0188*** 0.1584 

 

-0.3201 0.2161 

Dependent variable is Efficiency (Eq. 4.8) 

Revenue Diversification (𝛾1) -0.0866* 0.0488 

 

-0.1689*** 0.0504 

 

-0.1902*** 0.0684 

Risk (𝛾2) 0.2836*** 0.1053 

 

0.1211*** 0.0072 

 

0.3621*** 0.1079 

Capital (𝛾3) -1.3564*** 0.5075 

 

-1.1059*** 0.2315 

 

-0.6903 0.7709 

Size (𝛾4) -0.0152 0.0101 

 

-0.0116* 0.0066 

 

0.0163 0.0172 

GDP growth (𝛾5) 0.0006 0.0048 

 

0.0032 0.0051 

 

0.0126* 0.0072 

Constant 0.1605 0.3316 

 

1.1423*** 0.0835 

 

-0.4593 0.3506 

Number of observations 356 

  

356 

  

356 

 
Chi-square for Eq. 4.6 64.8329*** 

  

384.0944*** 

  

55.8787*** 

 
Chi-square for Eq. 4.7 184.7777*** 

  

95.9610*** 

  

152.4617*** 

 
Chi-square for Eq. 4.8 20.6992***     295.8959***     51.8796***   

***, ** and *: 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance, respectively. 
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The results for Equation 4.6 show that revenue diversification (𝛼1) is not significant, as 

expected. One possible explanation is that in Vietnamese banks, non-interest revenue 

accounts for only approximately 11 per cent of the total revenue; therefore, a change in 

non-interest revenue share may be insufficient to create significant effects on insolvency 

risk. The parameter of cost efficiency (𝛼2) shows that a decline in cost efficiency leads 

to an increase in insolvency risk, thereby supporting “bad management” behaviour. The 

parameter of capital ratio (𝛼3) suggests that a decline in capital is associated with a rise 

in insolvency risk, providing evidence for “moral hazard” behaviour. The bank size 

parameter (𝛼4) shows that larger banks have lower insolvency risk, which could be due 

to their better experience in screening and monitoring portfolios of loans and 

investments.  

 

Regarding Equation 4.7, revenue diversification (𝛽1) has no significant effect on capital 

ratio, as expected. Again, due to the small share of non-interest revenue in Vietnamese 

banks, a change in non-interest revenue share may be insufficient to have a significant 

effect on capital ratio. Cost efficiency (𝛽2) has a significant and negative impact on the 

capital ratio, which may be due to the fact that banks often respond to the deterioration 

in cost efficiency by raising capital (numerator of capital ratio) as a precautionary step. 

The positive coefficient of Z-score (𝛽3) is because banks with a low risk portfolio (i.e. 

higher Z-score) can attract more capital (i.e. improve capital ratio). Larger banks (𝛽4) 

are found to operate with lower capital ratios, which could be because in Vietnamese 

banks, the speed of raising capital (numerator of capital ratio) is lower than the speed of 

expansion of total assets (denominator of capital ratio), and hence when total assets 

(bank size) increase, the ratio of capital to total assets decreases. 

 

Results for Equation 4.8 indicate that revenue diversification (𝛾1) is significantly and 

inversely associated with cost efficiency, as expected. This finding provides evidence to 

support “monitoring” behaviour, which is consistent with the finding by Rossi et al. 

(2009) for Austrian banks. Vietnamese banks initiated the development of non-lending 

products, such as e-banking services, credit/debit cards and automated teller machines 

(ATMs) from the 2000s (Pham, 2010) as the competition pressures from foreign banks 

increased (entering the US-Vietnam Bilateral Trade Agreement in 2000). Also, their 

security investments considerably increased from the 2000s since the stock market was 
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set up in 2000 (Dung, 2010). Thus, it may be too early to expect gains from these non-

lending products and these security investments, as it takes time and money to market 

these non-lending products to the customers as well as to accumulate investing 

experience in the Vietnamese stock/bond market. The positive parameter of the Z-score 

(𝛾2) provides evidence of “bad luck” in Vietnamese banks. The negative coefficient of 

capital ratio (𝛾3) is consistent with (𝛽2) but the direction of causation is reversed. One 

possible explanation is that low capital banks are forced to take strong action to improve 

cost efficiency in order to survive. It is interesting that bank size (𝛾4) does not have a 

significant effect on cost efficiency. However, the negative sign of the bank size 

parameter is consistent with the finding in the efficiency analysis (Section 4.5.1) that an 

average Vietnamese bank experiences decreasing returns to scale. Combining the results 

of the two analyses, this study argues that the result of decreasing returns to scale for an 

average Vietnamese bank may not be statistically significant.   

 

 

Table 4.6: Test for moral hazard hypothesis for the subsample of poorly capitalised banks 

Risk measurement Risk = Z-score   Risk = minus ROE Volatility   Risk = Z-score 

Efficiency estimation method SFA efficiency 

 

SFA efficiency 

 

DEA efficiency 

Column Coef. Std. Err    Coef. Std. Err    Coef. Std. Err  

 (1) (2)  (3) (4)  (5) (6) 

Dependent variable is Risk 

        
Revenue Diversification (𝛼1) -0.2098 0.1695 

 

-0.2806 0.4512 

 

0.1763 0.1815 

Efficiency (𝛼2) 2.1666*** 0.1191 

 

9.5037*** 2.0084 

 

1.8263*** 0.2059 

Capital (𝛼3) 7.9226*** 0.1586 

 

28.4833*** 3.2087 

 

7.1437*** 0.2158 

Size (𝛼4) 0.0246** 0.0113 

 

-0.0353 0.0334 

 

-0.0298** 0.0133 

GDP growth (𝛼5) 0.0281* 0.0165 

 

0.0669 0.0458 

 

-0.0007 0.0172 

Constant 0.6322*** 0.1966 

 

-10.7888*** 2.0643 

 

1.5073*** 0.2191 

Number of observations 178 

 

178 

 

178 

Chi-squared for Eq.4.6 4482.9817***   104.0855***   1403.2879*** 

***, ** and *: 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance, respectively; 

Poorly capitalised banks are banks with the capital ratio below the median. 
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This study also tests the “moral hazard” behaviour in the poorly capitalised banks by re-

estimating the system of three equations (Equations 4.6-4.8) for the subsample of banks 

with the capital ratio below the sample median. The results of Equation 4.6 are 

displayed in Table 4.6 (the first two columns). It is apparent from the main model (i.e. 

use the Z-score as a proxy for risk) that a decrease in capital ratio (𝛼3) is significantly 

associated with a reduction in the Z-score (i.e. a growth in insolvency risk), suggesting 

that “moral hazard” exists in Vietnamese banks. Revenue diversification (𝛼1) still has 

no significant effect on the insolvency risk of the low capitalised banks. Moreover, the 

parameter of cost efficiency (𝛼2) suggests that low cost efficiency leads to increased 

risk of the low capitalised banks, providing evidence of “bad management” in these 

banks.  

 

Robustness tests 

 

As mentioned previously, this study tests the robustness of the results by using either 

the volatility of ROE as a proxy for risk or the cost efficiency scores obtained from the 

DEA method. The results of these models are also presented in the last four columns in 

Table 4.5 and Table 4.6. It is noteworthy that a greater Z-score indicates a lower risk 

level while a greater volatility of ROE shows a higher risk level. Therefore, for ease of 

comparison, this study uses the opposite of the volatility of ROE in the estimates. 

 

This study finds consistent evidence of “monitoring”, “bad management”, “bad luck” 

and “moral hazard” behaviour in all robustness tests. Also, GDP growth rate has no 

significant effect on risk, capital and cost efficiency in all models (except the weak 

significant impact on the cost efficiency in the main model). In the sample of all banks, 

the main difference is that when risk is measured by the volatility of ROE, revenue 

diversification is a significant determinant of risk and capital. In the subsample of 

poorly capitalised banks, the robustness tests produce similar findings that “moral 

hazard” and “bad management” behaviour exist.  

 

In addition, this study tests for the robustness of results by applying the extended fixed-

effects estimator proposed by Greene (2005), which control for unobserved individual 

heterogeneity when estimating cost efficiency. The findings of this estimator are also 
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consistent with the main model, except that the evidence of “monitoring” behaviour is 

no longer significant (see Tables A.5 and A.6 in Appendix 2).  

 

4.6.  Conclusions 

 

During the last two decades, Vietnamese banks have expanded quickly in size and 

applied advanced technology to improve their core banking system as well as to 

diversify banking products away from the traditional lending products. This study 

investigated the presence of technological progress and economy of scale in Vietnamese 

banks in the first stage. This study then identified the management behaviour in these 

banks based on the bank managerial framework proposed by Rossi et al. (2009) (an 

extended bank managerial framework of Berger and DeYoung (1997)), which is built 

on the interrelationships between revenue diversification, cost efficiency, capital ratio 

and insolvency risk in the second stage. This study conducted comprehensive tests to 

check the robustness of the results using different choices of efficiency estimation 

methods and risk measurements.  

 

This study finds that technological changes contribute to a reduction in the operational 

costs of Vietnamese banks by 0.5 per cent per year, on average. This study also finds 

that revenue diversification has no significant impact on insolvency risk and capital 

ratio, but it leads to a decrease in cost efficiency, hence supporting “monitoring” 

behaviour. Moreover, a decline in cost efficiency leads to a rise in insolvency risk, 

implying “bad management” behaviour; an increase in risk results in a reduction in cost 

efficiency, indicating “bad luck” behaviour; and a reduction in the capital ratio in the 

poorly capitalised banks leads to a growth in risk, suggesting “moral hazard” behaviour. 

The results remain mostly robust when: (i) volatility of ROE is used as a proxy for risk; 

ii) DEA is applied to estimate cost efficiency; and iii) the fixed-effects estimator 

developed by Greene (2005) is applied to control for individual heterogeneity when 

estimating cost efficiency. 

 

The findings of this study characterise the managerial behaviour in Vietnamese banks 

which are significant for policy makers and managers in initiating policies as well as 

strategies to improve bank efficiency and stability in Vietnam. In particular, this study 
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recommends that monitoring the operations of Vietnamese banks more closely can 

mitigate “bad management” and “moral hazard” behaviours and the benefits of 

monitoring outweigh the costs. 
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CHAPTER 5:  COMPARISON OF EFFICIENCY, INNOVATION 

AND COMPETITION BETWEEN BANKS IN 

VIETNAM, CHINA AND INDIA AND THE IMPACT 

OF COMPETITION ON INNOVATION 

 

5.1.  Introduction 

 

In the global economy, banking systems around the world have been integrated into the 

global financial system through the liberalising process, such as reducing state 

ownership, relaxing activity restriction and allowing greater foreign participation 

(Moshirian, 2008). However, to operate efficiently in the global financial market, banks 

have to not only exploit their comparative advantage, but also adopt innovations from 

competitors with similar characteristics. Therefore, various stakeholders, including bank 

managers and policymakers, would be interested in exploring the benchmarks not only 

within, but also outside, their countries, and examining the role of competition in the 

innovation of banks in order to “catch-up” with best-practice in the global financial 

market. 

 

The literature concerning the efficiency level of a banking system is abundant, but it is 

not possible to determine whether banks in one nation are more efficient than those in 

other nations based on nation-specific frontiers (Berger, 2007). The metafrontier is an 

envelope of all individual frontiers, enabling benchmarking and comparison of 

performance across countries. Hayami (1969), Hayami and Ruttan (1970) and Hayami 

and Ruttan (1971) introduced the concept of a metaproduction function in which all 

firms in different groups (e.g., countries, regions) have potential access to the same 

technology (meta technology). Battese and Rao (2002) extended the metaproduction 

function model by introducing the stochastic metafrontier formed by pooling the 

observations in all groups in a manner consistent with the established group frontier 

model. The estimated metafrontier using this approach may lie below the group 

frontiers, thus the metafrontier is not a true envelope of the group frontiers. This 

drawback is addressed by Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell et al. (2008), who define 

the metafrontier as a function that envelops the deterministic components of the group 

frontiers using the linear programming model. Huang et al. (2014) argued that this 
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metafrontier is deterministic, and thus it does not take into account random noise and 

has no statistical properties of key estimates such as the technology gap ratio (i.e. the 

ratio between the group frontier and the metafrontier). These authors proposed a 

metafrontier which is stochastic and truly envelops all the group frontiers.   

 

Meta-based efficiency (efficiency relative to the metafrontier) proposed by Battese et al. 

(2004) and O’Donnell et al. (2008) and Huang et al. (2014) is a product of group-based 

efficiency (efficiency relative to the group frontier) and the technology gap ratio (the 

distance between the group frontier and the metafrontier). Of the two components of 

meta-based efficiency, the technology gap ratio is a good measurement of bank 

innovation in general, as it indicates closeness of the technology available in the bank’s 

group (group frontier) to the technology available in the combined groups 

(metafrontier), and the technology gap ratio increases if the banks manage to innovate 

(Bos et al., 2013). 

 

Vietnam, China and India are Asian developing countries that have made the 

transformation from a state-led setting to a market-oriented economic system, with 

greater integration into the world economy and a larger role for the private sector 

(Orden et al., 2007). The development of a financial system plays an important role in 

enhancing the economic growth of these countries (Calderón and Liu, 2003; 

Christopoulos and Tsionas, 2004). Commercial banks in Vietnam, China and India, the 

main pillar of their financial systems, share some similarities (e.g., dominated by state-

owned banks, having modest presence of foreign banks and undergoing gradual reforms 

towards liberalisation since the 1990s), but differ in the speed and degree of 

liberalisation, bank-specific characteristics and operating environment. This indicates 

that banks in these three countries operate under different production technologies, but 

can learn from each other to improve their efficiency. Therefore, this study aims to 

compare the cost efficiency, cost-reducing innovation and competition across banks in 

Vietnam, China and India over the period 1995-2011. This study also further examines 

the effect of competition on the cost-reducing innovation of banks in these countries. 

 

This study contributes to the banking literature in the following ways. Firstly, this is the 

first study which applies the recent stochastic metafrontier proposed by Huang et al. 

(2014) to compare cost efficiency across countries in financial services. Secondly, this 
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is also the first study which uses the Lerner index to compare competition between 

banks in Vietnam, China and India. Finally, this is one of the few studies examining the 

effects of competition on cost-reducing innovation of banks, with the cost gap ratio (the 

ratio between the meta-cost frontier and the group-cost frontier) being a proxy for the 

latter.  

 

The remainder of this study is organised as follows. Section 5.2 reviews relevant 

literature while Section 5.3 discusses research methodology, followed by Section 5.4 

which provides an overview of the dataset. Section 5.5 presents and discusses empirical 

results and Section 5.6 draws conclusions. 

 

5.2.  Literature review 

 

5.2.1.  Review of bank efficiency in Vietnam, China and India 

 

The literature on banking efficiency models bank services using two main approaches: 

intermediation and production. The intermediation approach, which treats banks as 

intermediators between depositors and borrowers, considers deposits as an input or 

output, and outputs are measured in monetary terms. The production approach, which 

treats banks as standard service providers, considers deposits as an output and measures 

outputs in the number of transactions. Hughes and Mester (1993) conducted an 

empirical test for the intermediation approach (using the derivative of variable cost with 

respect to deposits) and revealed that deposits have the property of an input for financial 

intermediation services. Compared with the production approach, the intermediation 

approach has become more popular in recent studies (Hughes and Mester, 2012). 

 

Key studies on the cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks, including Vu and Turnell 

(2010), Gardener et al. (2011) and Nguyen et al. (2014), adopted the intermediation 

approach. In particular, Vu and Turnell (2010) used the Bayesian stochastic frontier 

analysis to examine the efficiency of Vietnamese commercial banks from 2000 to 2006. 

The authors showed that, on average, banks in Vietnam can reduce the operational cost 

by 13 per cent. They also found that commercial banks in Vietnam operated under the 

same technology regardless of ownership. Gardener et al. (2011) applied DEA to 
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investigate the efficiency of commercial banks in five Southeast Asian countries 

(Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam) between 1998 and 2004. 

They found that the average cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks was 0.61 (i.e. banks 

can reduce the costs by 39 per cent while producing the same level of outputs). The 

results of Tobit regression in the second stage showed that private banks were 

significantly less efficient compared to state-owned banks. Surprisingly, they found that 

the bank efficiency of selected countries declined significantly compared to the base 

year of 1998. They conducted several sensitivity tests using different choices of 

inputs/outputs and different distributional assumptions of technological progress, but 

they did not conduct any treatment for the potential measurement errors in the data. 

Nguyen et al. (2014) employed a window DEA for a banking dataset over the period 

1995-2011 and found that banks can reduce their cost by 10 per cent while maintaining 

their output levels. Also, the cost efficiency of private banks was lower than that of 

state-owned banks. They also found that the Asian financial crisis in 1997 had no 

significant effect on the efficiency of state-owned banks, but the efficiency of private 

banks was adversely affected. The reverse occurred during the global finance crisis: 

state-owned banks were adversely affected but private banks were not significantly 

affected. 

 

Recent studies examining the cost efficiency of Chinese banks include Ariff and Can 

(2008), Fu and Heffernan (2009), Jiang et al. (2013) and Dong et al. (2014). Ariff and 

Can (2008) and Dong et al. (2014) adopted the intermediation approach and selected the 

same inputs (total funds, physical capital and labour), but Ariff and Can (2008)  

specified two outputs (loans and investments) while Dong et al. (2014) selected three 

outputs (total loans, other earning assets and non-interest income). Ariff and Can (2008) 

applied DEA to 28 commercial banks over the period 1995–2004 and found that the 

overall cost efficiency was 0.80 with an unclear trend. Dong et al. (2014) revealed that 

under the DEA approach the average cost efficiency of 41 commercial banks in the 

1994-2007 period was 0.88, while a figure of 0.91 was achieved under the SFA 

approach.  

 

Fu and Heffernan (2009) and Jiang et al. (2013) modified the intermediation approach 

(i.e., define deposit as an output) to examine the cost efficiency of Chinese banks. Fu 

and Heffernan (2009) specified four outputs (loans, deposits, investments and non-
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interest income) and three inputs (borrowed funds, labour and physical capital), while 

Jiang et al. (2013) defined three outputs (loans, other earning assets and deposits) and 

two inputs (funds and labour). Fu and Heffernan (2009) utilised 14 commercial banks 

between 1985 and 2002 while Jiang et al. (2013) used 49 commercial banks from 1995 

to 2010, but these two studies reported similar average cost efficiency scores (0.90 and 

0.88, respectively) using the SFA approach. 

 

Studies examining the cost efficiency of Indian banks include Sensarma (2005), Das et 

al. (2005), Ray and Das (2010), Das and Drine (2011) and Nguyen and Nghiem (2014). 

The first study applied the production approach while the four remaining studies 

followed the intermediation approach. Specifically, Sensarma (2005) viewed deposits, 

loans, investments and branches as outputs and labour and capital as inputs. Das et al. 

(2005) and Ray and Das (2010) assumed that the banks involved three main inputs 

(borrowed funds, labour and physical assets), one quasi-input (equity) and three outputs 

(investments, loans and non-interest income). Das and Drine (2011) and Nguyen and 

Nghiem (2014) did not add the quasi-input and non-interest income output into the cost 

function. Although these studies employed different datasets and methods (DEA or 

SFA), they reported a similar score of cost efficiency, approximately 0.90. 

 

Overall, there have been many studies examining the cost efficiency of banks in 

Vietnam, China or India. However, efficiency estimated using country-specific frontiers 

cannot be used to compare across countries. In addition, the reviewed literature provides 

clear evidence that banks in these three countries involve the main inputs (labour and 

physical capital) and outputs (loans and other earning assets); deposits can be added to 

input or output variables. The banking systems of Vietnam, China and India possess 

similar structures and have experienced similar gradual reforms towards liberalisation 

since the 1990s
24

, but the reforms are implemented at different times and speeds. Also, 

deposits are the main liability and loans are the main earning assets of banks in 

Vietnam, China and India. Therefore, banks in these three countries operate under 

                                                 
24

 Commercial banks in Vietnam, China and India are all categorised based on ownership criteria: state-

owned banks (called public banks in India), private banks (called joint-stock banks in Vietnam and 

China) and foreign banks, with state-owned banks accounting for a majority (above 50 percent) while 

foreign banks accounting for a small share (below 9.3 percent) of the deposit market. Liberalisation 

efforts have gone in a similar direction, such as increasing autonomy of state-owned banks from the 

government through partial privatisation, opening up to foreign competition and introducing prudential 

norms which focus on raising capital adequacy ratio.
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different production technologies, but the similar input-output structure can enable them 

to learn from each other to improve the operational efficiency.   

 

5.2.2.  Review of bank efficiency under the metafrontier approach 

 

The main banking studies that employed semi-parametric or non-parametric 

metafrontier approaches to compare efficiency and production technology across 

countries include Bos and Schmiedel (2007), Huang et al. (2011), Ben Naceur et al. 

(2011), Liu and Chen (2012) and Huang and Fu (2013). Bos and Schmiedel (2007) 

compared cost and profit efficiencies across 15 European countries over the period 

1993–2004. Using three inputs (deposits, physical capital and labour) and three outputs 

(loans, investments and off balance sheet items) and a translog cost function, the authors 

found that the average meta-based cost efficiency of European banks was 0.79 (i.e. 

banks can reduce their costs by 21 per cent by learning from best practice across 

Europe) with an average impressive technology gap ratio of 0.99 (i.e. the metafrontier is 

close to the group frontiers). This finding suggests that there was a very narrow 

technological gap in producing the banking services across Europe.  

 

Huang et al. (2011) conducted a comparison of cost efficiency among nine European 

countries in the period 1994–2003 using a Fourier functional form. The authors viewed 

loans, investments and non-interest revenue as three outputs and total funds, physical 

capital and labour as three inputs. Similar to Bos and Schmiedel (2007), they also found 

that European banks can, on average, reduce the costs by 18 per cent (i.e. the average 

cost efficiency was 0.82). In contrast to Bos and Schmiedel, they reported that banks in 

these European countries did not operate under similar technologies since the average 

technological gap ratio was 0.56. 

 

Ben Naceur et al. (2011) employed a non-parametric metafrontier (DEA) to compare 

banking efficiency among Middle Eastern and North African countries (Egypt, Jordan, 

Lebanon, Morocco and Tunisia) over the period 1994-2008. These authors selected total 

costs as an input and loans and other earning assets as two outputs. They observed that 

Tunisia and Morocco achieved the greatest meta-based efficiency scores and employed 

the most innovative technology in offering banking products to customers. However, 
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the authors did not perform sensitivity tests to address the potential data measurement 

errors.   

 

Liu and Chen (2012) employed the metafrontier framework to compare cost efficiency 

among banks in Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand from 2002 to 2009. They used total 

funds, physical assets and labour as inputs, and interest income and non-performing 

loans as two outputs. They found that Indonesian banks are the most cost-efficient, 

followed by Thai banks, then Malaysian banks. They also found that Indonesian banks 

were the most innovative in reducing costs compared to their counterparts. Huang and 

Fu (2013) utilised the metafrontier framework to compare cost efficiency between the 

banking industries in Taiwan and China for the years 2005–2009. The authors chose 

loans and investments as two outputs, and funds, physical capital and labour as three 

inputs. They found that overall, Chinese banks were more cost-efficient, but less 

innovative in reducing their costs than Taiwanese banks. 

 

All of the above meta-based efficiency studies applied the deterministic metafrontier 

proposed by Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell et al. (2008). Huang et al. (2014) 

argued that this metafrontier does not take into account random noise (e.g., 

measurement errors) and proposed a stochastic metafrontier to address this shortcoming. 

Despite an extensive literature search, only one study has been identified which 

employed the stochastic metafrontier recently introduced by Huang et al. (2014) to 

compare the efficiency of accounting firms among China, Taiwan and the US. 

Therefore, this study, which uses the stochastic metafrontier developed by Huang et al. 

(2014) to compare cost efficiency of commercial banks across Vietnam, China and 

India, will be the first application of the stochastic metafrontier in the banking industry. 

 

5.2.3.  Review of bank competition  

 

The approaches of measuring competition in the banking sector could be divided into 

two main groups: structural and non-structural. The structural approach is based on the 

Structure-Conduct-Performance paradigm (SCP) which uses the Herfindahl–Hirshman 

index (HHI) or the concentration ratio to measure competition. Concentration ratio is 

measured by the market share of the three, four or five largest firms. The HHI is 
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measured as the sum of the squares of the market share of firms, with a higher figure 

implying greater industry concentration and lower competition. The non-structural 

approach suggests that entry/exit barriers and the general contestability of the market 

may affect the banks’ competitive behaviour, and the degree of competition is measured 

by indicators such as the Lerner index (Lerner, 1934), H-statistic (Panzar and Rosse, 

1987) and Boone indicator (Boone, 2008; Boone et al., 2004). The Lerner index shows 

the market power in setting the output price, with a greater value of Lerner indicating 

lower competition. The H-statistic indicates the elasticity of revenue with respect to the 

input prices, with a higher value of H-statistic implying stronger competition. The 

Boone indicator reveals the variation of returns or market share attributable to the 

variation of marginal cost, with a greater negative value of Boone indicating higher 

competition. 

 

Competition in the banking industry of Vietnam, China and India has been studied by 

Delis (2012), Anzoategui et al. (2012), Fungáčová et al. (2013) and Prasad and Ghosh 

(2007). Delis (2012) used the Boone indicator to measure competition for banks in 84 

countries, including Vietnam, China and India, over the period 1988-2005. The author 

found that of the three banking systems, India was the most competitive, followed by 

Vietnam, and then China. Anzoategui et al. (2012) compared bank competition across 

Russia, Brazil, China and India between 2000 and 2008. Using the Lerner index, they 

observed that the average Lerner was 0.10 for Russia, 0.05 for Brazil, 0.20 for China 

and 0.14 for India. This suggests that the banking market in Brazil was the most 

competitive, followed by Russia, India and China. Fungáčová et al. (2013) reported that 

the mean Lerner index of Chinese banks was 0.38, with an unclear trend over the period 

2002-2011. Prasad and Ghosh (2007) found that the Indian banking system was 

characterised by monopolistic competition, and there was evidence of increased 

competition in the period 2000–2004 compared to 1996–1999 using the H-statistic. 

 

Overall, the common finding of these studies is that the banking market in India is more 

competitive than that in China and Vietnam. Information on banking market 

concentration presented in Section 2.4 in Chapter 2 also indicates that India is the least 

concentrated. The current study tests if this finding still holds when using the Lerner 

index to compare competition across the banking systems of Vietnam, China and India 

over a more recent period (1995-2011). In this study, the Lerner index is preferable to 
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the concentration ratio, HHI, H-statistic and Boone indicator as the Lerner index 

provides information on market power at the bank level, while the remaining 

competition measurements give information at the industry-level. 

 

5.2.4.  Review of the effect of bank competition on innovation 

 

A substantial literature describes the effects of competition on bank efficiency (e.g., 

Weill (2004b), Marius Andrieş and Căpraru (2012) and Fungáčová et al. (2013)) and on 

bank stability (e.g., Berger et al. (2009), Beck et al. (2013) and Fiordelisi and Mare 

(2014)), but there is a paucity regarding the effects of competition on bank 

technological innovation. A search of the literature reveals only two recent studies 

examining this issue: Huang and Fu (2013) and Bos et al. (2013). Huang and Fu (2013) 

investigated the determinants of cost gap ratio (a measurement of innovation) in the 

banking industries of China and Taiwan, with one of the determinants being 

competition. These authors used the four bank concentration ratio in bank assets to 

measure bank competition. Using Tobit regression, they found that competition was 

significantly and positively associated with bank innovation. They also found that bank 

size, government corruption control index, democratic accountability index and 

development of the stock market all had significant and positive effects on the 

technological innovation in reducing costs. 

 

Bos et al. (2013) examined the effect of competition on the technological innovation in 

reducing the costs of banks in the US. In particular, these authors aimed to test the non-

linear relationship between competition and innovation based on the theory of the 

“escape competition effect” (i.e. in levelled industries, competition may increase the 

incremental profit from innovating and thereby encourage R&D investment) and the 

“Schumpeterian effect” (i.e. in unlevelled industries, more competition may reduce 

innovation because the laggard’s reward for catching up with the technological leader 

may decrease) developed by Aghion et al. (2005). They used the Lerner index to 

measure competition and the cost gap ratio to measure cost-reducing technological 

innovation. Using the generalised method of moment (GMM) estimator, they found an 

inverse U-shape relationship between innovation and competition, with the optimal 
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Lerner index being 0.05. They also observed a significant and negative effect of bank 

capital on cost reducing innovation. 

 

Following Aghion et al. (2005) and Bos et al. (2013), this study attempts to test if there 

is an inverse-U shape relationship between competition and cost-reducing technological 

innovation in banks in Vietnam, China and India. This study also uses the Lerner index 

to measure competition and the cost gap ratio to capture technological innovation in 

reducing the costs. The findings of this study extend the literature on competition and 

innovation in financial services. 

 

5.3.  Methodology 

 

5.3.1.  Estimation of meta-based cost efficiency and cost gap ratio 

 

5.3.1.1.  Estimation of group-cost frontier 

 

The cost frontier for group j consisting of N firms at period t is specified as follows: 

 

𝐶𝑖𝑡
𝑗

= 𝑓(𝑋𝑖𝑡
𝑗

, 𝛽𝑗)𝑒𝑉𝑖𝑡
𝑗

+𝑈𝑖𝑡
𝑗

   (5.1) 

𝑖 = 1,2, . . 𝑁𝑗 ; 𝑡 = 1,2, … , 𝑇; 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑅 

 

where 𝐶𝑖𝑡
𝑗
 is the operating cost of firm i in year t in group j; 𝑋𝑖𝑡

𝑗
 is a vector of the outputs 

and input prices of the ith firm in the tth year associated with the group j; 𝛽𝑗 is a vector 

of group-cost frontier parameters to be estimated; 𝑉𝑖𝑡
𝑗

+ 𝑈𝑖𝑡
𝑗
 is the composite error term 

for firm i in year t in group j, which consists of the statistical noise component 𝑉𝑖𝑡
𝑗
 and 

the non-negative inefficiency component 𝑈𝑖𝑡
𝑗
.  

 

If it is assumed that the exponent of the cost frontier is linear in the parameter vector 𝛽𝑗, 

Equation 1 can be written as (subscripts j in C and X are dropped for ease of viewing): 

 

𝐶𝑖𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑋𝑖𝑡, 𝛽𝑗)𝑒𝑉𝑖𝑡
𝑗

+𝑈𝑖𝑡
𝑗

=  𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽𝑗+𝑉𝑖𝑡
𝑗

+𝑈𝑖𝑡
𝑗

                                                                          (5.2) 
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Cost efficiency for the ith firm in the tth year in the group j with respect to group j 

frontier (called group-based cost efficiency) (𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡
𝑗

) can be calculated by the following 

ratio between the group frontier cost (𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽𝑗
) adjusted by the statistical noise (𝑒𝑉𝑖𝑡

𝑗

) and 

the observed cost (𝐶𝑖𝑡). 𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡
𝑗

 can be obtained using the maximum likelihood estimator 

after taking the natural logarithm on both sides of Equation 5.2. 

 

𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡
𝑗

=  
𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽𝑗+𝑉𝑖𝑡

𝑗

𝐶𝑖𝑡
=  𝑒−𝑈𝑖𝑡

𝑗

                                                                                                   (5.3) 

 

5.3.1.2.  Estimation of meta-based cost efficiency and cost gap ratio 

 

This study estimates and compares the cost efficiency and the cost gap ratio between 

commercial banks in Vietnam, China and India; the specification of the metafrontier 

production function is hereafter transformed into metafrontier cost function to meet the 

needs of the analysis. 

 

Meta-cost frontier by Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell et al. (2008) 

 

After estimating the group-cost frontiers, Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell et al. 

(2008) formulated meta-cost frontier such that the predicted value for the meta-cost 

frontier (𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽∗
,  with 𝛽∗ is a vector of meta-cost frontier parameters) is less than or 

equal to the predicted value of the stochastic group-cost frontier (𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽𝑗
). According to 

these authors, the meta-cost frontier parameters, β*, can be obtained by solving a linear 

programing model which minimises the gap between the deterministic meta-cost 

frontier and the deterministic group-cost frontier, with the condition that the former is 

less than or equal to the latter to ensure that the cost gap ratio 𝐶𝐺𝑅𝑖𝑡
𝑗

 is not greater than 

one as follows: 

 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ ∑ (𝑒𝛽(𝑗)𝑋𝑖𝑡 −  𝑒𝛽∗𝑋𝑖𝑡) 

𝑇

𝑡=1

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

Subject to    𝑒𝛽∗𝑋𝑖𝑡 ≤  𝑒𝛽𝑗𝑋𝑖𝑡   
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This model is equivalent to: 

 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ ∑ 𝛽(𝑗)𝑋𝑖𝑡 − 𝛽∗𝑋𝑖𝑡 

𝑇

𝑡=1

𝑛

𝑖=1

  

 Subject to    𝛽∗𝑋𝑖𝑡 ≤  𝛽𝑗𝑋𝑖𝑡  (5.4) 

 

Once the meta-cost frontier parameters are obtained, the cost gap ratio (𝐶𝐺𝑅𝑖𝑡
𝑗

), which 

is defined as the distance between the meta-cost frontier (technology available for firms 

in the combined groups) and the group-cost frontier (technology available for firms in 

that group), is computed as the ratio of the predicted value of the deterministic meta-

cost frontier (𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽∗
) to that of the deterministic group-cost frontier (𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽𝑗

) as follows: 

 

𝐶𝐺𝑅𝑖𝑡
𝑗

=  
𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽∗

𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽𝑗
 ≤ 1                                                                                                               (5.5) 

  

Meta-based cost efficiency (𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡
∗ ) is efficiency relative to the meta-cost frontier. 

Therefore, it is computed as the ratio between the minimum cost, which it is possible to 

attain with the technology available to the combined groups, and the actual cost as 

follows: 

 

𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡
∗ =

𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽∗+𝑉𝑖𝑡
𝑗

𝐶𝑖𝑡
                                                                                                                     (5.6) 

  

This model can be re-written as: 

 

𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡
∗  =

𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽∗+𝑉𝑖𝑡
𝑗

𝐶𝑖𝑡
=

𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽∗+𝑉𝑖𝑡
𝑗

𝐶𝑖𝑡
∗

𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽𝑗

𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽𝑗
=

𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽∗

𝐶𝑖𝑡
∗ 𝑒𝑉𝑖𝑡

𝑗

∗
𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽𝑗

𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽𝑗
=

𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽∗

𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽𝑗
∗

𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽𝑗+𝑉𝑖𝑡
𝑗

𝐶𝑖𝑡
 

= 𝐶𝐺𝑅𝑖𝑡
𝑗

∗ 𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡
𝑗

                                                                                                             (5.7) 

  

It can be seen that meta-based cost efficiency (𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡
∗ ) is a product of group-based cost 

efficiency (𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡
𝑗

) and cost gap ratio (𝐶𝐺𝑅𝑖𝑡
𝑗

). The cost gap ratio is a good measurement 

of bank innovation in reducing costs in general (Bos et al., 2013). This overall 
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innovation is a result of not only the production innovation, but also the operating 

environment, such as regulations and economic conditions, which affect the flexibility 

of banks to adopt innovative techniques to reduce costs. The cost gap ratio ranges from 

0 (no innovative banks) to 1 (best innovative banks). 

 

Meta-cost frontier by Huang et al. (2014) 

 

Huang et al. (2014) argued that Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell et al. (2008) use a 

linear program to estimate the meta-cost frontier, so that there are no statistical 

properties of the meta-cost frontier parameters. Moreover, meta-based cost efficiency 

and the cost gap ratio may be contaminated by statistical noise since the linear program 

is incapable of isolating statistical noise. Hence, Huang et al. (2014)  addressed these 

drawbacks by proposing a stochastic meta-cost frontier such that cost gap ratio (𝐶𝐺𝑅𝑖𝑡
𝑗

) 

is obtained from estimating the following stochastic meta-cost frontier model: 

 

𝐶𝑖�̂� = 𝑓(𝑋𝑖𝑡, 𝛽∗)𝑒𝑉𝑖𝑡
∗ +𝑈𝑖𝑡

∗
≡  𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽∗+𝑉𝑖𝑡

∗ +𝑈𝑖𝑡
∗

                                                                            (5.8) 

𝑖 = 1,2, . . 𝑁 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑁 =  ∑ 𝑁𝑗

𝑅

𝑗=1

; 𝑡 = 1,2, … , 𝑇 

where 𝐶𝑖�̂� is the predicted value for the stochastic group-cost frontier (𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽𝑗
); 𝛽∗ is a 

vector of meta-cost frontier parameters to be estimated; the assumptions for 𝑉𝑖𝑡
∗  and 𝑈𝑖𝑡

∗  

are similar to 𝑉𝑖𝑡
𝑗
 and 𝑈𝑖𝑡

𝑗
;  

 

The cost gap ratio (𝐶𝐺𝑅𝑖𝑡
𝑗

) is estimated based on the following equation: 

 

𝐶𝐺𝑅𝑖𝑡
𝑗

=
𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽∗+𝑉𝑖𝑡

∗

�̂�𝑖𝑡

=  𝑒−𝑈𝑖𝑡
∗

                                                                                             (5.9) 

 

It can be seen from Equation 5.9 that the cost gap ratio (𝐶𝐺𝑅𝑖𝑡
𝑗

) is less than or equal to 

one (i.e. the proposed meta-cost frontier is a true envelop of the estimated individual 

cost frontiers for different groups). It is also adjusted for the influence of statistical 

noise 𝑉𝑖𝑡
∗ . Similar to Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell et al. (2008), meta-based cost 
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efficiency is a product of group-based cost efficiency and cost gap ratio (i.e. 𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡
∗ =

𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡
𝑗

∗ 𝐶𝐺𝑅𝑖𝑡
𝑗

). 

 

In this study, after estimating the group-cost frontiers, whether the various groups share 

the same technology will be tested. This can be done with a likelihood ratio test (LR), 

with the LR statistic LRs = 2 [L(Ha)-L(H0)], where L(H0) is the value of the log 

likelihood function for the stochastic cost frontier estimated by pooling the data for all 

groups and L(Ha) is the sum of the values of the log-likelihood functions from the 

individual cost frontiers. The value of LRs has a Chi-square distribution with the 

number of degrees of freedom being the difference between the number of parameters 

estimated under Ha and H0. If the null hypothesis is not rejected, the cost efficiency of 

these three countries can then be compared directly, so there is no need to estimate the 

meta-cost frontier. If the null hypothesis is rejected, these groups have different 

available cost-reducing technologies, and therefore any cost efficiency comparison 

across these groups must be carried out by the meta-cost frontier. In this case, this study 

employs the meta-cost frontier proposed by Huang et al. (2014) to estimate and 

compare the cost efficiency and the cost gap ratio between commercial banks in 

Vietnam, China and India. This study also compares the results with those obtained 

from the meta-cost frontier proposed by Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell et al. 

(2008).  

 

In addition, if cost efficiency is based on total costs, the possible existence of market 

power in deposit markets biases the group-based cost efficiency scores (estimated from 

Equation 5.3) and the cost gap ratios (estimated from Equation 5.9). That is, differences 

in market power in the deposit market for some banks, which affect the price of deposits 

and the interest expenses on deposits, are attributed to the differences in group-based 

cost efficiency scores and the cost gap ratios. This bias can be particularly important as 

in the second stage, the cost gap ratios are regressed on the indicators of market power. 

Therefore, the cost function in this study excludes the interest rates on deposits from 

input price vector W and also interest expenses from the dependent variable C 

(operating cost) as in studies by Maudos and de Guevara (2007), Mendes and Rebelo 

(2003) and Berger and Hannan (1998). Furthermore, loans are the major component of 

earning assets in Vietnam, China and India. Therefore, this study assumes that banks 
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use physical inputs, including fixed assets and personnel, to produce two outputs, net 

loans (Y1) and deposits (Y2). Correspondingly, the prices of the two inputs are physical 

capital price (W1) and labour price (W2). Moreover, this study assumes that both 

group- and meta-cost frontiers change over time as the result of technical progress; it 

therefore includes a time trend (t) (t=1 for 1995, t=2 for 1996, ..., t=17 for 2011) in the 

cost function. Additionally, to avoid the effect of bank size on the estimate results, this 

study includes a dummy variable on size (Dummysize) based on total assets in the cost 

function. This study also imposes linear homogeneity restrictions by normalising the 

dependent variable and input price variables by the labour price (W2). Accordingly, the 

translog cost frontier model is specified as follows (subscripts i and t are dropped for 

ease of viewing): 

 

𝑙𝑛(𝐶 𝑊2⁄ ) =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑙𝑛 𝑌1 + 𝛽2 𝑙𝑛 𝑌2 + 𝛽3 𝑙𝑛(𝑊1 𝑊2⁄ ) + 𝛽4 𝑡 + 0.5 𝛽5 (𝑙𝑛 𝑌1)2

+ 𝛽6 𝑙𝑛 𝑌1 𝑙𝑛 𝑌2 + 𝛽7 𝑙𝑛 𝑌1 𝑙𝑛(𝑊1 𝑊2⁄ ) + 𝛽8𝑡 𝑙𝑛 𝑌1 + 0.5 𝛽9(𝑙𝑛 𝑌2)2

+ 𝛽10 𝑙𝑛 𝑌2 𝑙𝑛(𝑊1 𝑊2⁄ ) + 𝛽11𝑡 𝑙𝑛 𝑌2 + 0.5 𝛽12 (𝑙𝑛(𝑊1 𝑊2⁄ ))
2

+ 𝛽13𝑡 𝑙𝑛(𝑊1 𝑊2⁄ ) + 0.5 𝛽14𝑡2 + 𝛽15 𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 + 𝑣 + 𝑢 

 (5.10) 

 

where all variables are deflated by the Consumer Price Index with the base year being 

2005, and are briefly described in Table 5.1; the error term v represents the statistical 

noise, while the error term u accounts for the non-negative cost inefficiency, which is 

assumed to have a truncated-normal distribution and to be independent of v. 

 

Overall, the estimation consists of two steps. The first step is to estimate group-cost 

frontier function (Equations 5.1 and 5.10) to estimate group-based cost efficiency 

(𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡
𝑗

) (Equation 5.3) based on separate country datasets. To use the metafrontier 

proposed by Huang et al. (2014), the second step is to obtain the predicted operating 

costs for the stochastic group frontier (𝐶𝑖�̂� =  𝑒𝑋𝑖𝑡𝛽𝑗
), and then pool all observations 

from the three country datasets to estimate the stochastic meta-cost frontier function 

(Equation 5.8). The cost gap ratio (𝐶𝐺𝑅𝑖𝑡
𝑗

) is computed according to Equation 5.9 and 

meta-based cost efficiency (𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡
∗ ) is computed according to Equation 5.7. To use the 

metafrontier proposed by Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell et al. (2008), the second 

step is to estimate the deterministic meta-cost frontier based on solving the linear 
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programming model (Equation 5.4). The cost gap ratio (𝐶𝐺𝑅𝑖𝑡
𝑗

) is computed as in 

Equation 5.5 and meta-based cost efficiency (𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑡
∗ ) is computed in line with Equation 

5.7. The translog cost functional form to estimate the group-cost frontier is the same as 

that to estimate the meta-cost frontier. 

  

5.3.2.  Competition measurement – the Lerner index 

 

The Lerner index captures the pricing power, which is the market power to set the price 

above the marginal cost. This study cannot calculate the Lerner index separately for 

either the loan or deposit markets like Maudos and de Guevara (2007) since it requires 

information on the interest-free interbank rate which cannot be obtained. According to 

Fu et al. (2014), Liu and Wilson (2013), Turk Ariss (2010) and many others, total assets 

account for the aggregate product of banks, so the Lerner index is calculated by 

computing the difference between the price and marginal cost of assets as a percentage 

of their price as: 

 

𝐿𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑖,𝑡 =  
𝑃𝑇𝐴𝑖𝑡

−  𝑀𝐶𝑇𝐴𝑖𝑡

𝑃𝑇𝐴𝑖𝑡

                                                                                           (5.11) 

  

where 𝑃𝑇𝐴𝑖𝑡
 is the price of assets for bank i at time t which is computed by the ratio of 

the sum of interest income and non-interest income to total assets. 𝑀𝐶𝑇𝐴𝑖𝑡
 is the 

marginal cost of total assets for bank i at time t derived from the following translog cost 

function. The total cost and input prices are normalised by  𝑊3 to impose linear 

homogeneity conditions (subscript i and j are dropped for ease of viewing). 

 

𝑙𝑛(𝑇𝐶 𝑊3⁄ ) = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝑙𝑛 𝑄 +
1

2
 𝛼2(𝑙𝑛 𝑄)2 +  ∑ 𝛽𝑛 ln(𝑊𝑛 𝑊3⁄ ) 

2

𝑛=1

+  
1

2
∑ ∑ 𝛽𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑛 (𝑊𝑛/𝑊3) ln (𝑊𝑙/𝑊3)

2

𝑙=1

2

𝑛=1

+  
1

2
∑ 𝛿𝑛 𝑙𝑛 𝑄 ln(𝑊𝑛/𝑊3)

2

𝑛=1

+  𝛾1𝑡 +  
1

2
𝛾2𝑡2 + 𝛾3𝑡 ln 𝑄 +  ∑ 𝛾3+𝑛

2

𝑛=1

𝑡 ln(𝑊𝑛/𝑊3)      

+ 𝛾5𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 + 휀                                                                       (5.12) 
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where TC is the sum of interest expenses, other operating expenses and personnel 

expenses; Q is total assets - the single output proxy;  𝑊𝑛 are the three input prices: price 

of borrowed funds  𝑊1 (ratio of interest expenses to total funding), price of fixed assets 

𝑊2 (ratio of other operating expenses to fixed assets) and price of labour  𝑊3 (ratio of 

personnel expenses to total assets); t and dummysize variables are analogous to 

Equation 5.10. 

 

This equation is then estimated by the fixed-effects method. Marginal cost is obtained 

as follows: 

 

𝑀𝐶𝑇𝐴𝑖𝑡
=  

𝛿𝑇𝐶

𝛿𝑄
=  (𝛼1 +  𝛼2𝑙𝑛 𝑄 +

1

2
∑ 𝛿𝑛 ln(𝑊𝑛/𝑊3)

2

𝑛=1

+ 𝛾3𝑡)
𝑇𝐶

𝑄
                  (5.13) 

  

The higher the Lerner index, the less competition the bank faces. A negative Lerner 

index possibly occurs (i.e. pricing is below the marginal cost), which could result from 

non-optimal bank behaviour. To compare bank competition across Vietnam, China and 

India, the Lerner index is estimated based on observations from separate country 

datasets. The Lerner index is also estimated by pooling data from the three country 

datasets as a robustness check. All variables used for estimating the Lerner index are 

defined in Table 5.2. 

 

5.3.3.  Modelling for the effect of competition on cost gap ratio 

 

Following Aghion et al. (2005) and Bos et al. (2013), this study investigates if there is 

an inverse U-shape relationship between competition and innovation in banks in 

Vietnam, China and India using the following model: 

 

𝐶𝐺𝑅𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡−1 + 𝛽2 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡−1
2 +  𝛾𝐵𝑖𝑡−1 + 𝛿𝑍𝑖𝑡−1          +

𝑣𝑖𝑡 +  휀𝑖𝑡                                                                                                              (5.14) 

 

where 𝐶𝐺𝑅𝑖𝑡 is the cost gap ratio of bank i in year t which reflects the cost-reducing 

innovation and is obtained from the meta-cost frontier framework proposed by Huang et 

al. (2014); Competition is measured by one minus the Lerner index (1 – Lerner index); 
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B is a vector of bank-specific variables, including Size, Equity to Assets and Customer 

Deposits to Assets;  Z is a vector of macroeconomic variables, including GDP growth, 

Corruption Freedom, Bank Credit to Deposit, Credit to Private Sector, Bank Assets 

to GDP and Inflation. All bank-specific and macroeconomic variables are defined in 

Table 5.3. 

 

There is a concern that competition is endogenous because banks with greater 

innovation are likely to have lower marginal cost or increased pricing power, and hence 

are more capable of competing. Therefore, this study uses one year lagged values of all 

independent variables to mitigate the endogeneity concerns due to reverse causality 

between competition and cost-reducing innovation. Moreover, this study estimates 

Model 5.14 using bank and year fixed effects to mitigate endogeneity concerns possibly 

created by omitted relevant time-invariant variables. This study also uses two-stage 

least squares (2SLS) for panel data with bank and year fixed effects to control the 

effects of endogeneity caused by omitted relevant time-variant variables which affect 

both competition and cost-reducing innovation variables. This study uses a Trade 

Openness variable, which captures the extent of the international transactions relative 

to domestic transactions, and one year lagged values of competition as instruments for 

the competition variable. This study argues that Trade Openness is suitable to 

instrument the Lerner index as the greater the degree of trade openness, the greater the 

participation of foreign banks, a sign of decreased pricing power. 

 

This study applies various sensitivity tests to check the robustness of the results. 

Specifically, it uses different macroeconomic variables as control variables. It uses the 

alternative metafrontier approach proposed by Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell et al. 

(2008) to measure the cost gap ratio. It uses an alternative Lerner index (Lerner index is 

obtained when marginal cost is derived from the translog cost function for the combined 

country datasets). 

 

In the case of 2SLS estimator, this study performs a Durbin-Wu-Hausman test for the 

exogeneity of the competition variable by following two steps. The first step is running 

a reduced form regression, with competition being the dependent variable and all 

exogenous variables including the instruments being the explanatory variables. The next 
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step is to take the residuals of the reduced form equation and add the residual variable to 

the structural equation and then run the regression. If the coefficient of the residual is 

statistically different from zero, then the conclusion is that the competition variable is 

endogenous. This study conducts an Anderson test for the null hypothesis that the 

model is identified and a weak identification test for the null hypothesis that the 

instruments are weak. The rule of thumb suggested by Staiger and Stock (1994) is that 

the F-statistic greater than 10 can control the problem of weak instruments. This study 

also performs the Sagan test for the null hypothesis that the instruments are exogenous. 

These tests aim to provide evidence of whether the instruments are strong and the 2SLS 

estimator is warranted. 

 

5.4.  Data 

 

This study comprises banking data of three countries – Vietnam, China and India – over 

the period 1995-2011. Commercial banks are divided into state-owned banks (over 50 

per cent of capital owned by the government), private banks (over 50 per cent of capital 

owned by private investors) and foreign banks (over 50 per cent of capital owned by 

foreign entities) in Vietnam and India. Apart from these three bank types, China has one 

more: city commercial banks (having provincial government as a major stockholder and 

operation limited to one city). This study focuses only on domestic commercial banks as 

data on foreign banks are not available and the presence of foreign banks is modest 

(over the period 1995-2011, foreign banks on average account for 9.21 per cent of the 

deposit market in Vietnam, 3.38 per cent in India and 1.06 per cent in China
25

).  

 

The data sample is an unbalanced panel consisting of 28 Vietnamese banks (356 

observations), 62 Chinese banks (653 observations) and 53 Indian banks (829 

observations). The data sample of each country accounts for more than 85 per cent of 

the banking market in terms of deposits. Bank-specific variables are collected from 

Fitch-IBCA (International Bank Credit Analysis Ltd.) and are deflated by using the 

Consumer Price Index with the base year being 2005, so these bank-specific variables 

are consistently defined. Data on macroeconomic variables are from the World Bank 

                                                 
25

 This information is presented in Chapter 2. 
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database except for data on corruption freedom collected from the Heritage Foundation. 

All variables used in this study are defined and statistically described in Tables 5.1-5.3. 

 

Table 5.1: Descriptive statistics of variables used for estimating cost efficiency and cost 

gap ratio (mean) 

Variables Definition Vietnam China India All 

      
OC  

(Operating cost) 

The sum of other operating 

expenses and personnel expenses 

(million $US). 

31.361 

(60.914) 

1,038.235 

(2,605.466) 

267.942 

(668.976) 

495.787 

(1,667.831) 

Y1  

(Output 1) 

Net loans which are measured by 

gross loans minus reserves for 

impaired loans (million $US). 

1,204.863 

(2,168.656) 

50,996.690 

(126,898.600) 

6,237.278 

13,604.200 

21,164.570 

79,334.190 

Y2  

(Output 2) 

Customer deposits which are the 

sum of customers' demand 

deposits, time and saving deposits. 

1,319.966 

(2,173.379) 

77,458.300 

(204,622.400) 

8,940.147 

(17,766.160) 

31,807.160 

(127,125.900) 

W1  

(Price of input 1) 

Physical capital price which is 

measured by the ratio of other 

operating expenses to fixed assets.  

0.996 

(0.793) 

0.591 

(0.401) 

1.000 

(0.895) 

0.854 

(0.760) 

W2  

(Price of input 2) 

Labour price which is measured by 

the ratio of personnel expenses to 

the total assets. 

0.006 

(0.003) 

0.005 

(0.002) 

0.014 

(0.006) 

0.009 

(0.006) 

Dummysize Size dummy variable which equals 

to 1 if total assets are greater than 

or equal to USD 4428.754 million 

(median of total assets for the 

combined samples) and 0 

otherwise. 

0.146 

(0.354) 

0.652 

(0.477) 

0.532 

(0.499) 

0.500 

(0.500) 

Standard deviations are in parentheses. 

 

 

Regarding variables for estimating the efficiency and cost gap ratio, Table 5.1 shows 

that there are considerable differences in operating costs, outputs (net loans and 

customer deposits) and price of inputs (physical capital price and labour price), 

signalling the differences in the cost-reducing technology used by banks in these three 

countries. Moreover, dummy size variable (dummysize), which divides the combined 

country dataset into two sub-groups based on total assets, indicates that 14.60 per cent 

of observations in Vietnam and 53.20 per cent of observations in India have total assets 
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greater than the median of total assets for the combined datasets compared to 65.20 per 

cent of observations in China. 

 

Table 5.2: Descriptive statistics of variables used for estimating the Lerner index (mean) 

Variables Definition Vietnam China India All 

      
TC  

(Total cost) 

The sum of interest expenses, other 

operating expenses and personnel 

expenses (million $US). 

139.795 

(244.299) 

3,146.212 

(8,943.448) 

851.787 

(1,757.222) 

1,529.040 

(5,594.897) 

Q  

(Output) 

Total assets (million $US). 2,052.597 

(3,193.463) 

97,822.310 

(251,488.500) 

11,693.070 

(24,084.500) 

40,425.590 

(156,653.300) 

W1  

(Price of input 1) 

Financial capital price which is 

calculated by the ratio of interest 

expenses to borrowed funds. 

0.062 

(0.027) 

0.024 

(0.020) 

0.064 

(0.015) 

0.049 

(0.027) 

W2  

(Price of input 2) 

Physical capital price which is 

measured by the ratio of other 

operating expenses to fixed assets.  

0.996 

(0.793) 

0.591 

(0.401) 

1.000 

(0.895) 

0.854 

(0.760) 

W3  

(Price of input 3) 

Labour price which is measured by 

the ratio of personnel expenses to 

total assets. 

0.006 

(0.003) 

0.005 

(0.002) 

0.014 

(0.006) 

0.009 

(0.006) 

MCA Marginal cost of assets which is 

computed by the changes in costs 

related to proportional change in 

assets and is derived from stochastic 

cost function as in Equation 5.13. 

0.066 

(0.024) 

0.032 

(0.018) 

0.076 

(0.016) 

0.059 

(0.028) 

PA Price of assets which is computed 

by the ratio of total revenue to total 

assets. 

0.086 

(0.027) 

0.048 

(0.020) 

0.098 

(0.018) 

0.078 

(0.030) 

Standard deviations are in parentheses. 

 

 

Moving on to variables for estimating the Lerner index, Table 5.2 indicates that the 

average Chinese bank has the largest total costs, which could be due to the largest total 

assets, followed by Indian banks, and then Vietnamese banks. Chinese banks on average 

have the lowest financial capital price (W1), marginal cost of assets (MCA) and price of 

assets (PA) compared to Vietnamese and Indian banks.  
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Table 5.3: Descriptive statistics of variables used for estimating the effect of competition 

on cost gap ratio (mean) 

Variables Definition Vietnam China India All 

     

Bank-specific variables     

Equity to assets Ratio of total equity to total assets. 0.108 

(0.079) 

0.056 

(0.049) 

0.059 

(0.033) 

0.068 

(0.054) 

Deposits to assets Ratio of customer deposits to total assets. 0.625 

(0.161) 

0.772 

(0.108) 

0.791 

(0.104) 

0.752 

(0.134) 

Size Measured by logarithm of total assets. 6.543 

(1.553) 

9.502 

(1.941) 

8.399 

(1.452) 

8.431 

(1.963) 

Macroeconomic variables     

GDP growth Annual GDP growth rate (%). 6.712 

(1.079) 

10.278 

(1.752) 

7.051 

(2.179) 

8.132 

(2.452) 

Corruption freedom 

 

The failure of integrity in the economic 

system. This measure uses a scale from 0 to 

100, with a higher figure implying lower 

corruption. 

23.584 

(5.648) 

33.204 

(3.052) 

27.139 

(6.798) 

28.605 

(6.609) 

Bank credit to 

deposit 

Private credit by banks as a share of 

demand, time and saving deposits in banks. 

5.655 

(1.612) 

2.609 

(0.299) 

0.677 

(0.062) 

2.328 

(1.985) 

Bank credit to 

private sector 

Bank credit to private sector, including all 

credit to various sectors on a gross basis, as 

a share of GDP (%). 

63.111 

(31.398) 

114.919 

(11.030) 

34.655 

(10.064) 

68.682 

(39.595) 

Bank asset to GDP Total assets of banks as a share of GDP 

(%). 

68.170 

(33.626) 

116.785 

(12.589) 

48.425 

(11.469) 

76.586 

(35.785) 

Inflation Annual inflation rate (%). 10.679 

(5.874) 

4.398 

(3.387) 

6.002 

(2.077) 

6.338 

(4.210) 

Trade openness Measured by the sum of imports and 

exports of goods and services as a share of 

GDP (%). 

127.305 

(24.418) 

55.915 

(10.925) 

34.621 

(11.172) 

60.138 

(37.260) 

Standard deviations are in parentheses. 

 

 

With respect to variables used for estimating the effect of competition on the cost gap 

ratio, Table 5.3 shows that Vietnamese banks have the highest average ratio of total 

equity to total assets, but the lowest ratio of customer deposits to total assets, while 

there are small differences in these ratios between Chinese and Indian banks. Moreover, 

Vietnam has the highest average inflation rate (10.68 per cent per year) and the lowest 

GDP growth rate (6.71 per cent per year), while China has the lowest inflation rate (4.39 
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per cent per year) and the highest GDP growth rate (10.72 per cent per year). Data on 

corruption freedom index indicate that Vietnam has the highest level of corruption, 

followed by India, and then China. Vietnam has the highest ratio of credit to deposits 

while China has the lowest. China gives the highest credit to the private sector while 

India gives the lowest. The size of the banking system as a share of GDP in China is the 

largest, followed by Vietnam. The value of trading products and services with foreign 

partners as a share of GDP (“Trade openness”) in Vietnam is the largest while that in 

India is the smallest. 

 

5.5.  Empirical results 

 

5.5.1.  Cost efficiency and cost-reducing innovation 

 

This study estimates and compares operating cost efficiency and cost-reducing 

innovation (the cost gap ratio) across banks in Vietnam, China and India. In the first 

step, this study uses SFA to estimate the cost frontier for each country. In the second 

step, this study estimates the meta-cost frontier if there is insufficient evidence that 

these three countries share the same technology. 

 

5.5.1.1.  Results for estimation of group frontier and metafrontier 

 

Table 5.4 presents parameter estimates of the group-cost frontiers (estimated from 

Equation 5.10). It can be seen that an increase in output (net loans or deposits) is 

significantly associated with an increase in operating costs. Moreover, the coefficients 

of all output, input price and time trend variables are significant when they are alone or 

interact with other variables. The coefficient of dummy size variable is significantly 

positive only in Chinese banks, implying that the bank size increases operating costs 

only in China. The parameters γ (the ratio of the standard deviation of inefficiency to 

the standard deviation of random noise, known as the signal-to-noise ratio) and σu (the 

standard deviation of inefficiency) for the three countries are significant at the 1 per cent 

level, confirming operating cost inefficiency of banks in these countries. The signal-to-

noise ratios (γ) are 25.73, 2.12 and 145.69 in Vietnam, China and India, respectively, 

suggesting that the variability of operating costs is 25.73, 2.12 and 145.69 times more 
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likely due to the variability of inefficiency than the variability of random noise in 

Vietnam, China and India, respectively.  

 

Table 5.4: Parameter estimates of the group-cost frontiers 

Variables 
Vietnam 

  
China 

  
India 

 

Parameter SE   Parameter SE   Parameter SE 

Log of net loan  (lny1) 0.345 0.257 
 
1.034** 0.472 

 
-0.258 0.203 

Log of customer deposits (lny2) 0.619** 0.253 
 
-0.465 0.630 

 
0.967*** 0.209 

Log of price ratio of physical capital/labour 

(lnw1/w2) 
-0.268** 0.125 

 
0.189 0.170 

 
0.016 0.088 

Time trend (t) 0.058*** 0.019 
 
-0.064* 0.037 

 
0.076*** 0.011 

(lny1)
2
 0.700*** 0.115 

 
0.420 0.299 

 
0.209*** 0.049 

lny1*lny2 -0.746*** 0.100 
 
-0.444 0.290 

 
-0.225*** 0.038 

lny1*lnw1/w2 0.110*** 0.042 
 
0.041 0.077 

 
0.253*** 0.047 

lny1*t -0.017** 0.008 
 
-0.053** 0.021 

 
-0.002 0.008 

(lny2)
2
 0.762*** 0.093 

 
0.500* 0.269 

 
0.282*** 0.031 

lny2*lnw1/w2 -0.068* 0.040 
 
-0.038 0.078 

 
-0.261*** 0.047 

lny2*t 0.014* 0.008 
 
0.057** 0.023 

 
-0.002 0.008 

(lnw1/w2)
2
 0.062*** 0.024 

 
0.014 0.028 

 
0.105*** 0.016 

lnw1/w2*t -0.008*** 0.003 
 
-0.005 0.005 

 
-0.014*** 0.002 

t
2
 0.000 0.001 

 
0.001 0.001 

 
-0.001 0.001 

Dummy size -0.012 0.060 
 
0.171*** 0.064 

 
0.005 0.015 

Constant 1.282*** 0.405 
 
2.876*** 0.998 

 
1.213*** 0.239 

         

σu 2.806 2.774 
 
0.391*** 0.027 

 
5.537*** 0.914 

γ (σu/ σv) 25.733*** 2.773 
 
2.127*** 0.082 

 
145.697*** 0.914 

Log-likelihood 29.665 
 
42.825 

 
224.960 

Observations 356     653     829   

***, ** and *: 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance, respectively. 

 

 

This study conducts a likelihood-ratio test for the null hypothesis that banks in Vietnam, 

China and India share the same technology. The generalised likelihood-ratio test 

statistic for the null hypothesis that banks in these three countries operate under the 

same technology is 521.27 with 38 degrees of freedom, which corresponds to a p-value 
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of 0.00. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected; that is, the banks from Vietnam, 

China and India operate under different technologies. Therefore, any cost efficiency 

comparison across these banking systems must be carried out by the metafrontier.  

 

Table 5.5: Parameter estimates of the meta-cost frontier 

Variables 

Metafrontier proposed 

by Huang et al. (2014) 

  Metafrontier proposed by 

Battese et al. (2004) and 

O’Donnell et al. (2008) 

Parameter SE 
 

Parameter 

Log of net loan  (lny1) 0.950*** 0.200 
 

-0.321 

Log of customer deposits (lny2) -0.171 0.198  1.118 

Log of price ratio of physical capital/labour 

(lnw1/w2) 

-0.289*** 0.073  -0.100 

Time trend (t) 0.050*** 0.011  0.076 

(lny1)
2
 0.382*** 0.041  -0.112 

lny1*lny2 -0.395*** 0.041  0.118 

lny1*lnw1/w2 0.005 0.037  0.165 

lny1*t -0.031*** 0.007  0.009 

(lny2)
2
 0.429*** 0.044  -0.106 

lny2*lnw1/w2 0.013 0.037  -0.146 

lny2*t 0.025*** 0.007  -0.013 

(lnw1/w2)
2
 0.094*** 0.014  0.063 

lnw1/w2*t -0.006*** 0.002  -0.011 

t
2
 0.001*** 0.001  -0.001 

Dummy size -0.014 0.027  -0.001 

Constant 1.847*** 0.213  1.061 

σu 1.136*** 1.038   

γ (σu/ σv) 9.602*** 1.026   

Log-likelihood 869.406    

Observations 1838    

***, ** and *: 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance, respectively. 

 

 

Parameters obtained from the stochastic meta-cost frontier model proposed by Huang et 

al. (2014) are presented in the first column of Table 5.5 (estimated from Equation 5.8). 

Again, most estimates are significant at the 1 per cent level. The coefficient of dummy 
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size variable is insignificant, suggesting that the bank size is not significantly associated 

with operating costs. The second column of Table 5.5 presents the parameter estimates 

of the deterministic meta-cost frontier obtained from a linear programming model 

proposed by Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell et al. (2008) (estimated from Equation 

5.4). It can be seen that parameter estimates obtained from the stochastic metafrontier 

and those from the deterministic metafrontier considerably differ in both sign and 

magnitude. For example, net loans are positively associated with the operational costs 

of banks in stochastic metafrontier estimates, while deterministic metafrontier estimates 

suggest the reverse. Apart from lacking the statistical property, it is also believed that 

the negative sign of the net loan parameter in deterministic metafrontier estimates is 

counter intuitive. Thus, this study focuses on a discussion of the results of the stochastic 

metafrontier.  

 

5.5.1.2.  Results on comparison of cost efficiency and cost-reducing innovation 

across banks in Vietnam, China and India 

 

This study calculates the average values of the cost gap ratio, group-based cost 

efficiency and meta-based cost efficiency for each country as well as for the combined 

country datasets obtained from the metafrontier proposed by Huang et al. (2014) and 

from the deterministic metafrontier proposed by Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell et 

al. (2008). This study also performs a t-test to test the mean differences in the cost gap 

ratio and meta-based cost efficiency between Vietnam, China and India. The outcomes 

are presented in Table 5.6. It is noteworthy that both stochastic and deterministic 

metafrontier approaches use the same translog cost frontier in the group stage, and 

hence generate the same mean group-based cost efficiency (0.815 in Vietnamese banks, 

0.885 in Chinese banks and 0.812 in Indian banks) (Part A of Table 5.6). The figures of 

group-based cost efficiency scores suggest that on average, banks in Vietnam, China 

and India can reduce their cost by 18.5 per cent, 11.5 per cent and 18.8 per cent 

respectively if they operate at full efficiency given by their country-frontiers. 

 

Part B of Table 5.6 shows that the overall cost gap ratio of Indian banks is significantly 

greater than that of both Vietnamese and Chinese banks, and the cost gap ratio of 

Vietnamese banks is significantly greater than that of Chinese banks. This implies that 

on average, the cost-reducing techniques employed by Indian banks are the most 
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innovative, followed by Vietnamese banks, and then Chinese banks. As discussed in 

Chapter 2, Indian commercial banks appear to have the longest operation history, so 

they may have more experience in adopting strategies to control the costs. Another 

possible explanation is that government intervention in the banking market is likely to 

be greater in China than Vietnam and India
26

, which may affect the flexibility of banks 

in adopting innovative techniques to reduce operating costs. Figure 5.1 shows that 

compared to Chinese banks, the cost-reducing technology adopted by Vietnamese banks 

is more innovative before 2006, but slightly less innovative after that. Also, Indian 

banks are the most innovative in employing the technology to reduce the operating costs 

throughout the years of the analysis period.   

 

 

Figure 5.1: Trend of average cost gap ratio 

 

There is no significant difference in the overall meta-based cost efficiency between 

Indian and Chinese banks. However, the meta-based cost efficiency of banks in China 

and India (0.77) is significantly greater than that of Vietnamese banks (0.73). This 

implies that Indian banks are as efficient in controlling the operating costs as Chinese 

banks, while both are more cost-efficient than Vietnamese banks. The average scores of 

meta-based cost efficiency of 0.77 in Chinese and Indian banks and 0.73 in Vietnamese 

banks suggest that on average, Chinese and Indian banks can save their costs by 23 per 

cent, while Vietnamese banks can save their costs by 27 per cent if they fully use the 

                                                 
26

The banking markets of Vietnam, China and India are all dominated by state-owned banks. However, 

the Chinese government is also one of the major shareholders in joint-stock banks and city commercial 

banks in direct or indirect ways, hence the government can also have a certain influence on these banks, 

while that is not the case in Vietnam and India.  
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metafrontier operating technology. Looking at the yearly meta-based cost efficiency in 

Figure 5.2, Indian banks are mostly more cost-efficient than Chinese banks before 2002, 

but less cost-efficient after that. Vietnamese banks are less cost-efficient than both 

Chinese and Indian banks after 2004.  

 

Table 5.6: Summary statistics of group-based cost efficiency, cost gap ratio and meta-

based cost efficiency 

  
 

Vietnam China India Overall Vietnam – China Vietnam – India China – India 

Part A: Group-based cost efficiency 

Group-

based cost 

efficiency 

Mean 0.815 0.885 0.812 0.839    

Sd 0.144 0.067 0.179 0.145    

Min 0.250 0.193 0.210 0.193    

Max 0.971 0.977 0.989 0.989    

Part B: Metafrontier proposed by Huang et al. (2014) 

Cost gap 

ratio 

Mean 0.900 0.873 0.943 0.910 0.027*** -0.042*** -0.069*** 

Sd 0.038 0.068 0.024 0.056    

Min 0.736 0.394 0.645 0.394    

Max 0.973 0.959 0.972 0.973    

Meta-based 

cost 

efficiency 

Mean 0.732 0.772 0.766 0.762 -0.039*** -0.033*** 0.005 

Sd 0.131 0.076 0.170 0.137    

Min 0.235 0.169 0.195 0.169    

Max 0.917 0.890 0.950 0.950    

Part C: Metafrontier proposed by Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell et al. (2008) 
 

Cost gap 

ratio 

Mean 0.748 0.721 0.955 0.955 0.027*** -0.206*** -0.233*** 

Sd 0.117 0.118 0.066 0.066    

Min 0.294 0.128 0.098 0.098    

Max 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000    

Meta-based 

cost 

efficiency 

Mean 0.609 0.637 0.777 0.695 -0.028*** -0.167*** -0.139*** 

Sd 0.146 0.109 0.181 0.169    

Min 0.168 0.104 0.094 0.094    

Max 0.894 0.930 0.981 0.981    

***, ** and *: 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance, respectively; 

t-test is used to test mean differences in meta-based cost efficiency and cost gap ratio between Vietnam and 

China, between Vietnam and India, and between India and China. 
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Figure 5.2: Trend of average meta-based cost efficiency score. 

 

 

Results obtained from the deterministic metafrontier (Part C of Table 5.6) also verify 

that Indian banks adopt the most innovative cost-reducing technology, followed by 

Vietnamese banks and then Chinese banks; and that Indian and Chinese banks are more 

cost-efficient than Vietnamese banks. Moreover, the cost gap ratio and meta-based cost 

efficiency obtained from the deterministic metafrontier are generally smaller in 

magnitude, but greater in standard deviation than those obtained from the stochastic 

metafrontier as expected. This could be due to the fact that the deterministic 

metafrontier is deterministic, and hence suffers from random shocks; in contrast, the 

stochastic metafrontier is stochastic, so is capable of isolating the random shocks. 

 

5.5.2.  Competition 

 

Since the Lerner index is inversely related with competition (i.e. higher Lerner index 

indicates lower competition), this study uses 1 – Lerner index to measure competition 

for the ease of interpretation. Table 5.7 presents the overall competition measured by 1 

– Lerner index1 (Lerner index1 was calculated based on marginal cost for each country 

dataset) and 1 – Lerner index2 (Lerner index2 was calculated based on marginal cost 

derived from the pooled datasets).  
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It can be seen from Part A of Table 5.7 that the period-average 1 – Lerner index1 is 

0.796 for India, 0.772 for Vietnam and 0.644 for China. The t-tests also support the fact 

that 1 – Lerner index1 in India is significantly greater than that in Vietnam and China, 

and 1 – Lerner index1 in Vietnam is significantly greater than that in China. This 

suggests that India is the most competitive banking market, followed by Vietnam and 

then China, which is consistent with the finding of the study by Delis (2012) for 84 

countries including Vietnam, China and India, and Anzoategui et al. (2012) on banks in 

BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China). The finding on the Lerner index for 

Chinese banks (0.356) is also consistent with that of Fungáčová et al. (2013) (0.378). 

The yearly average 1 – Lerner index1 shows that competition displays the same 

comparative pattern between Vietnam, China and India in most years of the analysis 

period (Figure 5.3). Also, competition declines to a greater degree in China than India, 

but grows slightly in Vietnam over the analysis period. These results are robust when 

competition is measured by 1 – Lerner index2 (Part B of Table 5.7) because of small 

differences in the competition measured by Lerner index1 and by Lerner index2 (the 

correlation coefficient between the two measures is 0.98). 

 

Table 5.7: Competition in Vietnam, China and India 

Statistics Vietnam China India Vietnam – China Vietnam – India China – India 

Part A: 1 - Lerner index1 

Mean 0.772 0.644 0.796 0.127*** -0.023*** -0.151*** 

SD 0.108 0.116 0.078 

   
Min 0.328 0.262 0.541 

   
Max 1.032 1.545 1.121 

   
Part B: 1 - Lerner index2 

Mean 0.768 0.643 0.777 0.125*** -0.008*** -0.133*** 

SD 0.104 0.112 0.076 

   
Min 0.321 0.241 0.566 

   
Max 1.019 1.446 1.060 

   
***, ** and *: 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance, respectively;  

t-test is used to test mean differences in competition between Vietnam and China, between Vietnam 

and India, and between China and India; Lerner index1 is measured based on marginal cost derived 

from stochastic frontier model for each country datasets while Lerner index2 is measured based on that 

for the combined dataset. 
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Figure 5.3: Trend of bank competition (measured by 1 – Lerner index1) 

 

 

5.5.3.  The effect of competition on cost-reducing innovation 

 

Table 5.8 presents the detailed results of the effect of competition on cost-reducing 

innovation, with the cost gap ratio obtained from the stochastic metafrontier proposed 

by Huang et al. (2014). This study also tests for sensitivity of the results by examining 

the effect of competition measured by 1 – Lerner index1, using fixed effects with and 

without 2SLS estimators and with different macroeconomic control variables. For 

results obtained from the 2SLS estimator, the results of the tests for strong instruments 

are presented in the last five rows of Table 5.8. Specifically, results of Durbin-Wu-

Hausman tests provide evidence of rejecting the exogeneity of competition. Results of 

Anderson tests for under-identification provide evidence that the model is identified. 

Results of tests for a weak identification imply that the instruments are relevant (F-

statistics in all model specifications are all greater than 10). Results of Sagan tests for 

over-identification confirm the validity of the instruments. These tests suggest that the 

results from the 2SLS estimator are warranted. 
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Table 5.8: The effect of competition on cost gap ratio (Huang et al. (2014)) 

Estimator Fixed effects 
 

Fixed effects with 2SLS 

Column (1) (2) (3) 
 

(4) (5) (6) 

Bank-specific variables 
       

L. Competition (𝛽1) 0.174*** 0.184*** 0.159*** 
 

0.822*** 0.812*** 0.739*** 

 
(0.052) (0.052) (0.052) 

 
(0.191) (0.190) (0.232) 

L. Competition
2
 (𝛽2) -0.118*** -0.123*** -0.113*** 

 
-0.532*** -0.529*** -0.482*** 

 
(0.033) (0.033) (0.033) 

 
(0.128) (0.127) (0.151) 

L. Equity to total assets (𝛾1) 0.076*** 0.080*** 0.077*** 
 

0.076*** 0.077*** 0.071* 

 
(0.021) (0.021) (0.021) 

 
(0.025) (0.025) (0.038) 

L. Size (log(total assets)) (𝛾2) 0.010*** 0.010*** 0.009*** 
 

0.011*** 0.011*** 0.010*** 

 
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) 

 
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) 

L. Customer deposits to total assets (𝛾3) 0.007 0.007 0.009 
 

0.013 0.014 0.013 

 
(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) 

 
(0.010) (0.010) (0.014) 

Industry and macroeconomic variables 
       

L. GDP growth  (𝛿1) 0.171** 0.229*** 0.323*** 
 

0.151** 0.219*** 0.245*** 

 
(0.077) (0.072) (0.069) 

 
(0.076) (0.071) (0.078) 

L. Corruption freedom (𝛿2) -0.021*** -0.019*** -0.018*** 
 

-0.017*** -0.017*** -0.018** 

 
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) 

 
(0.005) (0.005) (0.009) 

L. Bank credit to deposits (𝛿3) -0.006*** -0.011*** -0.012*** 
 

-0.010*** -0.012*** -0.014*** 

 
(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) 

 
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) 

L. Bank credit to private sector (𝛿4) -0.050*** 
   

-0.040*** 
  

 
(0.013) 

   
(0.014) 

  

L. Bank assets to GDP (𝛿5) 
 

-0.014 
   

-0.021 
 

  
(0.013) 

   
(0.014) 

 

L. Inflation (𝛿6) 
  

0.022 
   

0.042 

   
(0.041) 

   
(0.051) 

        
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

 
Yes Yes Yes 

Bank fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 
 

Yes Yes Yes 

Optimal Competition level  

(1 - Lerner index1) 

0.737 0.748 0.704  0.773 0.767 0.767 

p-value of Durbin-Wu-Hausman test 

(Competition) 

    0.011 0.010 0.028 

p-value of Durbin-Wu-Hausman test 

(Comepetition
2
) 

    0.015 0.014 0.037 

p-value of Anderson test      0.000 0.000 0.000 

F statistic test for weak identification     64.303 64.712 69.123 

p-value of Sagan test for 

overidentification 

    0.440 0.707 0.218 

Observations 1695 1684 1695   1552 1552 1552 

***, ** and *: 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance, respectively. 
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Table 5.8 shows that both panel data models with bank and year-fixed effects without 

(columns 1-3) and with 2SLS estimator (columns 4-6) yield similar results despite 

different macroeconomic control variables. Specifically, competition (𝛽1 and 𝛽2) is 

found to have an inverse U-shape relationship with cost-reducing innovation, but the 

magnitude is underestimated when using the fixed effects method for panel data. This 

finding is consistent with the findings by Bos et al. (2013) and Aghion et al. (2005). 

The optimal competition level (1 – Lerner index1) when using the preferred 2SLS 

estimator, the point where the effect of a change in competition on cost-reducing 

innovation turns from positive to negative, is approximately 0.77 (i.e. the optimal 

Lerner index1 is 0.23). Data distribution on 1 – Lerner index1 indicates that 51.40 per 

cent of observations of Vietnamese banks, 86.22 per cent of observations of Chinese 

banks and 38.84 per cent of observations of Indian banks have 1 – Lerner index1 less 

than the optimal level. This indicates that most Chinese banks operate on the left hand 

side (the positive slope), while most Indian banks operate on the right hand side of the 

U-shape (the negative slope), and Vietnamese banks operate a little more on the left side 

of the inverse U-shape. Therefore, to improve bank cost-reducing technology, policy 

makers should promote bank competition (i.e. reduce the price cost margin) 

considerably in China and slightly in Vietnam, but reduce competition in India towards 

the optimal level.  

 

Better capitalised banks or larger banks (𝛾1 and 𝛾2) have greater cost-reducing 

innovation. That is, the specific operating cost frontiers of banks with better capital or 

larger size lie closer to the meta operating cost frontier. One possible explanation is that 

these banks have better resources to explore cost-reducing practices. Another possible 

explanation is that the shareholders of the better capitalised banks have more incentive 

to monitor management behaviour, and hence exert pressure on the management to find 

ways to control operating costs, while larger banks can reduce operating costs by 

exploring the benefit from economy of scale and scope. There is no significant 

association between the ratio of customer deposits to total assets (𝛾3) and cost-reducing 

innovation, which could be explained by the fact that banks’ strategies for raising 

deposits are not related to their efforts to adopt innovative technology to reduce 

operating costs.  
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The significant and positive coefficient of GDP growth (𝛿1) indicates that when the 

economy performs better, the specific operating cost frontier of banks lies closer to the 

meta-operating cost frontier. One possible explanation is that when GDP growth 

increases, bank profit may improve, and hence banks have more resources to invest in 

more innovative banking technology to reduce operating costs. Surprisingly, the 

significant and negative coefficient of corruption freedom (𝛿2) indicates that banks 

operating in an environment with less corruption have their specific operating cost 

frontiers lying further from the meta-operating cost frontier. In an economy where there 

is less corruption, the investment environment is better to conduct a business, so the 

distorted operating costs may be reduced, which may discourage banks’ incentive to 

explore innovative techniques to reduce operating costs. 

 

The banking system’s credit to deposits (𝛿3) and to the private sector (𝛿4) also have a 

negative effect on the cost-reducing innovation. That is, banks operating in an 

environment where the banking system expands credit have their specific operating cost 

frontier lying further from the meta-operating cost frontier. This could be explained by 

the fact that in the banking market which is dominated by state-owned banks like 

Vietnam, China and India, most of the credit goes to state-owned enterprises, which are 

recognised as inefficient. This requires greater attention to address the credit defaults, 

leading to diminished efforts to explore innovation to reduce other operating costs. The 

banking system’s total assets to GDP (𝛿5) and inflation rate (𝛿6) are found to be 

insignificantly associated with cost-reducing innovation, which could be explained by 

the independence of the size of the banking system and inflation rate from the 

innovation strategy to reduce operating cost. 

 

Robustness tests 

 

This study conducts further tests for the sensitivity of the results by re-estimating model 

5.14 using either the cost gap ratio (innovation) obtained from employing the 

deterministic metafrontier framework developed by Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell 

et al. (2008) or competition measured by 1 – Lerner index2 (the Lerner index calculated 

based on the marginal cost derived from the pooled datasets). Table 5.9 presents the 

results when innovation is obtained from the deterministic metafrontier and competition 
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is measured by 1 – Lerner index1; Table A.7 in Appendix 3 displays the results when 

innovation is obtained from the stochastic metafrontier proposed by Huang et al. (2014) 

and competition is measured by 1 – Lerner index2; and Table A.8 in Appendix 3 

presents the results when innovation is obtained from the deterministic metafrontier 

proposed by Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell et al. (2008) and competition is 

measured by 1 – Lerner index2. It is apparent that a consistent inverse U-shape 

relationship between competition and innovation are documented irrespective of 

innovation and Lerner measurements. The effects of the remaining independent 

variables on cost-reducing innovation are also similar to the results obtained from the 

main model.  
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Table 5.9: The effect of competition on cost gap ratio (Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell 

et al. (2008)) 

Estimator Fixed effects 
 

2SLS 

Column (7) (8) (9) 
 

(10) (11) (12) 

Bank-specific variables 

       
L. Competition (𝛽1) 0.665*** 0.709*** 0.658*** 

 

2.762*** 2.637*** 2.875*** 

 

(0.114) (0.113) (0.115) 

 

(0.761) (0.412) (0.693) 

L. Competition
2 (𝛽2) -0.360*** -0.381*** -0.355*** 

 

-1.659*** -1.588*** -1.745*** 

 

(0.073) (0.072) (0.073) 

 

(0.479) (0.276) (0.442) 

L. Equity to total assets (𝛾1) 0.110** 0.122*** 0.111** 

 

0.190* 0.180*** 0.186* 

 

(0.046) (0.046) (0.046) 

 

(0.104) (0.056) (0.102) 

L. Size (log(total assets)) (𝛾2) 0.003 0.002 0.003 

 

0.008 0.006 0.006 

 

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) 

 

(0.013) (0.005) (0.012) 

L. Customer deposits to total assets (𝛾3) 0.038* 0.033 0.039* 

 

0.025 0.027 0.025 

 

(0.020) (0.020) (0.020) 

 

(0.038) (0.021) (0.038) 

Macroeconomic variables 

       
L. GDP growth (𝛿1) 0.897*** 0.991*** 0.934*** 

 

0.768*** 0.932*** 0.772*** 

 

(0.169) (0.158) (0.150) 

 

(0.187) (0.158) (0.173) 

L. Corruption freedom (𝛿2) -0.023** -0.017 -0.020* 

 

-0.013 -0.010 -0.018 

 

(0.011) (0.011) (0.011) 

 

(0.014) (0.012) (0.015) 

L. Bank credit to deposits (𝛿3) -0.010** -0.023*** -0.010*** 

 

-0.019*** -0.026*** -0.023** 

 

(0.004) (0.005) (0.003) 

 

(0.007) (0.005) (0.009) 

L. Bank credit to private sector (𝛿4) 0.000 

   

-0.024 

  

 

(0.029) 

   

(0.060) 

  
L. Bank assets to GDP (𝛿5) 

 

0.075*** 

   

0.037 

 

  

(0.029) 

   

(0.031) 

 
L. Inflation (𝛿6) 

  

-0.056 

   

0.123 

   

(0.089) 

   

(0.119) 

        
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

 

Yes Yes Yes 

Bank fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

 

Yes Yes Yes 

        
Optimal Competition level  

(1 - Lerner index1) 

0.924 0.930 0.927  0.832 0.830 0.824 

p-value of Durbin-Wu-Hausman test 

(Competition) 

    0.000 0.000 0.000 

p-value of Durbin-Wu-Hausman test 

(Comepetition
2
) 

    0.000 0.001 0.000 

p-value of Anderson test      0.000 0.000 0.000 

F statistic test for weak identification     4.002 68.905 7.812 

p-value of Sagan test for 

overidentification 

    0.207 0.916 0.213 

Observations 1695 1684 1695   1552 1552 1552 

***, ** and *: 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance, respectively. 
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5.6.  Conclusions 

 

In the global financial market, it is important for inefficient banks in particular, and the 

inefficient banking system in general, to be aware of the benchmark and use that 

knowledge to improve performance. Given some similar characteristics in both the 

economy and banking market in Vietnam, China and India, this study investigated the 

comparative levels of cost efficiency, cost-reducing innovation and competition across 

the banking systems of Vietnam, China and India. Given the deregulation process at 

different levels in these three banking systems since the 1990s, this study also examined 

the effects of competition on cost-reducing innovation in these banking systems.  

 

Using meta-based cost efficiency, which is a combination of cost-reducing innovation 

and group-based cost efficiency, this study found that Indian banks are as cost-efficient 

as Chinese banks, but more cost-efficient than Vietnamese banks. However, there is a 

change in position regarding innovative level in reducing costs; Indian banks still retain 

the lead in innovation, while Chinese banks are the least innovative and Vietnamese 

banks occupy the middle position. Using the Lerner index, this study found that the 

banking market of India is the most competitive, followed by Vietnam and then China. 

Using the fixed effects with and without the 2SLS estimator, this study observed that 

there is an inverse U-shape relationship between competition and cost-reducing 

innovation. This study also found that the optimal competition level (i.e. 1 – Lerner 

index) to achieve the highest cost-reducing innovation is approximately 0.77. Data 

distribution on 1 – Lerner index indicates that most Chinese banks operate on the left 

hand side (the positive slope), while most of the Indian banks operate on the right hand 

side of the U-shape (the negative slope), and Vietnamese banks operate a little more on 

the left side of the inverse U-shape. 

 

Therefore, to improve bank cost-reducing innovation (i.e. have the bank’s specific cost 

frontier closer to the meta-cost frontier), the relevant policies may be: i) speeding up the 

deregulation process to promote competition to reduce the price cost margin 

considerably in China, but slightly in Vietnam and ii) implementing reforms to reduce 

competition in India. To improve meta-based cost efficiency (i.e. operate closer to the 

meta-cost frontier), Chinese and Indian banks may constitute a relevant benchmark for 
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Vietnamese banks. In particular, Vietnamese banks can improve their operating cost-

managing performance by copying the managerial practices in the use of bank inputs 

and outputs and adopting technical practices in reducing costs, such as banking 

technology and regulation, from Chinese and Indian banks. 
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CHAPTER 6:  CONCLUSIONS  

 

6.1.  Summary of findings 

 

The Vietnamese banking system has expanded rapidly over the last two decades. The 

implementation of significant banking reforms and the increase in the complexity of the 

economic environment in this period have relatively changed the operation of 

Vietnamese banks. This has raised many questions surrounding the overall efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks. Therefore, three efficiency studies have been conducted in order to 

provide a comprehensive and consistent picture of the efficiency of banks in Vietnam as 

follows: 

 

Study 1 : An investigation of the effects of governance reforms on the efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks. 

 

Study 2 : Identification of the management behaviour in Vietnamese banks. 

 

Study 3 :  Comparison of efficiency, innovation and competition between banks in 

Vietnam, China and India and the impact of competition on innovation. 

 

In these studies, the operational efficiency of banks was evaluated in the cost profile 

(i.e. cost efficiency). It was assumed that banks follow an intermediation approach for 

input-output specification. The SFA method was employed as a primary efficiency 

estimation. Z-score was used to measure the insolvency risk of banks and the capital 

ratio (the ratio of equity to total assets) was used to capture the capitalisation of banks. 

Bank competition was measured by the Lerner index and bank innovation was captured 

by the cost gap ratio (the gap between the meta-cost frontier (technology available in the 

three countries) and the country-cost frontier (technology available in one country)). A 

dataset of 28 Vietnamese commercial banks over the period 1995-2011 was utilised for 

Studies 1 and 2. A dataset which combines the data of Vietnamese banks with those of 

62 Chinese banks and 53 Indian banks from 1995 to 2011 was used in Study 3.   
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The first study presented the results on the overall level of cost efficiency of Vietnamese 

banks and the impact of two governance reforms, foreign partial acquisition and listing 

on the stock exchange, on the cost efficiency of these banks in terms of selection and 

dynamic effects. This study observed that the SFA and DEA approaches produce 

consistent results regarding the following issues. Firstly, the cost efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks experienced an upward trend over the period 1995-2011. The period-

average cost efficiency score of Vietnamese banks is 0.917, suggesting that Vietnamese 

banks can reduce their costs by 8.30 per cent, while producing the same amount of bank 

outputs. State-owned commercial banks are found to be more cost-efficient than joint-

stock commercial banks. Secondly, selection effects occur in the Vietnamese banking 

system as banks selected by the foreign institutional investors for partial acquisition are 

more cost-efficient than those not selected, and banks selected for listing on the stock 

exchange are less cost-efficient than those not selected. The dynamic effects of foreign 

partial acquisition and listing on the stock exchange are insignificant in the short term, 

but significant in the long-term. Specifically, there is no significant difference in the 

cost efficiency of Vietnamese banks before and after foreign partial acquisition, and 

before and after public listing, but foreign partial acquisition leads to cost efficiency 

losses while public listing results in cost efficiency gains over time. This study extended 

the banking efficiency literature on Vietnamese banks as this is the first study which 

provides insights on the effects of on-going reforms on the cost efficiency of 

Vietnamese banks. 

 

The second study presented the results on the technological progress, economy of scale 

and management behaviour in Vietnamese banks. Using the SFA in the first stage, this 

study observed that on average, technological progress reduces the costs of Vietnamese 

banks by 0.5 per cent per year. Using the 3SLS estimator in the second stage, this study 

finds that revenue diversification has no significant impact on the insolvency risk and 

on the capital ratio, but it is associated with the reduction in cost efficiency, supporting 

“monitoring” behaviour. A decline in cost efficiency leads to a rise in insolvency risk, 

implying “bad management” behaviour; an increase in risk results in a reduction in cost 

efficiency, indicating “bad luck” behaviour; and a reduction in the capital ratio in the 

poorly capitalised banks leads to a growth in risk, suggesting “moral hazard” behaviour. 

The findings are robust when using an alternative efficiency estimation technique 

(DEA) and an alternative risk measurement (volatility of ROE). This study contributes 
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to the banking efficiency literature as this is the first study which applies the managerial 

framework proposed by Rossi et al. (2009), which extended the work of Berger and 

DeYoung (1997), to identify bank managerial behaviour. This is also the first 

investigation of the presence of technological progress and economy of scale in 

Vietnamese banks. 

 

The third study presented the results on the comparative efficiency, innovation and 

competition between banks in Vietnam, China and India over the period 1995-2011. 

This study also presented the results on the impact of competition on innovation in 

banks in these countries. Using the recently developed stochastic metafrontier 

framework proposed by Huang et al. (2014), this study highlighted that Indian and 

Chinese banks are more cost-efficient than Vietnamese banks. Indian banks are the most 

innovative while Chinese banks are the least innovative in reducing costs. Using the 

Lerner index, this study finds that the banking market of India is the most competitive, 

followed by Vietnam and then China. The relationship between competition and cost-

reducing innovation follows an inverse U-shape curve, which is consistent with the 

literature. This study also finds that the optimal Lerner index corresponding to the 

greatest innovation in reducing costs is 23 per cent. The findings are mostly robust 

when using the deterministic metafrontier framework proposed by Battese et al. (2004) 

and O’Donnell et al. (2008). This study contributes to the banking literature since this is 

the first study which applies the metafrontier framework proposed by Huang et al. 

(2014) in financial services. This is also the first study which provides information on 

the efficiency, innovation and competition in banks in Vietnam in comparison with 

those in China and India and the relationship between competition and innovation in 

these banks. 

 

6.2.  Policy implications 

 

The empirical findings from this thesis would help the stakeholders (including policy 

makers, bank managers, researchers and the general public) to gain better understanding 

of the efficiency, stability, innovation and competition in the banking system of 

Vietnam. The effect of gaining a better understanding would enable the policy makers 

to initiate future reforms to improve the efficiency and stability of the Vietnamese 
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banking system. It would also enable the bank managers in Vietnam to be aware of the 

benchmarks and use that knowledge to improve their efficiency and stability.  

 

The finding in the first study that the cost efficiency of listed banks in Vietnam has 

increased since listing on the stock exchange, suggests that more Vietnamese banks 

should be listed. To attract Vietnamese banks listing on the Vietnamese stock market, 

the Vietnamese government should initiate policies to further develop the stock market. 

The finding on the “bad management” behaviour in Vietnamese banks in the second 

study may imply that the cost efficiency could be a good predictor of risky banks in 

Vietnam. The “moral hazard” behaviour documented in Vietnamese banks suggests that 

stakeholders may carefully monitor capital ratio in the low capitalised banks in order to 

require them to quickly raise this capital when it declines.  

 

The finding on an inverse-U shape relationship between competition and cost-reducing 

innovation with the optimal competition level of 23 per cent in the third study implies 

that to improve bank cost-reducing innovation, the relevant policies may be: i) speeding 

up the deregulating process to promote competition and then reduce the price cost 

margin considerably in China, but slightly in Vietnam, and ii) implementing reforms to 

reduce competition in India. As the Indian banking system was found to be more 

competitive than the Chinese and Vietnamese banking systems, copying the 

deregulating reforms from the Indian banking system may help to enhance the 

competition level in the Chinese and Vietnamese banking sectors. The finding that 

banks in India and China are more cost-efficient than those in Vietnam suggests that 

Chinese and Indian banks may constitute a relevant benchmark for Vietnamese banks. 

In particular, Vietnamese banks can improve their operating cost-managing 

performance by copying the managerial practices in the use of bank inputs and outputs 

and adopting technical practices in reducing costs, such as banking technology and 

regulation, from Chinese and Indian banks. 

 

Although Vietnamese banks were found to experience a decline in cost efficiency since 

undergoing acquisition and revenue diversification was found to decrease the cost 

efficiency of these banks, the policy implication regarding having foreign partial 

acquisition and revenue diversification in Vietnamese banks should be considered with 

caution. Since this study focusses on the operational efficiency of only the cost profile 
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of Vietnamese banks, there may be a likelihood that the revenue advantages from 

foreign partial acquisition and revenue diversification may outweigh the cost 

disadvantages. Moreover, having foreign partial acquisition and developing non-

traditional banking products to increase non-interest revenue will enhance the 

competitive capacity of Vietnamese banks not only in the Vietnamese banking market, 

but also in the global banking market. 

 

6.3.  Limitations and directions for future studies 

 

This thesis has a number of limitations; hence, the potential direction for future research 

is recommended. Firstly, the studies in this thesis focus only on the cost profile of 

Vietnamese banks using cost efficiency when evaluating their performance. Since 

revenue and profit are also two of the most important foundations for the economic 

performance of a bank, further research should focus on the revenue and profit profiles 

of Vietnamese commercial banks when investigating their performance.   

 

Secondly, the studies in this thesis employ only SFA and DEA to estimate the cost 

efficiency of Vietnamese banks. However, there are several other efficiency techniques, 

such as Distribution Free Analysis (DFA), Thick Frontier Analysis (TFA) and Free 

Disposal Hull (FDH). Therefore, it is recommended that future research should apply 

these techniques to evaluate the performance of Vietnamese banks. 

 

Thirdly, the Z-score value and ROE volatility were used to measure the insolvency risk 

of Vietnamese banks. However, there are other risk measurements, such as non-

performing loans and the ratio of loan loss provision to gross loans. Also, bank capital is 

captured by the ratio of total equity to total assets, whereas bank Tier 1 ratio can be used 

as an alternate measure of bank capital. The Tier 1 ratio is computed by a ratio of Tier 1 

capital to risk-adjusted assets and off-balance sheet exposure. As it is not possible to 

obtain data on non-performing loans, loan loss provision and Tier 1 capital, future 

research should obtain these data to investigate the role of capital in counterbalancing 

the risk and improving the efficiency of Vietnamese banks and then identify their 

management behaviour. 
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Fourthly, in this thesis, the Lerner index is used to capture the competition level in the 

banking systems of Vietnam, China and India, in which it is assumed that banks 

produce only one output: total assets. As it is not possible to obtain the necessary data to 

estimate the competition level either in the deposit market or the loan market, future 

studies should measure the competition level in the loan or deposit market and/or apply 

alternative competition measurements, such as the Boorne indicator and Panzar-Rosse 

H statistic, and then compare the results with those in the current study. 

 

Lastly, in this thesis, the efficiency, innovation and competition of banks in Vietnam are 

compared to those only in China and India. It would be interesting if future studies can 

compare the efficiency, innovation and competition of banks in Vietnam with those in 

other emerging countries which have similar banking sectors and economies. Moreover, 

the impact of competition only on the technological innovation in reducing bank costs is 

taken into account. Future studies may focus on the technological innovation in 

generating revenue and/or profits. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: List of sample banks used in the thesis 

Table A1: List of sample banks in Vietnam 

Bank Number Bank Name Bank Type 

1 An Binh Commercial  JSB 

2 Asia Commercial Bank  JSB 

3 Bank for Investment and Development of Vietnam SOB 

4 DongA Commercial Joint Stock Bank JSB 

5 Hanoi Building Commercial Joint Stock Bank  JSB 

6 Housing Bank of Mekong Delta SOB 

7 Housing Development Commercial Joint Stock Bank JSB 

8 Joint Stock Commercial Bank For Foreign Trade Of Vietnam SOB 

9 Military Commercial Joint Stock Bank JSB 

10 Nam A Commercial Joint Stock Bank JSB 

11 Nam Viet Commercial Joint Stock Bank JSB 

12 Ngan Hang Hang Hai (Vietnam Maritime Commercial Stock Bank) JSB 

13 Ocean Commercial Joint Stock Bank JSB 

14 Orient Commercial Joint Stock Bank JSB 

15 Petrolimex Group Commercial Joint Stock Bank JSB 

16 Saigon Bank for Industry and Trade JSB 

17 Saigon Commercial Joint Stock Bank JSB 

18 Saigon Hanoi Commercial Joint Stock Bank JSB 

19 Saigon Thuong Tin Commercial Joint Stock Bank JSB 

20 Southeast Asia Commercial JSB JSB 

21 Southern Commercial Joint Stock Bank JSB 

22 Vietnam Asia Commercial Joint-Stock Bank JSB 

23 Vietnam Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development SOB 

24 Vietnam Export-Import Commercial Joint Stock Bank JSB 

25 Vietnam International Bank JSB 

26 Vietnam Joint-Stock Commercial Bank for Industry and Trade SOB 

27 Vietnam Prosperity Joint Stock Commercial Bank JSB 

28 Vietnam Technological and Commercial Joint-Stock Bank JSB 

SOB: state-owned commercial bank; JSB: joint-stock commercial bank 
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Table A2: List of sample banks in China 

Bank number Bank name Bank type 

1 Agricultural Bank of China Limited SOB 

2 Bank of Beijing CCB 

3 Bank of Changsha Co. Ltd CCB 

4 Bank of Chengdu Co Ltd CCB 

5 Bank of China SOB 

6 Bank of Chongqing Co Ltd CCB 

7 Bank of Communications SOB 

8 Bank of Dalian CCB 

9 Bank of Hangzhou Co Ltd CCB 

11 Bank Of Jiangsu CCB 

12 Bank of Jinhua Co Ltd. CCB 

13 Bank of Jinzhou Co Ltd CCB 

14 Bank of Liuzhou Co Ltd CCB 

15 Bank of Luoyang Co., Ltd CCB 

16 Bank of Nanchang Co., Ltd CCB 

17 Bank of Nanjing Co Ltd CCB 

18 Bank of Ningbo CCB 

19 Bank of Qingdao Co Ltd CCB 

20 Bank of Rizhao CCB 

21 Bank of Shanghai CCB 

22 Bank of Shaoxing Co., Ltd. CCB 

23 Bank of Tianjin CCB 

24 Bank of Weifang Co Ltd CCB 

25 Bank of Wenzhou Co Ltd CCB 

26 Bank of Xinxiang Co., Ltd CCB 

27 Bank of Yingkou CCB 

28 China Bohai Bank Co Ltd JSB 

29 China CITIC Bank JSB 

30 China Construction Bank Corporation SOB 

31 China Everbright Bank JSB 

32 China Guangfa Bank Co., Ltd. JSB 

33 China Merchants Bank JSB 

34 China MinSheng Banking Corporation JSB 

35 China Zheshang Bank Co Ltd JSB 

36 Dongguan City Commercial Bank Co. Ltd. CCB 
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Bank number Bank name Bank type 

37 Evergrowing Bank Co. Ltd. JSB 

38 Fudian Bank Co Ltd CCB 

39 Fujian Haixia Bank CCB 

40 Guilin Bank Co.,Ltd CCB 

41 Guiyang Commercial Bank Co Ltd CCB 

42 Hankou Bank CCB 

43 Harbin Bank CCB 

44 Hua Xia Bank JSB 

45 Huishang Bank Co Ltd CCB 

46 Industrial and Commercial Bank of China SOB 

47 Industrial Bank Co., Ltd JSB 

48 Laishang Bank Co Ltd CCB 

49 Nanchong City Commercial Bank Co. Ltd CCB 

51 Ningbo Commerce Bank Co., Ltd. CCB 

52 Qi Lu Bank Co Ltd CCB 

53 Shanghai Pudong Development Bank JSB 

54 Shengjing Bank CCB 

55 Shenzhen Development Bank JSB 

56 Weihai City Commercial Bank Co Ltd CCB 

58 Xiamen Bank Co. Ltd CCB 

59 Xi'an City Commercial Bank CCB 

60 Yantai Bank Co Ltd CCB 

61 Zhejiang Chouzhou Commercial Bank Co Ltd CCB 

62 Zhejiang Tailong Commercial Bank Co Ltd CCB 

SOB: state-owned bank; JSB: joint-stock commercial banks; CCB: city commercial bank. 
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Table A3: List of sample banks in India 

Bank number Bank name Bank type 

1 Allahabad Bank Public bank 

2 Andhra Bank Public bank 

3 Axis Bank Ltd. Private bank 

4 Bank of Baroda Public bank 

5 Bank of India Public bank 

6 Bank of Maharashtra Public bank 

7 Bank of Rajasthan Limited (The) Private bank 

8 Bharat Overseas Bank Limited Private bank 

9 Canara Bank Public bank 

10 Catholic Syrian Bank Ltd. Private bank 

11 Central Bank of India Public bank 

12 City Union Bank Ltd. Private bank 

13 Corporation Bank Public bank 

14 Dena Bank Public bank 

15 Development Credit Bank Limited Private bank 

16 Dhanlaxmi Bank Private bank 

17 Federal Bank Limited (The) Private bank 

18 HDFC Bank Ltd Private bank 

19 ICICI Bank Ltd. Private bank 

20 IDBI Bank Ltd. Public bank 

21 Indian Bank Public bank 

22 Indian Overseas Bank Public bank 

23 IndusInd Bank Limited Private bank 

24 ING Vysya Bank Private bank 

25 Jammu & Kashmir Bank Ltd. Private bank 

26 Karnataka Bank Limited Private bank 

27 Karur Vysya Bank Limited (The) Private bank 

28 Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd Private bank 

29 Lakshmi Vilas Bank Private bank 

30 Lord Krishna Bank Ltd. Private bank 

32 Oriental Bank of Commerce Ltd. Public bank 

33 Punjab & Sind Bank Public bank 

34 Punjab National Bank Public bank 

35 Ratnakar Bank Ltd. Private bank 

37 SBI Commercial & International Bank Private bank 
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Bank number Bank name Bank type 

38 South Indian Bank (The) Private bank 

39 State Bank of Bikaner & Jaipur Public bank 

40 State Bank of Hyderabad Public bank 

41 State Bank of India Public bank 

42 State Bank of Indore Public bank 

43 State Bank of Mysore Public bank 

44 State Bank of Patiala Public bank 

45 State Bank of Saurashtra Public bank 

46 State Bank of Travancore Public bank 

47 Syndicate Bank Public bank 

48 Tamilnad Mercantile Bank Ltd. Private bank 

49 UCO Bank Public bank 

50 Union Bank of India Public bank 

51 United Bank of India Public bank 

52 Vijaya Bank Public bank 

53 Yes Bank Ltd Private bank 
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Appendix 2: Robust results for Chapter 4 when the cost 

function is estimated by the fixed-effects SFA model of 

Greene (2005) to control for unobserved individual 

heterogeneity 

 

Table A.4: Cost function  

 
  Coef. Std. Err. 

Log of net loan  (lny1)  
0.5550*** 0.0676 

Log of other earning asset (lny2)  
0.4201*** 0.0550 

Log of price ratio of financial capital/labour (lnw1/w3)  
0.3358*** 0.1012 

Log of price ratio of physical capital/labour (lnw2/w3)  
0.0542 0.0708 

Time trend (t) 
 

-0.0101 0.0117 

(lny1)
2
 

 
0.1667*** 0.0196 

lny1*lny2  
-0.1702*** 0.0119 

lny1*lnw1/w3  
-0.0083 0.0196 

lny1*lnw2/w3  
-0.0007 0.0119 

lny1*t 
 

0.0021 0.0024 

(lny2)
2
 

 
0.1524*** 0.0088 

lny2*lnw1/w3  
0.0453** 0.0178 

lny2*lnw2/w3  
0.0035 0.0095 

lny2*t 
 

0.0013 0.0023 

(lnw1/w3)
2
 

 
0.2850*** 0.0332 

lnw1/w3*lnw2/w3  
-0.0943*** 0.0230 

lnw1/w3*t 
 

0.0061* 0.0032 

(lnw2/w3)
2
 

 
0.0386** 0.0159 

lnw2/w3*t 
 

0.0004 0.0022 

t
2
 

 
-0.0026*** 0.0006 

σu  
1.1604*** 0.4972 

γ (σu/ σv)   23.9124*** 0.4974 

***, ** and *: 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance, respectively 
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Figure A.1: Cost elasticity with respect to time variable (CEST) 

 

 

 

Figure A.2: Cost elasticity with respect to output variables (CES
Y
) 
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Table A.5: Tests for hypotheses on managerial behaviour 

Risk measurement Risk = Z-score   Risk = minus ROE Volatility   Risk = Z-score 

Efficiency estimation 

technique 
SFA efficiency 

 
SFA efficiency 

 
DEA efficiency 

Column Coef. Std. Err 
 

Coef. Std. Err 
 

Coef. Std. Err 

 (1) (2)  (3) (4)  (5) (6) 

Dependent variable is Risk (Eq. 4.6) 

Revenue Diversification (𝛼1) 0.1074 0.1722 

 

1.3451*** 0.4725 

 

0.3749* 0.2007 

Efficiency (𝛼2) 2.4666*** 0.8219 

 

9.4985*** 0.9188 

 

2.0295*** 0.5344 

Capital (𝛼3) 4.7876*** 0.9106 

 

10.9072*** 2.0383 

 

3.2670** 1.3089 

Size (𝛼4) 0.0579** 0.0249 

 

0.1331** 0.0614 

 

0.0003 0.0378 

GDP growth (𝛼5) 0.0008 0.0160 

 

-0.0318 0.0477 

 

-0.0186 0.0182 

Constant 0.3895 0.8184 

 

-10.9766*** 1.0280 

 

1.4149*** 0.4996 

Dependent variable is Capital (Eq. 4.7) 

Revenue Diversification (𝛽1) -0.0261 0.0356 

 

-0.1211*** 0.0468 

 

-0.0284 0.0564 

Efficiency (𝛽2) -0.5425*** 0.1558 

 

-0.8481*** 0.2029 

 

-0.1806 0.2264 

Risk (𝛽3) 0.2050*** 0.0378 

 

0.0895*** 0.0159 

 

0.1924** 0.0759 

Size (𝛽4) -0.0122*** 0.0030 

 

-0.0125*** 0.0038 

 

-0.0126* 0.0071 

GDP growth (𝛽5) -0.0001 0.0032 

 

0.0027 0.0045 

 

-0.0010 0.0045 

Constant -0.0421 0.2025 

 

0.9881*** 0.1726 

 

-0.3201 0.2161 

Dependent variable is Efficiency (Eq. 4.8) 

Revenue Diversification (𝛾1) -0.0610 0.0522 

 

-0.1413*** 0.0501 

 

-0.1902*** 0.0684 

Risk (𝛾2) 0.2839** 0.1105 

 

0.1050*** 0.0096 

 

0.3621*** 0.1079 

Capital (𝛾3) -1.4239*** 0.5110 

 

-1.1391*** 0.2697 

 

-0.6903 0.7709 

Size (𝛾4) -0.0166 0.0102 

 

-0.0138* 0.0073 

 

0.0163 0.0172 

GDP growth (𝛾5) 0.0011 0.0051 

 

0.0034 0.0051 

 

0.0126* 0.0072 

Constant 0.1695 0.3514 

 

1.1529*** 0.0932 

 

-0.4593 0.3506 

Number of observations 356 

  

356 

  

356 

 
Chi-square for Eq. 4.6 57.7859 

  

165.3000 

  

55.8787 

 
Chi-square for Eq. 4.7 177.1347 

  

102.6152 

  

152.4617 

 
Chi-square for Eq. 4.8 16.5847     127.5729     51.8796   

***, ** and *: 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance, respectively. 
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Table A.6: Test for moral hazard hypothesis for the subsample of poorly capitalised banks 

Risk measurement Risk = Z-score 
 

Risk = minus ROE Volatility 
 

Risk = Z-score 

Efficiency estimation 

technique 
SFA efficiency 

 
SFA efficiency 

 
DEA efficiency 

Column Coef. Std. Err   Coef. Std. Err   Coef. Std. Err 

Dependent variable is Risk (Eq. 4.6) 

Revenue Diversification (𝛼1) -0.2418 0.2076 

 

-0.2185 0.4276 

 

0.1763 0.1815 

Efficiency (𝛼2) 3.2168*** 0.3167 

 

7.0813** 3.2766 

 

1.8263*** 0.2059 

Equity to Total Assets (𝛼3) 10.1021*** 0.4695 

 

25.1297*** 5.2726 

 

7.1437*** 0.2158 

Ln(Total Assets) (𝛼4) 0.0311** 0.0139 

 

-0.0423 0.0338 

 

-0.0298** 0.0133 

GDP growth (𝛼5) 0.0300 0.0202 

 

0.0292 0.0447 

 

-0.0007 0.0172 

Constant -0.5195 0.3829 

 

-8.0972** 3.4267 

 

1.5073*** 0.2191 

Number of observations 178 

  

178 

  

178 

 
Chi-square for Eq. 4.6 1859.1180     57.1875     1403.2879   

***, ** and *: 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance, respectively; 

Poorly capitalised banks are banks with the capital ratio below the median. 
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Appendix 3: Robust results on the impact of competition 

on cost-reducing innovation when using alternative Lerner 

measurement (1 - Lerner index2). 

Table A.7: The effect of competition on cost gap ratio (Huang et al. (2014)  

Estimator Fixed effects 
 

2SLS 

Column (1) (2) (3) 
 

(4) (5) (6) 

Bank-specific variables 

       L. Competition (𝛽1) 0.132** 0.137** 0.107* 

 

0.769*** 0.756*** 0.608** 

 

(0.060) (0.059) (0.060) 

 

(0.254) (0.252) (0.292) 

L. Competition
2
  (𝛽2) -0.086** -0.089** -0.075* 

 

-0.491*** -0.486*** -0.389** 

 

(0.039) (0.039) (0.039) 

 

(0.171) (0.170) (0.193) 

L. Equity to total assets  (𝛾1) 0.075*** 0.079*** 0.075*** 

 

0.086*** 0.087*** 0.078** 

 

(0.021) (0.021) (0.021) 

 

(0.027) (0.027) (0.039) 

L. Size (log(total assets)) (𝛾2) 0.010*** 0.010*** 0.008*** 

 

0.011*** 0.011*** 0.009*** 

 

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) 

 

(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) 

L. Customer deposits to total assets (𝛾3) 0.006 0.006 0.009 

 

0.011 0.013 0.012 

 

(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) 

 

(0.010) (0.010) (0.014) 

Macroeconomic variables 

       L. GDP growth (𝛿1) 0.161** 0.221*** 0.326*** 

 

0.131* 0.200*** 0.261*** 

 

(0.077) (0.072) (0.069) 

 

(0.076) (0.071) (0.078) 

L. Corruption freedom (𝛿2) -0.021*** -0.020*** -0.018*** 

 

-0.017*** -0.017*** -0.016* 

 

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) 

 

(0.005) (0.005) (0.009) 

L. Bank credit to deposits (𝛿3) -0.006*** -0.011*** -0.011*** 

 

-0.008*** -0.010*** -0.013*** 

 

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) 

 

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) 

L. Bank credit to private sector (𝛿4) -0.052*** 

   

-0.046*** 

  

 

(0.013) 

   

(0.015) 

  L. Bank assets to GDP (𝛿5) 

 

-0.017 

   

-0.029** 

 

  

(0.013) 

   

(0.014) 

 L. Inflation (𝛿6) 

  

0.016 

   

0.013 

   

(0.041) 

   

(0.051) 

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

 

Yes Yes Yes 

Bank fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

 

Yes Yes Yes 

        
Optimal Competition level  

(1 - Lerner index2) 

0.767 0.770 0.713  0.783 0.778 0.781 

p-value of Durbin-Wu-Hausman test 

(Competition) 

    0.000 0.038 0.107 

p-value of Durbin-Wu-Hausman test 

(Competition
2
) 

    0.000 0.038 0.107 

p-value of Anderson test  

    

0.000 0.000 0.000 

F-statistic test for weak identification 

    

42.530 42.951 11.668 

p-value of Sagan test for overidentification 

    

0.503 0.672 0.244 

Observations 1695 1684 1695   1552 1552 1552 

***, ** and *: 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance, respectively. 
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Table A.8: The effect of competition on cost gap ratio (Battese et al. (2004) and O’Donnell 

et al. (2008)) 

Estimator Fixed effects 
 

2SLS 

Column (7) (8) (9) 
 

(10) (11) (12) 

Bank-specific variables 

       L. Competition (𝛽1) 0.622*** 0.654*** 0.611*** 

 

3.018*** 2.866*** 3.153*** 

 

(0.131) (0.129) (0.130) 

 

(0.956) (0.907) (0.645) 

L. Competition
2 (𝛽2) -0.329*** -0.342*** -0.323*** 

 

-1.828*** -1.738*** -1.933*** 

 

(0.085) (0.085) (0.085) 

 

(0.611) (0.581) (0.417) 

L. Equity to total assets (𝛾1) 0.108** 0.120** 0.110** 

 

0.232* 0.222* 0.231** 

 

(0.046) (0.046) (0.047) 

 

(0.120) (0.114) (0.113) 

L. Size (log(total assets)) (𝛾2) 0.002 0.001 0.003 

 

0.006 0.004 0.004 

 

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) 

 

(0.012) (0.012) (0.006) 

L. Customer deposits to total assets (𝛾3) 0.037* 0.032 0.038* 

 

0.023 0.025 0.024 

 

(0.020) (0.020) (0.020) 

 

(0.039) (0.038) (0.035) 

Macroeconomic variables 

       L. GDP growth (𝛿1) 0.892*** 0.984*** 0.948*** 

 

0.727*** 0.900*** 0.818*** 

 

(0.169) (0.158) (0.150) 

 

(0.196) (0.165) (0.180) 

L. Corruption freedom (𝛿2) -0.022** -0.016 -0.018 

 

-0.014 -0.011 -0.016 

 

(0.011) (0.011) (0.011) 

 

(0.014) (0.013) (0.017) 

L. Bank credit to deposits (𝛿3) -0.009** -0.021*** -0.009*** 

 

-0.015** -0.022*** -0.021*** 

 

(0.004) (0.005) (0.003) 

 

(0.007) (0.007) (0.006) 

L. Bank credit to private sector (𝛿4) -0.003 

   

-0.045 

  

 

(0.029) 

   

(0.063) 

  L. Bank assets to GDP (𝛿5) 

 

0.070** 

   

0.016 

 

  

(0.029) 

   

(0.060) 

 L. Inflation (𝛿6) 

  

-0.068 

   

0.086 

   

(0.089) 

   

(0.128) 

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

 

Yes Yes Yes 

Bank fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

 

Yes Yes Yes 

        
Optimal Competition level  

(1 - Lerner index2) 

0.945 0.956 0.946  0.825 0.825 0.816 

p-value of Durbin-Wu-Hausman test 

(Competition) 

    0.000 0.000 0.000 

p-value of Durbin-Wu-Hausman test 

(Competition
2
) 

    0.000 0.001 0.000 

p-value of Anderson test  
    

0.000 0.000 0.000 

F-statistic test for weak identification 

    

2.977 4.958 11.668 

p-value of Sagan test for overidentification 

    

0.189 0.788 0.136 

Observations 1695 1684 1695   1552 1552 1552 

***, ** and *: 1%, 5% and 10% levels of significance, respectively. 
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Appendix 4: Some variables of the dataset on Vietnamese banks. 

(in million $US) 

Id Time GDP 

growth 

Equity to 

Total 

Assets 

Total 

funding 

Fixed 

Assets 

Total Assets Net Loan Other 

earning 

assets 

Interest 

expense 

Other 

operating 

expense 

Personnel 

expense 

1 11 7.54725 0.27675 30.51000 0.14000 42.71000 25.47000 14.01000 1.03000 0.35000 0.23000 

1 12 6.97796 0.38224 109.51170 0.41905 180.61980 64.76649 109.01820 4.33018 1.72276 0.58667 

1 13 7.12951 0.14435 761.62350 4.26473 916.39180 362.85430 496.41080 41.50370 7.51486 2.66545 

1 14 5.66177 0.29312 359.79320 17.40372 555.11000 265.65110 215.95410 50.35345 6.36926 3.79921 

1 15 5.39790 0.16930 755.20060 15.21309 936.16580 449.77760 417.57700 33.80541 7.43693 5.04928 

1 16 6.42324 0.12237 985.66600 15.11929 1153.48200 596.69350 403.54650 63.46745 10.25331 7.61058 

1 17 6.24030 0.11370 862.72710 12.91149 989.45870 466.78310 367.11160 76.66609 11.90665 8.72548 

2 1 9.54048 0.10403 69.24526 2.10196 97.01791 47.21200 31.72313 5.76920 1.89325 0.98389 

2 2 9.34002 0.06783 101.90840 4.72582 156.17770 73.04562 58.82584 7.13810 2.34175 0.95927 

2 3 8.15208 0.24771 129.97120 5.89101 183.90610 110.38460 34.40294 7.27150 3.28038 1.16180 

2 4 5.76446 0.16886 164.84770 3.74625 200.73020 101.21250 78.03413 7.19943 2.84154 1.32520 

2 5 4.77359 0.14190 191.05490 4.69958 234.24440 117.83210 80.24769 9.61944 2.57008 1.39519 

2 6 6.78732 0.06265 501.63110 4.98058 540.95270 183.77080 317.87280 11.64209 4.02181 1.64359 

2 7 6.19289 0.05861 562.30550 4.37689 613.47760 230.36210 324.51530 26.53647 5.35231 2.05089 

2 8 6.32082 0.05227 674.23620 5.82931 732.25230 305.66520 357.33400 21.72741 7.16619 2.44494 

2 9 6.89906 0.05182 748.46390 8.64622 809.51250 397.52770 315.14940 30.50097 7.38604 3.31380 

2 10 7.53641 0.04576 978.12770 7.09243 1058.34300 458.06290 477.40190 34.69337 7.62301 4.87266 

2 11 7.54725 0.05286 1403.69000 30.28000 1525.05000 588.13000 786.87000 52.82000 11.33000 6.82000 

2 12 6.97796 0.03799 2209.18400 56.83247 2589.96100 983.66830 1350.27200 96.86571 21.38086 11.43541 

2 13 7.12951 0.07328 3969.52300 62.70696 4556.39600 1690.20800 2386.01100 172.18830 26.60295 20.91952 

2 14 5.66177 0.07375 3750.61200 30.42857 4331.98100 1423.50800 2059.14200 319.61520 31.44821 28.43817 

2 15 5.39790 0.06020 4748.31600 29.10840 5926.68400 2183.69800 2495.96400 240.53250 33.07476 30.06085 
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2 16 6.42324 0.05547 5556.63400 30.78989 6223.27300 2623.94200 2616.23000 327.59050 35.71579 29.45354 

2 17 6.24030 0.04256 5611.93000 28.90316 6725.11100 2436.73800 2699.04200 451.18520 37.26004 37.67409 

3 1 9.54048 0.30506 1055.21100 28.01116 1773.78200 1365.27200 257.10940 97.13717 32.15545 8.03513 

3 2 9.34002 0.28471 1514.61700 23.17766 2186.03600 1782.88900 351.53020 125.96070 19.75981 16.14229 

3 3 8.15208 0.22882 1891.82000 24.11076 2543.01500 1891.97000 590.50860 120.13010 16.22652 13.25585 

3 4 5.76446 0.19927 2080.72300 21.90409 2642.10000 2009.76100 576.23440 157.55910 15.43098 7.64541 

3 5 4.77359 0.17562 2765.43100 22.67790 3417.76600 2460.30100 870.48610 183.82190 17.31744 7.83263 

3 6 6.78732 0.13342 3550.98800 28.31457 4167.13500 3064.72200 1035.77300 152.25620 18.96354 11.90357 

3 7 6.19289 0.04160 4806.46500 32.00133 5115.37300 3683.85400 1098.10000 174.93810 24.06040 21.80943 

3 8 6.32082 0.05099 5368.97100 36.40907 5767.17000 4339.07500 1047.38400 206.94030 26.90634 21.53471 

3 9 6.89906 0.06295 5983.19500 42.19262 6520.31100 4576.19500 1370.43200 275.05710 29.10077 20.26786 

3 10 7.53641 0.06019 6466.45800 52.67891 7051.42700 4820.44000 1703.02900 264.08760 35.87363 22.53336 

3 11 7.54725 0.05380 7030.99000 53.52000 7627.75000 5197.07000 1908.28000 293.98000 49.96000 33.34000 

3 12 6.97796 0.04684 8656.76000 90.27265 9351.84300 5638.25100 2241.33900 439.11770 51.28239 43.50669 

3 13 7.12951 0.05856 9928.05200 48.05556 10912.47000 6887.52500 3031.30900 564.53460 59.79216 68.88910 

3 14 5.66177 0.05470 9129.43600 62.13517 10141.09000 6453.16700 2707.72300 654.20370 71.87064 77.17137 

3 15 5.39790 0.05951 9500.92400 56.69680 10464.91000 7095.86100 2677.77100 502.55370 74.91075 95.63629 

3 16 6.42324 0.06653 10113.69000 58.82919 11113.37000 7552.12800 2419.00800 624.76270 87.46774 93.33448 

3 17 6.24030 0.06062 8894.26200 46.55611 9710.18600 6894.07100 2249.70500 763.83830 68.86466 90.33501 

4 2 9.34002 0.19829 59.86975 1.52355 77.33411 61.25223 8.47826 5.13492 1.46712 0.67713 

4 3 8.15208 0.20697 51.87094 3.25304 68.68286 51.61124 7.62687 3.28038 1.83154 0.66974 

4 4 5.76446 0.16476 48.71399 3.18559 63.57157 42.30459 10.43598 2.80332 1.12133 0.61163 

4 5 4.77359 0.10799 63.84813 4.11213 90.20981 59.03841 10.63524 3.15753 1.07699 0.70983 

4 6 6.78732 0.08774 111.87620 4.14633 141.62270 88.09393 28.55115 4.02181 1.94242 0.92141 

4 7 6.19289 0.09783 138.27230 4.51445 167.97260 95.56630 29.96295 6.16516 6.11514 1.53817 

4 8 6.32082 0.10117 204.38700 7.10597 244.40930 161.17310 48.16403 7.03371 8.06949 1.77047 

4 9 6.89906 0.08778 268.91960 6.89597 344.54190 231.21930 51.22389 11.16657 13.38355 1.61023 

4 10 7.53641 0.08270 365.34150 8.00200 442.42710 312.68430 65.44529 29.59331 3.72488 2.06818 
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4 11 7.54725 0.08358 448.40000 9.51000 535.05000 373.69000 58.56000 40.53000 5.70000 3.14000 

4 12 6.97796 0.12594 586.39980 13.53065 700.52100 462.41690 94.26759 56.75798 7.04004 3.40827 

4 13 7.12951 0.11796 1155.54300 18.27986 1460.75500 949.45200 228.79060 46.15535 10.47266 7.43748 

4 14 5.66177 0.10126 1225.74700 19.90393 1427.99900 1040.92700 163.09350 122.23110 14.40765 8.88344 

4 15 5.39790 0.09879 1296.12600 20.29499 1501.09200 1200.67900 84.59180 78.30956 15.83283 9.90938 

4 16 6.42324 0.09701 1449.02500 20.52460 1695.31400 1149.19200 214.99590 95.10828 17.56426 10.72073 

4 17 6.24030 0.08869 1146.14400 21.67737 1561.25000 1032.30800 187.65340 116.27920 15.86038 15.00197 

5 4 5.76446 0.29845 12.09249 1.45263 17.29136 9.67144 4.96952 0.49695 0.39501 0.08920 

5 5 4.77359 0.18357 22.84924 1.37071 28.60132 21.31943 2.81485 0.86893 0.48954 0.09791 

5 6 6.78732 0.08622 70.07669 2.11675 77.98336 36.74419 34.41578 1.71830 0.56031 0.14942 

5 7 6.19289 0.05733 110.96050 2.05089 118.66380 55.02378 55.13633 4.61449 0.75032 0.26261 

5 8 6.32082 0.05858 122.70450 2.22814 131.79770 77.16603 47.92315 5.76909 0.79491 0.43358 

5 9 6.89906 0.05615 185.44450 2.33366 200.32160 118.21170 72.84527 10.22144 1.14350 0.56008 

5 10 7.53641 0.06803 233.22740 2.37136 255.94480 160.70050 84.42702 13.55683 1.67836 1.06116 

5 11 7.54725 0.07087 310.94000 2.95000 347.12000 206.94000 125.67000 19.48000 2.32000 1.41000 

5 12 6.97796 0.15030 564.69300 5.32659 677.81780 343.14600 307.30330 34.52040 3.63177 2.68192 

5 13 7.12951 0.13518 1065.59700 4.96118 1254.93000 495.48210 727.94420 79.66269 5.52007 4.74623 

5 14 5.66177 0.12677 821.13830 6.22958 971.10910 422.68960 515.59550 73.23947 6.25752 4.39982 

5 15 5.39790 0.11121 899.19640 6.36053 1032.27200 463.82950 528.59600 61.75912 7.36517 4.73615 

5 16 6.42324 0.09302 1010.06800 5.24950 1152.63100 555.26670 473.83350 70.11322 6.98136 4.75811 

5 17 6.24030 0.10640 863.79250 4.32235 983.34880 518.31790 398.26170 117.64250 7.56411 4.72125 

6 5 4.77359 0.82704 6.00909 2.20293 35.02652 19.25112 13.13189 0.01224 0.77102 0.19582 

6 6 6.78732 0.42855 51.36218 2.50274 90.09860 61.44785 24.99004 1.78056 1.13308 0.28638 

6 7 6.19289 0.33808 87.93800 3.62657 134.42060 95.07859 26.81159 8.22856 1.63821 0.80035 

6 8 6.32082 0.26409 162.50990 4.51651 225.24720 170.97690 37.75800 15.63314 3.03509 1.39711 

6 9 6.89906 0.15480 303.74950 7.72442 370.78390 284.34510 59.68341 15.60053 4.56231 3.01042 

6 10 7.53641 0.09683 494.74870 9.92941 562.70610 404.55020 131.50780 26.38818 7.17906 4.80770 

6 11 7.54725 0.06731 720.13000 11.45000 793.53000 524.26000 232.06000 41.00000 7.67000 7.49000 
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6 12 6.97796 0.04959 1006.60400 9.97339 1086.69900 578.69850 456.69920 61.85176 7.92470 8.49274 

6 13 7.12951 0.03979 1364.85900 6.83560 1469.05200 734.04030 660.43940 75.94825 9.45806 12.79418 

6 14 5.66177 0.03273 1372.91700 6.36227 1451.88300 656.04740 412.93320 127.86000 9.67261 11.09731 

6 15 5.39790 0.03046 1336.06400 6.84328 1415.56700 703.27910 370.05240 96.21690 10.41170 11.55333 

6 16 6.42324 0.06275 1426.42100 12.03910 1553.85300 678.33640 753.59120 101.41850 9.90574 13.86684 

6 17 6.24030 0.06740 1026.29500 13.31040 1126.16800 539.96000 489.78340 125.09050 11.60009 10.74886 

7 8 6.32082 0.09495 48.06768 0.60220 59.11205 38.28794 12.32103 1.56572 1.63799 0.42154 

7 9 6.89906 0.09828 57.40810 0.56008 69.81151 46.74326 10.78152 2.74205 0.93346 0.50174 

7 10 7.53641 0.13849 74.98489 0.51975 91.01054 73.03582 6.83256 3.07519 1.03950 0.61720 

7 11 7.54725 0.15468 118.64000 2.11000 144.23000 85.64000 42.13000 4.74000 1.74000 1.09000 

7 12 6.97796 0.17528 188.15340 3.22203 232.85210 154.18240 49.26164 8.32512 1.60170 1.76001 

7 13 7.12951 0.05359 664.61810 3.54248 737.55700 473.66840 175.49870 25.97528 2.15816 2.56228 

7 14 5.66177 0.17499 319.72690 5.24486 393.18290 252.38880 100.51130 39.93356 2.62592 2.81449 

7 15 5.39790 0.09390 604.79850 6.60843 675.25350 288.32450 289.45310 28.39733 3.86851 3.24224 

7 16 6.42324 0.06856 925.26680 7.76639 1043.44700 353.28670 490.71460 55.55124 4.88396 4.93190 

7 17 6.24030 0.07879 945.24050 6.31689 1072.42700 326.47850 476.37200 96.03081 7.79638 6.36738 

8 1 9.54048 0.05726 2212.25600 20.70650 2909.04600 1665.03200 1052.49800 112.29810 23.06188 8.45254 

8 2 9.34002 0.03553 2346.68600 19.43933 2864.14100 1152.59200 1492.97700 137.50010 32.82679 4.86689 

8 3 8.15208 0.03973 2225.74900 15.85515 2868.38800 1011.23000 1658.05200 130.81860 28.82630 4.10047 

8 4 5.76446 0.04732 2421.13500 12.44927 3089.30600 1318.10700 1690.65500 93.38866 14.81935 4.25594 

8 5 4.77359 0.04556 3356.04700 14.17216 3949.32000 996.59140 2659.64100 108.62870 20.65855 3.89184 

8 6 6.78732 0.03126 5177.25800 15.06624 5632.15900 1257.47100 3757.74400 194.31710 23.32154 8.24285 

8 7 6.19289 0.03072 5749.42200 18.14534 6367.97700 1299.37400 4517.50200 315.38630 23.13500 9.17897 

8 8 6.32082 0.05590 5472.93500 25.25631 6386.69000 2243.11400 3726.32300 194.46270 26.32822 8.34651 

8 9 6.89906 0.06066 6421.10700 26.89546 7282.67200 2899.70400 3367.72000 217.20560 31.07271 14.95878 

8 10 7.53641 0.06041 7599.25500 53.06873 8238.41900 3623.04200 4161.43900 167.54380 45.08838 15.51673 

8 11 7.54725 0.06220 7905.10000 59.05000 8573.54000 3751.02000 4165.99000 190.63000 49.85000 24.78000 

8 12 6.97796 0.06763 8824.08200 64.38468 9694.34700 3842.92000 4881.90300 305.85050 49.04746 25.85072 
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8 13 7.12951 0.06897 9467.08300 45.45889 10531.08000 5097.29400 4472.22800 391.33170 73.37738 34.43595 

8 14 5.66177 0.06326 8083.71100 42.91566 9136.10500 4468.20800 3097.32300 436.51060 56.93222 49.69696 

8 15 5.39790 0.06583 8153.32000 41.71856 9019.74200 4836.35200 2956.09400 310.48530 57.49268 70.04413 

8 16 6.42324 0.06761 8433.08000 35.76374 9330.10400 5192.30300 3533.71200 376.00460 64.31240 77.96950 

8 17 6.24030 0.07848 7862.05900 34.96252 8776.07900 4884.08900 3300.05100 536.53640 63.19411 76.30254 

9 2 9.34002 0.08432 136.56910 0.29625 151.24020 71.14118 0.05643 3.45620 0.29625 0.14107 

9 3 8.15208 0.09965 139.36130 0.32804 157.45800 70.99279 3.90911 6.36940 0.43738 0.20502 

9 4 5.76446 0.11026 124.42900 0.40776 145.26280 63.04913 0.47147 5.63212 0.33130 0.40776 

9 5 4.77359 0.11592 132.26120 0.23253 154.25380 69.11068 1.32176 5.36045 1.48086 0.36715 

9 6 6.78732 0.09465 189.80970 2.88873 226.00610 117.52910 79.77637 5.04283 1.91752 0.39845 

9 7 6.19289 0.10145 211.34130 2.55110 251.59620 147.90140 84.03632 8.37862 1.22553 0.48771 

9 8 6.32082 0.08565 243.89140 2.26428 310.19370 168.35130 122.77670 8.70783 1.21645 0.63833 

9 9 6.89906 0.09384 269.66640 2.25198 300.65740 200.71830 70.42993 9.26464 1.26018 0.81678 

9 10 7.53641 0.07403 408.80570 6.38860 446.84490 237.20130 187.39180 10.95808 2.26308 1.10447 

9 11 7.54725 0.07750 466.68000 6.75000 516.14000 265.02000 223.21000 14.86000 3.33000 1.70000 

9 12 6.97796 0.10146 673.00340 10.72768 789.53650 338.52710 402.54860 28.96100 7.08660 3.22203 

9 13 7.12951 0.11983 1234.53500 18.64098 1580.68300 611.96250 895.97090 50.57484 13.23269 6.01877 

9 14 5.66177 0.10546 1502.69800 10.55956 1824.26800 637.35870 1042.45600 92.91293 13.22040 9.62372 

9 15 5.39790 0.10862 2007.27900 9.36140 2436.19400 1028.75600 1256.86000 78.10080 15.33703 12.34269 

9 16 6.42324 0.08886 2777.62200 7.98811 3326.20700 1458.19300 1596.40000 159.19300 20.83621 17.20471 

9 17 6.24030 0.07418 2881.45900 11.21487 3306.72600 1380.32300 1520.42100 204.80140 25.16656 19.62729 

10 9 6.89906 0.10744 53.68590 0.77011 61.46867 45.03968 9.07795 4.57398 0.49007 0.43173 

10 10 7.53641 0.11799 69.30011 1.54842 80.57220 54.17319 16.97853 4.80770 0.62803 0.50892 

10 11 7.54725 0.11582 87.44000 3.67000 100.85000 78.36000 10.73000 7.83000 1.14000 0.90000 

10 12 6.97796 0.15420 183.14340 3.55727 225.31850 118.38620 73.34304 9.90820 1.43761 1.54230 

10 13 7.12951 0.12718 238.72150 4.17874 279.62340 143.56480 97.56422 19.01071 1.99751 2.30161 

10 14 5.66177 0.21863 184.88300 1.79485 242.61140 153.43480 15.00826 28.08898 2.13705 2.69576 

10 15 5.39790 0.12221 334.12690 1.49391 386.14620 176.05950 163.64510 17.41807 1.74622 2.82684 
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10 16 6.42324 0.14990 340.99590 2.69067 440.22710 159.22890 180.15500 24.56959 2.39459 2.78899 

10 17 6.24030 0.17335 367.82860 9.35162 455.59850 148.19180 187.01210 34.92718 2.82265 3.11047 

11 12 6.97796 0.46259 34.22240 1.11747 65.34384 20.50551 29.41730 0.71704 0.85672 0.50286 

11 13 7.12951 0.05846 481.59600 3.18995 528.41340 232.50500 227.38040 15.87235 3.61126 2.02919 

11 14 5.66177 0.09868 387.67960 2.87036 448.61360 224.30680 187.90010 33.41765 4.14725 3.26958 

11 15 5.39790 0.06239 545.62920 2.39417 659.81210 348.23750 271.98930 34.04026 3.71194 3.38576 

11 16 6.42324 0.10104 498.96640 1.98355 607.34230 322.80850 197.79720 37.15401 4.63826 3.71540 

11 17 6.24030 0.14296 452.14330 1.77602 538.35590 307.60510 130.21320 46.47128 4.76187 4.63168 

12 1 9.54048 0.11136 85.03229 3.16039 124.22410 80.57495 37.92464 5.82883 2.45974 0.81991 

12 2 9.34002 0.12134 116.81940 2.77906 162.52580 138.19140 19.08666 6.81364 1.73515 1.56587 

12 3 8.15208 0.11553 102.60740 2.20059 145.52570 116.74040 21.66415 7.01180 2.41928 1.10713 

12 4 5.76446 0.08581 144.98240 2.30637 160.08210 128.13700 24.50353 6.02713 1.32520 0.80277 

12 5 4.77359 0.07191 154.89020 2.50889 167.80180 124.67340 36.38499 5.88671 1.34623 0.80774 

12 6 6.78732 0.06617 156.76360 3.37434 168.80410 133.24280 26.34724 3.92220 1.58133 1.09573 

12 7 6.19289 0.06816 140.66080 1.68823 158.88120 111.86080 29.08757 4.86460 1.52566 1.03795 

12 8 6.32082 0.06931 134.86890 3.36028 150.12870 99.32703 31.60351 3.10736 1.68616 1.32484 

12 9 6.89906 0.08130 106.57840 3.11544 122.13220 85.06200 21.74973 3.41882 1.58689 1.10849 

12 10 7.53641 0.07885 164.73930 2.55544 185.39940 113.95540 56.82609 3.89813 1.66753 1.15861 

12 11 7.54725 0.05605 247.44000 4.67000 275.10000 145.56000 107.73000 7.02000 2.10000 1.39000 

12 12 6.97796 0.09331 441.78100 2.27218 494.28330 165.40360 311.65200 20.58932 2.90541 1.94625 

12 13 7.12951 0.10722 825.91250 2.52788 937.45750 346.48330 555.36890 37.70328 4.26473 3.12976 

12 14 5.66177 0.05742 1229.07100 9.03708 1342.13900 457.61580 812.70180 72.20586 6.87209 5.13312 

12 15 5.39790 0.05563 2093.01900 9.12655 2255.22200 836.62840 1293.41900 97.54771 9.21135 8.76775 

12 16 6.42324 0.05486 3257.65800 18.67289 3499.54900 956.43420 1809.27500 191.94840 15.35300 12.69229 

12 17 6.24030 0.08306 2448.84600 12.97714 2724.21400 890.52440 1567.38100 298.23180 16.13305 13.78000 

13 12 6.97796 0.17938 46.93359 0.27937 58.08962 38.45947 16.60369 1.43408 0.28861 0.16769 

13 13 7.12951 0.08148 649.68300 0.75665 729.95620 251.12020 377.22200 14.91795 1.68526 0.85982 

13 14 5.66177 0.07652 511.55890 1.88564 579.67220 243.83360 277.68420 52.28098 2.40942 1.37582 
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13 15 5.39790 0.06667 1099.23700 6.84980 1192.70700 357.92500 664.67880 45.91325 4.23383 2.73992 

13 16 6.42324 0.07413 1530.06800 4.01503 1673.03300 529.41470 881.95840 89.85279 6.58585 4.50043 

13 17 6.24030 0.07414 1366.75500 5.52917 1491.95700 451.49330 855.60740 115.12790 9.80607 4.83739 

14 7 6.19289 0.21281 25.96122 0.82536 33.37692 23.18502 4.22683 0.87538 0.40017 0.26261 

14 8 6.32082 0.12531 43.92454 1.16827 53.43931 36.79448 11.67065 1.52959 0.43358 0.31314 

14 9 6.89906 0.07481 114.89790 2.01862 127.89640 82.52997 37.92201 4.43396 0.86346 0.70010 

14 10 7.53641 0.09640 151.75640 2.70704 173.65090 130.15430 33.14494 7.46059 1.51594 1.11530 

14 11 7.54725 0.10274 221.61000 3.91000 252.59000 180.82000 52.62000 13.38000 2.09000 1.61000 

14 12 6.97796 0.12926 318.07750 6.48131 373.62490 269.03930 56.32962 19.19248 2.90541 2.98922 

14 13 7.12951 0.14080 527.02050 13.04353 627.23300 401.00470 175.04300 28.84709 3.83482 4.44529 

14 14 5.66177 0.15762 339.87530 10.06371 415.26580 350.80500 25.12784 45.17144 4.71409 3.81317 

14 15 5.39790 0.18374 354.85890 7.10422 447.85970 356.90730 45.86758 25.25294 3.83589 4.32516 

14 16 6.42324 0.15947 495.56260 7.14316 597.43050 348.32490 171.67550 32.01238 4.37459 4.15885 

14 17 6.24030 0.14753 506.16630 5.30867 608.55650 325.62950 177.45250 53.14811 5.24736 4.84857 

15 11 7.54725 0.40816 8.28000 0.28000 14.21000 11.39000 2.37000 0.09000 0.05000 0.03000 

15 12 6.97796 0.17959 56.85019 0.16744 68.80799 46.44584 20.81729 2.42530 0.21257 0.18824 

15 13 7.12951 0.11607 217.69880 1.35852 249.78750 102.11270 117.36600 5.25352 0.79964 0.48150 

15 14 5.66177 0.16589 207.79000 1.99738 254.40010 96.57246 130.37420 17.48752 2.61894 1.57835 

15 15 5.39790 0.10495 320.98830 2.55726 367.80180 219.58510 108.96410 19.12074 2.96172 2.62250 

15 16 6.42324 0.13271 424.64040 3.79331 496.95290 327.12310 115.99840 28.81833 4.64425 3.93113 

15 17 6.24030 0.14737 352.50850 5.48877 418.77270 284.10840 82.92744 41.00169 6.00887 4.79195 

16 1 9.54048 0.14545 97.77819 0.35778 126.68380 54.47195 59.71938 8.03513 1.08825 0.77519 

16 2 9.34002 0.18745 75.44379 1.15677 104.30650 73.90614 20.90645 8.37951 0.94516 0.88874 

16 3 8.15208 0.16605 78.16862 2.36460 99.43638 57.76194 27.00842 5.52197 0.98411 0.68341 

16 4 5.76446 0.12429 70.05743 4.21772 85.70502 50.81648 23.71351 5.19888 0.81551 0.54792 

16 5 4.77359 0.14751 76.11108 4.99330 92.00887 58.08381 22.76357 6.69445 1.22385 0.56297 

16 6 6.78732 0.11715 99.01383 5.50354 118.72450 62.03307 44.45163 4.91832 3.52376 0.62257 

16 7 6.19289 0.15180 95.56630 6.46529 116.90050 64.76549 32.08887 5.07719 1.03795 0.82536 
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16 8 6.32082 0.17818 96.23171 6.16654 123.83660 89.22209 18.27078 5.88953 1.18031 0.93943 

16 9 6.89906 0.17784 126.96290 7.47939 162.06120 128.18810 17.08241 8.33118 1.51688 1.15516 

16 10 7.53641 0.14930 180.63510 8.69500 218.88010 179.94210 20.88749 12.92880 2.01404 1.35352 

16 11 7.54725 0.14203 227.36000 8.81000 269.60000 221.61000 27.27000 11.74000 2.48000 1.78000 

16 12 6.97796 0.15009 287.10500 8.75349 360.04760 279.06860 52.31605 18.30782 2.72848 2.28149 

16 13 7.12951 0.14056 457.57250 12.61362 543.43450 389.55180 98.24348 26.33641 3.31032 3.16415 

16 14 5.66177 0.13118 377.30170 12.48011 460.95400 322.70200 81.81562 43.07629 3.51985 3.95285 

16 15 5.39790 0.16291 335.59470 16.57652 419.25360 338.91520 37.55649 24.48315 4.16859 3.92722 

16 16 6.42324 0.20973 393.61080 16.32380 510.11260 312.82480 150.05430 31.05956 3.45772 4.88995 

16 17 6.24030 0.21509 279.56560 11.30895 367.70240 260.70160 62.65353 38.07883 4.25003 3.36533 

17 10 7.53641 0.07460 142.21680 0.69300 155.75200 123.85230 19.03587 8.14276 1.40766 1.21275 

17 11 7.54725 0.08194 228.00000 3.66000 253.35000 210.06000 17.01000 11.22000 2.06000 1.68000 

17 12 6.97796 0.07264 518.30880 10.82080 634.09690 486.98250 90.35646 27.81560 3.17547 3.70626 

17 13 7.12951 0.10142 1214.40700 10.42107 1384.21300 1035.03900 227.30310 67.15225 6.43148 8.22852 

17 14 5.66177 0.07278 1423.58500 14.14226 1587.72600 950.29730 393.12000 137.14160 8.05236 11.13922 

17 15 5.39790 0.08412 1728.59700 10.50303 1923.74400 1093.30000 489.29120 123.95530 8.66989 7.87401 

17 16 6.42324 0.07827 1651.80700 15.16723 1826.07800 983.35890 347.25820 149.16740 7.23904 10.61886 

18 12 6.97796 0.38676 46.50522 4.99135 76.68613 28.51402 38.69227 1.39683 0.61461 0.32593 

18 13 7.12951 0.17614 530.84670 18.34864 659.91490 222.79760 328.56450 16.33665 2.41611 1.51329 

18 14 5.66177 0.15761 484.12640 3.99475 591.60760 256.16710 252.19320 46.58916 4.42077 3.51287 

18 15 5.39790 0.08799 870.12720 4.44911 969.74290 448.40770 406.43470 35.96473 7.03246 5.06233 

18 16 6.42324 0.08197 1393.84500 3.84125 1548.44800 731.34080 632.23550 76.48334 12.12899 8.49149 

18 17 6.24030 0.08214 1531.78200 3.99413 1690.84500 686.13200 816.90820 140.13290 14.64851 12.16922 

19 1 9.54048 0.03857 92.99289 3.51817 103.57720 71.27268 21.09409 12.26886 1.47584 0.76028 

19 2 9.34002 0.05782 119.48560 4.69760 131.25070 102.74070 15.82796 15.99724 1.55176 0.97338 

19 3 8.15208 0.07290 125.70670 4.51052 137.43410 102.79880 21.51380 11.12594 1.84824 1.37747 

19 4 5.76446 0.05119 129.13100 4.84209 140.15310 80.32776 40.17662 10.16839 1.63102 0.94293 

19 5 4.77359 0.04884 128.16130 6.24162 136.06740 97.16126 21.91911 10.76986 1.50533 0.95460 
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19 6 6.78732 0.07109 173.39870 5.50354 188.98790 113.95560 48.94660 7.68254 3.10041 1.24514 

19 7 6.19289 0.07546 224.53450 6.25270 259.86230 182.67900 41.85559 9.80424 2.87327 2.14140 

19 8 6.32082 0.08191 292.28420 10.57465 336.00400 253.12910 39.16715 12.51374 4.11983 3.07045 

19 9 6.89906 0.08829 473.82680 13.25520 544.73520 350.38770 118.15330 24.53846 7.54940 3.80387 

19 10 7.53641 0.09282 629.95970 17.73650 713.60710 409.04390 187.91160 28.42387 7.49307 5.03509 

19 11 7.54725 0.13059 770.30000 20.72000 908.16000 526.47000 212.09000 37.57000 8.83000 7.52000 

19 12 6.97796 0.11585 1237.73400 24.17452 1437.15500 830.23090 297.49750 57.37258 12.80430 10.87667 

19 13 7.12951 0.11382 2971.64600 31.50395 3445.53000 1878.26000 1246.01400 119.05120 21.22905 18.46042 

19 14 5.66177 0.11337 2441.19200 38.50188 2815.35800 1429.80700 725.99750 247.41630 25.77733 26.46175 

19 15 5.39790 0.10360 3291.72200 48.51617 3672.17300 2087.86500 959.36380 170.68400 31.46995 26.38805 

19 16 6.42324 0.09643 3921.57600 49.22308 4623.75100 2477.87300 1385.81500 240.03890 35.08058 30.99963 

19 17 6.24030 0.10283 2689.28200 50.43410 3385.50800 1907.94700 837.76760 287.69860 39.35556 46.53591 

20 10 7.53641 0.07072 137.83140 0.72549 156.78070 36.43670 109.79740 4.27712 0.47644 0.15159 

20 11 7.54725 0.04763 321.56000 0.88000 384.83000 84.67000 245.00000 16.00000 1.67000 0.47000 

20 12 6.97796 0.10348 484.11430 1.89038 591.67980 194.55090 327.65050 24.31421 3.36171 0.88466 

20 13 7.12951 0.12829 1187.17600 3.47369 1400.19800 586.66650 712.71670 53.66161 3.34472 2.20115 

20 14 5.66177 0.18587 688.22200 4.88868 924.51300 308.81120 576.13840 96.36993 7.07462 3.10781 

20 15 5.39790 0.17915 870.08150 4.63177 1080.16200 334.13990 653.41250 32.59854 6.47143 2.93563 

20 16 6.42324 0.10397 1475.32600 4.24874 1676.14900 612.57980 956.06870 73.81664 9.00685 4.55436 

20 17 6.24030 0.05477 2263.21800 6.30679 2419.26100 462.18300 1354.71200 157.89690 8.79618 5.29689 

21 5 4.77359 0.12746 51.89114 1.99487 60.97209 40.79084 10.86777 3.86736 0.50178 0.44059 

21 6 6.78732 0.10420 72.92807 1.56888 83.05109 59.74200 15.26546 5.47863 1.04592 0.62257 

21 7 6.19289 0.09024 85.96215 0.78784 96.45419 69.56757 19.22081 6.31523 0.75032 0.62527 

21 8 6.32082 0.09210 114.56270 1.26462 131.95430 98.73686 20.93250 7.84066 1.14418 0.92739 

21 9 6.89906 0.07889 155.42190 1.56355 177.77840 129.10990 31.10772 14.10699 1.70357 1.22517 

21 10 7.53641 0.09580 264.12010 6.03128 298.51020 208.50670 57.46495 23.56204 2.68538 2.37136 

21 11 7.54725 0.10743 350.55000 5.65000 402.79000 299.26000 66.47000 21.88000 2.75000 2.63000 

21 12 6.97796 0.17793 373.31760 7.44046 528.75710 269.35600 156.00760 32.97457 4.28362 2.86816 
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21 13 7.12951 0.12645 780.07530 10.78219 914.01870 310.98970 389.34550 38.09880 5.78662 3.80042 

21 14 5.66177 0.11477 646.94050 20.28804 854.06710 389.94240 184.94590 68.74188 4.63028 6.24355 

21 15 5.39790 0.08276 911.58480 22.48040 1252.30700 691.53000 329.91910 66.68446 5.12104 5.52551 

21 16 6.42324 0.05932 1698.29800 25.69020 1827.66600 940.14640 614.33560 109.88600 6.09069 6.26002 

21 17 6.24030 0.05740 1557.17600 24.54547 1674.95900 834.16220 312.39550 198.38360 8.36785 7.36125 

22 9 6.89906 0.15336 55.27279 0.43173 67.94458 52.18069 9.13629 2.67204 0.50174 0.30338 

22 10 7.53641 0.13358 102.92150 1.18027 120.86370 91.95258 14.56385 4.72107 0.81211 0.56306 

22 11 7.54725 0.13419 127.04000 2.46000 148.15000 104.25000 21.15000 7.79000 1.52000 0.75000 

22 12 6.97796 0.18103 196.62750 2.70986 242.54610 157.36720 28.13222 11.04429 2.03938 1.50858 

22 13 7.12951 0.14020 420.04980 4.66884 505.16380 306.44130 126.48010 25.33901 2.84602 2.29573 

22 14 5.66177 0.14356 351.09130 3.75730 424.36570 270.38610 78.21895 44.65464 3.26844 3.12177 

22 15 5.39790 0.10842 401.13750 5.96259 558.37630 420.78670 38.41108 23.49156 3.95332 3.58799 

22 16 6.42324 0.14099 617.12820 6.20832 730.72960 397.23030 183.66070 34.28357 5.06973 4.24874 

22 17 6.24030 0.15884 425.04720 4.41262 538.76320 271.25920 120.15970 49.90167 4.48752 3.38727 

23 1 9.54048 0.03358 2220.39500 38.62529 2405.47200 1727.33000 350.01280 254.64960 45.46130 49.32049 

23 2 9.34002 0.02752 2817.41900 42.56057 3042.29800 2034.97900 592.01090 266.08470 41.70726 45.24777 

23 3 8.15208 0.00932 2667.45100 55.57503 2791.80500 2291.52000 372.18590 190.98620 46.52689 50.47654 

23 4 5.76446 0.03813 2779.85800 55.65857 2947.27900 2232.28100 587.11640 179.96020 45.03146 48.85416 

23 5 4.77359 0.03105 3046.62200 60.86194 3206.78700 2506.96600 493.89600 174.52070 47.46550 51.49482 

23 6 6.78732 0.00421 4316.62700 76.15299 4429.27500 3380.40400 845.39040 155.50600 62.65466 67.97338 

23 7 6.19289 -0.00699 5470.02600 86.56241 5510.06900 4267.55700 709.76920 183.24170 72.84709 79.03105 

23 8 6.32082 -0.00404 7075.05400 99.89309 7161.39700 5495.96300 892.77500 271.95390 75.96510 82.41375 

23 9 6.89906 0.00103 8947.51900 125.55100 9154.81700 7398.42100 750.52920 382.76730 98.58987 106.95910 

23 10 7.53641 0.00299 10875.04000 144.60980 11104.61000 8869.84000 963.08750 481.84150 112.72250 122.29150 

23 11 7.54725 0.00779 11903.27000 125.28000 12198.72000 9675.92000 1423.01000 583.40000 172.23000 97.70000 

23 12 6.97796 0.04210 13280.15000 107.68650 14300.11000 10809.25000 1968.88300 763.80680 168.69090 134.27290 

23 13 7.12951 0.04747 16079.19000 119.20600 17442.83000 13184.55000 2448.10800 914.45720 166.24700 196.16020 

23 14 5.66177 0.04444 15162.54000 130.67450 16474.78000 11886.17000 2383.75700 1257.97000 176.26500 210.26930 
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23 15 5.39790 0.04130 15703.13000 117.83620 16978.47000 12770.46000 2180.92500 1121.09700 160.89860 173.26090 

23 16 6.42324 0.05364 14638.74000 107.53090 16232.68000 12756.45000 2278.90100 1161.51800 171.92720 204.89840 

23 17 6.24030 0.06567 12116.72000 85.29564 13377.70000 10232.44000 1963.65300 1191.89700 146.65580 233.11480 

24 1 9.54048 0.07848 271.88270 4.84493 394.15390 186.32860 87.96906 13.16331 3.90576 0.55158 

24 2 9.34002 0.11360 309.01200 8.50647 402.72420 202.34960 100.96320 24.92692 1.92661 1.62834 

24 3 8.15208 0.09310 302.30030 9.00736 387.01600 229.14790 84.38766 16.64791 2.43708 2.05977 

24 4 5.76446 0.10269 222.58330 9.82435 257.98160 167.86770 50.62534 12.52573 1.40877 1.19067 

24 5 4.77359 0.10915 187.18750 9.48482 232.44540 156.50560 44.45015 11.99371 1.47245 1.24449 

24 6 6.78732 0.08867 245.82870 8.39227 271.87710 161.52010 72.04402 10.06076 2.20662 1.86500 

24 7 6.19289 0.08600 285.33580 7.96594 319.61310 197.99810 76.88322 8.37862 3.74109 3.16190 

24 8 6.32082 0.06851 342.79690 7.50342 373.06350 206.59100 103.72310 8.51512 2.06915 1.74881 

24 9 6.89906 0.05179 425.39170 10.27978 477.37400 283.83170 122.64560 17.08241 3.30728 2.79525 

24 10 7.53641 0.06429 519.54510 10.20011 567.55710 344.39990 127.14400 17.45497 3.64908 2.39302 

24 11 7.54725 0.07348 647.72000 10.00000 714.33000 403.85000 196.30000 27.76000 4.18000 3.18000 

24 12 6.97796 0.10622 932.13450 13.05573 1063.10200 589.63110 244.47370 36.64358 5.89464 4.97273 

24 13 7.12951 0.18674 1290.50100 9.79340 1798.74300 980.66360 614.79990 57.04072 9.68162 9.18292 

24 14 5.66177 0.26621 1396.03400 13.05977 1984.77100 857.95010 733.39340 118.34810 13.16453 11.62808 

24 15 5.39790 0.20403 1805.19700 15.19351 2310.51700 1341.62200 573.55680 83.62630 15.83935 16.18511 

24 16 6.42324 0.10305 3473.64300 20.60250 3978.19400 1872.64600 1642.04600 141.44890 14.63988 16.51556 

24 17 6.24030 0.08881 3498.55000 18.34472 4392.96800 1771.97000 2197.68600 293.06620 20.55639 25.15141 

25 7 6.19289 0.06983 84.42399 0.37516 104.94540 51.27216 43.33123 5.07719 1.11298 0.25011 

25 8 6.32082 0.04789 115.18900 0.25292 141.85440 68.13301 68.93996 6.14245 1.28871 0.34928 

25 9 6.89906 0.09871 130.21840 0.30338 148.23420 81.44482 61.64369 6.63927 1.14350 0.51341 

25 10 7.53641 0.06746 256.46450 0.79045 282.83110 151.28000 121.31850 9.78864 1.97072 1.14778 

25 11 7.54725 0.06609 514.27000 2.14000 563.44000 330.18000 183.71000 21.35000 3.96000 2.48000 

25 12 6.97796 0.07200 868.71830 7.64533 958.63710 528.50570 337.23270 37.23025 7.44978 4.87029 

25 13 7.12951 0.05553 1590.15000 11.34968 2097.27400 886.38390 1053.23300 66.19785 13.21549 9.30330 

25 14 5.66177 0.06603 1309.11300 7.81491 1428.23600 805.78780 514.54100 134.90670 18.13003 10.42686 
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25 15 5.39790 0.05206 1799.75000 6.39315 1999.51600 956.81960 936.53770 91.31113 18.46837 14.32587 

25 16 6.42324 0.07027 2611.22600 4.52440 2846.91400 1251.84500 1350.08100 143.42650 20.00324 16.13203 

25 17 6.24030 0.08417 2082.99700 4.58492 2309.16800 1019.64900 1175.71300 192.94530 21.74302 18.66284 

26 1 9.54048 0.04132 2314.89400 38.13334 2621.12300 1567.12000 711.72800 205.91710 16.39823 27.92172 

26 2 9.34002 0.03936 2360.62300 49.26135 2684.08100 1946.79700 432.99770 253.00760 29.83613 18.87506 

26 3 8.15208 0.03784 2727.59100 51.18753 3013.73600 1854.12300 882.48940 162.77500 25.66894 16.42921 

26 4 5.76446 0.04798 2840.49900 53.98932 3076.94600 1823.27700 881.83410 176.07370 23.58608 13.94013 

26 5 4.77359 0.03823 3523.75100 59.46676 3965.38900 2454.92800 1040.71100 186.58780 21.61315 15.12676 

26 6 6.78732 0.03608 3868.31300 34.85157 4179.41200 2486.09200 1016.99600 139.28180 28.07799 21.61570 

26 7 6.19289 0.03133 4601.50100 45.25706 4836.71500 3282.78100 1077.21600 202.83770 33.16433 24.62314 

26 8 6.32082 0.04669 4986.59700 47.57388 5316.26600 3684.98800 1210.15900 211.72180 41.31099 24.38914 

26 9 6.89906 0.05136 5499.52100 56.36961 6032.31900 3861.48800 1450.97800 286.28200 48.20180 32.76462 

26 10 7.53641 0.05263 5677.49800 68.80202 6403.02700 4404.54200 1301.06600 272.26280 60.34524 33.14494 

26 11 7.54725 0.04319 6823.67000 62.94000 7273.56000 4677.65000 1807.80000 301.15000 61.93000 54.23000 

26 12 6.97796 0.04162 7344.96600 67.11317 7856.42100 4648.68800 2606.54600 381.16780 59.30021 76.10877 

26 13 7.12951 0.06409 8076.73900 53.18011 8863.59000 5361.61300 2757.03400 431.45110 61.19367 86.39511 

26 14 5.66177 0.06372 7195.10300 52.62319 7963.72900 4878.92100 2508.64900 570.71200 82.71654 121.23240 

26 15 5.39790 0.07007 7152.75300 62.67243 8663.75500 5707.02700 2269.50300 387.34000 79.78389 124.22280 

26 16 6.42324 0.04996 10307.22000 66.94315 11157.19000 7022.24700 3485.77800 601.69130 92.72923 125.64650 

26 17 6.24030 0.06231 10056.14000 60.98244 11022.77000 6949.54900 3263.92700 854.99130 98.18694 119.06140 

27 1 9.54048 0.08935 122.24140 1.02862 168.67820 54.41232 105.36610 9.60042 2.71316 0.43232 

27 2 9.34002 0.34105 70.77440 1.21320 110.35840 73.20079 15.22136 11.96267 1.50600 0.93449 

27 3 8.15208 0.36257 45.20084 0.97044 72.45529 60.74162 7.88657 4.71554 1.13446 0.50572 

27 4 5.76446 0.30759 47.94945 0.70083 69.63692 52.95720 13.39221 3.10913 1.13407 0.44598 

27 5 4.77359 0.21143 75.54812 0.57521 97.18575 64.53349 24.23218 4.80972 0.94236 0.52625 

27 6 6.78732 0.19862 75.69229 0.46070 101.30490 66.16694 24.09353 4.19614 0.94631 0.56031 

27 7 6.19289 0.18084 78.93411 0.45019 107.18380 65.57834 31.62617 5.03968 0.90039 0.57525 

27 8 6.32082 0.15824 92.54624 0.49380 115.46600 80.69492 11.94767 3.93839 1.07192 0.69855 
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27 9 6.89906 0.08376 163.55470 0.72344 185.84120 112.48250 16.81404 7.46772 2.10030 1.03848 

27 10 7.53641 0.04805 263.32960 0.69300 284.84510 127.98860 96.61951 11.46700 2.58793 1.47263 

27 11 7.54725 0.05391 354.23000 2.06000 382.65000 207.05000 149.21000 18.01000 3.03000 2.05000 

27 12 6.97796 0.08264 523.03940 7.50565 586.51150 289.67520 189.15910 27.90872 4.64680 3.28721 

27 13 7.12951 0.12024 811.26970 14.42785 967.79210 709.00230 136.36810 41.67567 10.34368 6.86140 

27 14 5.66177 0.12616 637.95930 15.14095 767.11130 530.84120 146.05290 81.39659 10.88081 7.71015 

27 15 5.39790 0.09251 857.51700 11.51419 972.34580 553.64670 345.19090 49.09678 9.60930 7.34560 

27 16 6.42324 0.08703 1474.61900 10.61886 1814.67400 761.42360 768.35700 83.04521 9.24656 7.26900 

27 17 6.24030 0.07240 1692.56700 8.83152 1972.58000 687.62160 1048.25000 178.50890 14.64034 16.37855 

28 1 9.54048 0.18367 40.44400 1.10315 56.24594 20.08038 27.23597 2.13177 0.52176 0.07454 

28 2 9.34002 0.19898 50.99650 1.63640 66.14733 28.51008 29.69506 5.93901 0.50785 0.88874 

28 3 8.15208 0.14122 54.23554 1.79054 63.20190 36.57619 21.30877 6.61753 0.94753 0.71789 

28 4 5.76446 0.09541 70.49066 2.89251 79.06626 36.77441 36.29020 5.80277 0.83087 0.62950 

28 5 4.77359 0.08391 86.26902 3.14529 94.51775 45.94324 42.78571 4.99330 1.13818 0.41611 

28 6 6.78732 0.06275 120.08170 3.52376 128.37430 73.10239 48.18707 4.85606 1.12063 0.39845 

28 7 6.19289 0.04838 173.61250 2.51359 198.01060 116.56290 70.95567 10.82968 2.88875 0.68780 

28 8 6.32082 0.03228 299.25770 3.60116 317.49240 145.33520 156.47590 16.80141 1.60185 1.32484 

28 9 6.89906 0.03791 386.51280 4.38729 410.94630 165.05990 224.51000 17.60748 2.11196 1.82026 

28 10 7.53641 0.06719 479.65420 4.67776 526.37760 231.35410 261.27220 18.18045 3.68157 2.49047 

28 11 7.54725 0.09101 588.09000 5.15000 667.62000 330.04000 291.20000 27.58000 5.60000 4.63000 

28 12 6.97796 0.09762 879.60430 18.40095 998.44680 500.06620 451.00940 43.50669 7.37528 6.51855 

28 13 7.12951 0.08796 1900.70100 20.25745 2103.92000 1093.46400 668.29820 74.74450 12.97474 11.35827 

28 14 5.66177 0.09790 2163.06800 19.13571 2441.18500 1113.93600 728.77010 183.38850 21.78956 17.31991 

28 15 5.39790 0.07858 2969.11500 21.07782 3267.23900 1472.17300 884.02250 154.71420 22.83920 20.97997 

28 16 6.42324 0.06096 4232.62100 25.46848 4553.81800 1593.84100 1411.28300 235.15500 30.70600 22.89167 

28 17 6.24030 0.08135 3874.22000 25.55032 4279.38000 1505.20100 1667.01700 348.94360 26.21180 28.88801 
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